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It's a known fact that our General Ledger
software closes the books of many of the
world's leading corporations. This means
managers get the critical financial information they need now instead of days
(or weeks) later.
We also contribute to their success
with our Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Payroll /Personnel, Fixed Asset

Accounting and Work Order Management
systems. Our Manufacturing Resource Planning is the most comprehensive and flexible
set of systems available. We offer more
software for more computer models than
anyone.
Results for more than 3,000 customers
worldwide. That's what you'd expect from
the leader. Software International.
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Call your local office or send in this coupon for your FREE copy, along with
our client list. Join the leaders who get their software from the leader.
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Elm Square. Andover. MA 01810

(617) 475 -5040

OFFICES AROUND THE W ORLD

Atlanta (404) 955 -3705
Boston (617) 729-8962
Chicago (312) 298 -3500
Columbus, OH (614) 773-2167
Houston (713) 444 -3348
Los Angeles (213) 573 -0402
New York (914) 253 -8050
San Jose (408) 292 -9700
Montreal (514) 866-5728
Toronto 1, + 1 0 ) 924 -1461
Vancouver(604)669 -6122
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SNAKE HANDS ON A
MERGER AGREEMENT WITHOUT
CROSSING YOUR FINGERS.
No th in g sh ou ld b e le ft t o ch an ce
bef ore th e ink dr ies on a fin al
m e rger a gr ee m e nt .
How can you be sure that everything
is right?
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Professional third -party counsel and
analysis by Marshall and Stevens prior to
buying or selling can improve your odds
for a successful merger.
Why? Because you get the facts about
what you are buying or selling and what it
should be worth to you.
Independent valuation not only
provides the measure for equitable sale,
acquisition or merger, but also a basis for
future financial and tax reporting.
In addition, it can provide support for
officers and directors facing dissident stockholders' litigation or credibility problems
with government review agencies such as
the SEC or IRS.
Marshall and Stevens, with fifty years
of working with every type of enterprise,
has the skills and knowledge to provide
an "overview" for your merger, acquisition
or sale, so that nothing is left to chance.
Valuation consultants at any of our
18 local offices will provide a wealth of
information relative to valuing your
merger /acquisition/sale at no cost or
obligation, of course. Just fill out the
coupon and mail.

k

s

MARSHALL AND STEVENS INCORPORATED
Please send me valuation information
about a merger /acquisition/sale along with
the address and phone number of your
nearest Marshall and Stevens office.
Marshall and Stevens Incorporated
600 S. Commonwealth Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90005
Attn: Ric hard Lillard, Vice Pres.
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Alternatives to Risk Funding

15

By Dennis P. Drozdak and J. Sterling Shuttleworth
In an era of steadily escalating costs, corporations are well advised to review the alternatives in funding insurance expenses. An analysis can reveal cost - saving opportunities.

Strategic Management Techniques for Insurance Companies
in the '80s

19

By Glen M. Gammill
life insurance industry's traditional stance has been defensive, based upon statutes
t-) The
and principles developed within the industry to ensure solvency. Statements based upon
GAAP, however, may be more suitable for the offensive role that insurance companies will
have to play in the decade ahead.

Is There Life Insurance After Retirement?

23

By Lee G. Diamond and Allan S. Oxman
More people are living longer after they retire and, therefore, continue to need life insurance protection after their corporate coverage ends. Two insurance experts offer a plan to
keep retired employees covered at a low cost to the corporation.

Disclosure of GAAP Data of Life Insurance Companies

27

By Clair J. Galloway
Here's a simplified walk through the tangle of rules, pronouncements, and regulations that
govern the disclosure of data in insurance company financial statements under generally
accepted accounting principles.

Management
Accounting
Issues

Marketing Costs— Accountants to the Rescue

32

By L. Gayle Rayburn
A survey of Fortune 500 industrial controllers reveals that marketing costs are not analyzed or controlled properly, yet accountants generally are satisfied with their accounting
systems. Management accountants, who have long neglected this area, should turn their
attention to improving techniques for measuring marketing costs.

What FAS No. 33 Does to Bank Financial Statements

42

By Gary Giroux, Steven Grossman, and Stanley Kratchman
Bank financial statements disclosed record earnings for 1979, and the average return on
stockholder's equity for a sample of bank holding companies was about 12%. But how
meaningful are these figures in an era of double -digit inflation? The impact of inflation
accounting disclosures on the statements of 30 BHCs is analyzed here.

Testing the Markov Chain Approach on Accounts Receivable

48

By Arnold I. Barkman
This statistical technique failed in the crucible of real world application. It can be useful,
however, in other accounting and financial applications if its underlying assumptions are
met. Certificate of Merit, 1979 -80
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Do Private Universities Need Audit Committees?

51

By David P. Weiner
Corporate audit committees have sprung up everywhere in response to court rulings on
corporate officer liability, the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, and pressure from regulatory
agencies. This same concept can be used by today's beleaguered universities.
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Retired NAA Executive Director is cited for his leadership during last decade.
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MAP Committee Promulgates Definition of Management
Accounting
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The Subcommittee on MAP Statement Promulgation defines the term "management accounting."
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Wanted: Research Proposals
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NAA's Committee on Research seeks proposals to conduct research on management
accounting topics.
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Accounting for Energy. The utilities industry is the most regulated— that's why
accountants have to tailor cost systems to fit. The February issue explores this sector of
the economy. In March, watch for a series of articles dealing with current accounting and
reporting issues, ranging from the evaluation of a minicomputer acquisition to maximizing
the banking relationship. A quantitative perspective is featured in April, and issues relating
specifically to the controller and financial officer are planned for June.
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The beginning of a new year is always an opportune time for reflection,
evaluation of the past, and a renewed commitment to our aspirations.
Frequently — especially in business —it's the time for establishing new
goals and objectives for the ensuing year, expressed in tangible terms
such as profit increases, return on investment, etc. No one would argue the merit of forward planning in business and the establishment of
standards against which progress will be measured.
There are, however, other aspirations with less tangible standards of
evaluation which are worthy of our consideration as the world's largest
p rofessional organization devoted to Management Accountin g —the vitally important ideal of ethical standards. Once again, NAA has taken a
leadership role in undertaking to develop ethical guidelines and principles to be considered by the Management Accountant in the practice
of his or her profession.
To some it may seem unnecessary because (a) we already have a
body of principle and a codification of laws which should govern our
conduct, and (b) the application of ethics and norms of conduct is an
individual judgment.
To the former, it can only be pointed out that in real life business
situations acceptable legal standards of conduct or application of accounting principles can sometimes produce results which are harmful
to others when applied. For example, there have been examples of
corporate disclosure of mergers, new product development, etc.,
which were made because it was the legally safe thing to do—yet
produced the potentially unethical result of fictitiously and arbitrarily
influencing the market price of the company's securities to the detriment of at least some investors. Similarly, the rigid adherence to generally accepted accounting standards or principles while comfortable
or safe may lead to a degree of misrepresentation which again is potentially detrimental to investors, shareholders or management of the
company. The capitalization of interest costs, development expenses,
or inflated overhead value in inventory can lead to an increase in reported profit. But, if such practice impairs the long -term liquidity of the
corporation or causes it to incur tax liabilities which represent a cash
drain, then the accountant can no longer be comforted by the application of the safe and generally accepted standard.
Human ethics must rank No. 1 in the hierarchy of standards in business life, as well as personal life. Recognizing this reality, the NAA
Research Committee has undertaken a project to examine ethical issues confronting the Management Accountant and to formulate positions or guidelines for the guidance of our profession. We are proud
that NAA has taken this leadership role.

official publication of the
National Association of Accountants
Executive Director
Robert L. Shultis
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Data Sheet

notions of constant dollar and current cost accounting." Armed with that knowledge, he
pointed out, managers can make intelligent decisions regarding inventories, and "Profit distortion can be avoided as the gap between value
on paper and real value is recognized."

Robert F. Randall, Editor
AICPA Chairman Warns of
`Commercialism'

Productivity, the Key to Recovery

".

As more and more attention is focused on the
U.S.'s flagging economy, an emerging consensus is building around the need for increasing
productivity in American industry through tax incentives, In a comparison of Japanese and
U.S. economies, William S. Anderson, chairman of NCR Corporation, said: , . My personal observation is that, on the whole, the American employee works as hard as his Japanese
or German counterpart.... The productivity
problem can be attributed primarily to structural
deficiencies in our current economic system
rather than to any pronounced change in the
traditional American work ethic." Industry has
been living on "a low- calorie diet." The amount
of capital invested per worker "grew only 1.5%
a year from 1963 to 1975. In Japan, the annual
increase in capital investment per worker during the same period was 10.1 % —seven times
as much." Mr. Anderson recommended tax reform to spur research and development, to permit more rapid depreciation of capital investment in new plants and equipment, and to
stimulate personal savings. He spoke at the ITT
Key Issues Lecture Series at the University of
Notre Dame.... An overwhelming majority of
workers are willing to cooperate with management in efforts to raise productivity but feel it
important that management reward hard work
and do more to bring workers into the decision making process. A survey was sponsored by
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and reported
in the World o! Work Report.

D &B Executive Points to Accountant's
Role
The accountant's ability to conform financial
statements to economic realities will prove critical in the '80s, a Dun & Bradstreet vice president told NAA's Upstate New York Regional
Council Mini - Conference II. William F. Doescher, publisher of D &B Reports, said: "The layman is not yet thoroughly familiar with the

William R. Gregory, chairman of the American
Institute of CPAs, in an open letter to members
warned of "a rising tide of commercialism within the profession." He suggested that this trend
may have had its genesis in the abolition of the
bans on advertising and solicitation. "But unfortunately, advertising and solicitation can be
used in ways that do not benefit the public.
When a firm engages in excesses to obtain
business, it raises commercialism above professionalism. This could lead to a breakdown of
quality by short- cutting steps which are necessary to ensure full professional performance."
He stressed the exercise of common sense,
good taste, moderation and individual responsibility in order not to erode the profession's
credibility with the public.

Office Conflict Can Be Good
Although conventional wisdom holds that office
conflict is bad for an organization, Clark DeHaven, director of executive programs at Michigan
State University Graduate School of Business
Administration, says that's not necessarily so.
Some of the benefits of conflict: better ideas
are forged from friction, people are forced to
search for new approaches, long- buried problems frequently come out into the open, everybody is forced to clarify his ideas, it enlivens the
office environment, and it stimulates employees to exercise their full capabilities.

CFOs Say Recession Will Linger
Despite reports to the contrary, the recession is
not over yet, say the chief financial officers of
the nation's largest corporations. In an NAA
survey of 543 chief financial officers of the
country's 1,300 largest companies, 33% say
the recession will be over in the second quarter
of this year while 16% think it will end in the
third quarter. Another 16% believe the recession will be a thing of the past in the first quarter of 1981. Of the CFOs who think the recession will be over in the second quarter, 31 %
say the inflation rate will be 9 to 10%.
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Tips from CPT
on what to look for
in a word processor
C o f f e r s a p l a i n E ng l is h e x p l a na t i o n
of exactly what word processing is, and
some helpful pointers on how to
choose from over 70 makes.
Word processing is simply a

faster, easier, less expensive
way to type.
With a modern word
processor (such as the
CPT 8000, right), you type on
a screen instead of paper.
You can type at full rough draft speed without worrying about
errors. Leave out a word or a
paragraph? No worry. Just go back

and ty pe it in. You can re adjust the
entire text without retyping.

"Electronic filing"

expensive are

Most word processors have some
form of memory. This may range
from a magnetic card, which holds a
single business letter, to the disks

"intelligent
typewriters;'

with very limited functions. At the
other end of the scale are expensive
shared systems.
used in the CPT 8000, which hold
over a hundred full-page letters.
Most popular by far are the
This electronic storage allows
"standalone" models. The CPT 8000,
you to recau inaivtauai pages to the
rot example, fits easily on a desk top,
yet has nearly all the
Clip an d save this checklist of features
automated features of
to com pare different mo dels
even the largest systems.
CP T
Br ud
Br fnd Brs nd
PaRum
9000
"B"
"D"
"C"
2. Look for a full -page
YES NO YES NO YES NO TES NO
screen
with a clear
Bla c k -on -white full -page
t/
image.
The full-size,
sc re e n
black-on -white screen is
Ea sily expa nde d with softwa re pac kage s
a major feature of the
Sta nda r d ke ybo a rd a nd
CPT 8000. Some compl a i n Engl is h c o mma nds
petitive models have only
Aut oma ti c hyphe na ti on
„

,.

t

,

Dua l dis k drive s a nd
standard 120 -page disks
Simulta ne ous input / output
C ompr e he ns ive t ra i ni ng
and loc a l de ale r s upport

called "software programming; can
enhance your word processor so it
can perform many other office tasks.
The CPT 8000, for instance,
can also be used to prepare your
office payrolls, keep ledgers, handle
inventory and bookkeeping, and
more. Be sure the word processor
you choose has this important feature.
There are more things to look
for than we can touch on here. For a
thorough explanation of word processing, and more tips on what to
look for, send for our free booklet
CPT Takes the Mystery Out of
Word Processing.

1

1100
11,10
�

screen in seconds. So you can make
changes at any time as easily as you
corrected the original.
Only when the document is
letter - perfect do you transfer it from
screen�to�paper�—at�up�to�540�words
a minute.

Things to look for
Your search for the right word processor will be greatly simplified if you

a partial -page display,

I

and a green -on -green
computer -like screen.
3. Be sure the word
processor you select is
easy to use. Look for things like a

standard keyboard, and plain English
commands. The CPT 8000 is so
easy to learn, most secretaries will be
turning out actual work after a short
period of instruction.
4•�Plan�for�your�needs.�It�is�tempting to use your word processor as a
"fancy typewriter" just because your
procedures are set up that way.

'

CPT"

Mail to: CPT Corporation

I

P.O. Box 17
Minneapolis, MN 55440

I'd like to know more about word processing and
the CPT 8060.Please send me your free booklet
CPT Takes the Mystery Otte of Word Puxessing,
' Name

'

'

Titic /Company
Address
Phone
City

However, a relatively new feature,
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Management
Accounting
Practices
Louis Bisgay, Editor

MAP Defines Management Accounting
The Management Accounting Practices Committee has embarked on a bold new venture by
circumscribing what it believes to be encompassed by management accounting. An article
beginning on page 58 sets forth the "Definition
of Management Accounting" and describes the
activity of the recently established Subcommittee on MAP Statement Promulgation. Readers
are urged to take note of the story and to communicate their reactions.

belief and suspicion if they mix flaky forecasting
with conventional accounting."

FASB to Truckers:
Write Off Operating Rights
The Financial Accounting Standards Board issued for public comment a proposed Statement of Financial Accounting Standards, "Accounting for Intangible Assets of Motor Carriers." In it the Board prescribes an immediate
write -off against earnings of interstate operating rights that previously had been carried as
assets.
It is the Board's contention that operating
rights, which generally represent the right to
haul specified commodities between two points
with limited competition, "have been permanently and substantially impaired" as a result of
deregulation of the trucking industry by the Motor Carrier Act of 1980. The loss of limited competition is considered an "unusual and infrequent item," and, therefore, the charge to
income of the unamortized cost of operating
rights should be reported, if material, as an extraordinary item. The statement would not affect the accounting for other intangible assets
of motor carriers, such as goodwill, except to
require separate identification of those intangible assets not previously so identified.

AICPA Issues Forecast Guide
The American Institute of CPAs has published
guidelines for independent public accountants
to follow if they are associated with financial
forecasts of clients. Guide for a Review of a
Financial Forecast calls for reasonable assumptions suitably supported; adequate documentation for both the forecast and the forecasting system; adequate review and approval
by management at appropriate levels; and the
independent accountant's statement as to
whether he or she believes the forecast is presented in conformity with the AICPA guidelines.
While the preparation of financial forecasts
for internal use is widespread, few companies
publish forecasts for the general public, despite
a "safe harbor" rule approved last year by the
Securities & Exchange Commission. The rule is
intended to shield preparers and reviewers of
such forecasts from liability under federal securities laws if the forecasts were made "in good
faith" and with a "reasonable basis."
In an editorial, Business Week expressed
concern over what is perceived to be encouragement for the public issuance of forecasts.
The magazine said, "Even the best forecasts
have a disconcerting way of going wrong. Both
corporations and their auditors are inviting dis8

IFAC Issues New Audit Guideline,
MAP Comments on ED 6
The International Federation of Accountants
published an exposure draft of a proposed international auditing guideline titled "Control of
the Quality of Audit Work." ED 7 deals with the
overall quality of audit work and particularly
with work performed by assistants and other
auditors or experts. Comments are requested
by March 31.
In response to ED 6, "Study and Evaluation
of the Accounting System and Internal Control
in Connection with an Audit," The MAP Committee suggested that IFAC recognize the distinction between internal accounting control
and internal administrative control and that this
document restrict its coverage to internal accounting control.

FASB on Preacquisition
Contingencies
In Statement No. 38, the FASB specifies how
an acquiring enterprise should account for con Continued on page 71
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Management
Information
Systems
Stephen F. Piron, Editor

Stephen F. Piron is director of information systems at Johnson & Johnson. Reporting to the
corporate controller, he has responsibilities
that include the processing and reporting of
worldwide financial information to headquarters
management and the generation of finance
procedures which are distributed to some 120
operating units worldwide.

MIS Costs: Up, Up and Away
For the past few years we have been accustomed to rising costs and prices, so it is not
unusual to accept a certain increase in the
costs of doing business. But, if we isolate the
MIS costs over the last five or so years, it is not
surprising to see this area of an organization's
costs rising faster than that of any other area.
In some instances, these costs are outpacing
the rate of sales 'or income growth. Witnessing
such an increasing cost trend forces present
management to ask, "Why ?" Is this trend going
to slow down? Are those computer people
managing their resources effectively? Are we
getting sufficient benefit for these expenditures? Questions easy to ask, but not so easy
to answer, especially without some understanding of what's been happening in the MIS area
over the last five years.
Four factors that have brought about major
cost increases come to mind immediately: online processing of information, an insatiable
desire on management's part for more information, expansion of computer processing to nontraditional parts of business, and increasing
reporting requirements by government and regulatory bodies.
One of these factors, on -line processing of
information, is a response to management's
need for immediate access to business information. There are obvious benefits gained, but
at a substantial cost. Let's look at on -line processing more closely.
10

In the last five years, we have seen more
business systems move from batch processing
to on -line processing. In simple terms, the
batch process required that data be sent to operators for keypunching. It was then entered
onto the computer, processed, and reported
back to users in the form of reports, checks,
purchase orders, shipping documents and the
like. While the processing was faster than the
more traditional manual systems, users still encountered a time lag in the data used to make
business decisions. At corporate headquarters,
for example, management waited several days
after the close of business before it received
consolidated sales and income information.
On -line systems, on the other hand, have allowed data entry, computer processing, and information reporting to take place (through
CRTs and hard copy terminals) in the user's
area. The processing time period, from data entry to the output of information, has been cut
drasticaily. More importantly, on -line access to
the most up -to -date information has become a
reality.
But there are two sides to a coin. While online systems present the opportunity to receive
"now information," the costs to provide this
data are substantially greater than those required to provide data from the more traditional
batch systems. To meet the increasing demand
for on -line systems, MIS management has had
to increase its processing capability on first
shift ( when on -line users are at their desks) .
In the old batch days, users' systems were
processed mostly on second and third shifts,
Information processed at night was available to
users the next morning. Programmers developed new systems on the first shift. The computers processed work over a 24 -hour period.
Now on -line systems are compressing this
24 -hour processing workload to a 10 -hour processing time. Larger computers are needed to
handle this enormous workload from S a.m. to
6 p.m. In many cases, this equipment is sitting
idle on second and third shifts. Larger computers, which are needed to provide processing
capacity on first shift, have sent equipment
costs upward. MIS management, like public
utility companies, has been gearing up for the
peak demand.
The larger processing capability is only one
cost factor in the on -line environment, Additional costs are incurred for other equipment required for on -line processing: CRTs, printers
and communication lines and controllers. Still
more on -line associated costs are incurred in
the area of computer operating software. This
complex software —which controls the computer's on -line processing steps in a way similar to
Continued on page 53
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"FORTEX
FixedAsset yst1".M*09
we bougkt it,
we insta led it;
it workedi"
mmediatel
and beautifully.::
: . YI

Wendell E. Carlson
Director - Information Systems
Olympia Bre wing C ompany
Olympia, Washington

Mr. Carlson sums up the sentiments
of most of our customers after they
install a FORTEX Fixed Asset System. This software program, called
PIMS (Property Info rmat ion and
Management System) is an operationally proven product; concise and
fully documented. It is an extremely
versatile program, kept current with
any changes in legis lati on or acco u n t i n g p r o c e d u r e s t h r o u g h
our standard maintenance agreement. As Mr. Carlson
said, "It's so easy to implement, It's by far the easiest, most
st rai gh t fo rward s o ft ware p ack age I've ever b een
involved in."
With every software package, we supply expert technical support personnel, who have program experience
and functional know -how. They are expert in not only
system capability, but in documentation as well.
Whether you require a software package for fixed
assets, credit, or accounts receivable, Fortex has a proven
system for you. Our systems are running now in many top
corporations; systems that are batch or on -line, systems
that are providing requested functional data in a format
and time frame desired.
We believe a system should give you the information

you want, in the form you find most
useful, at the time you need it. And
that's why we designed our systems
with true modularity and maintainability. They are adaptable to your
functional requirements.
So, when your priorities dictate a
new software package, call Fortex.
We can provide you with a proven
modular package that features ease
of use, technical support, quick response, cost savings, DP efficiency and maximum maintainability Fortex Data Corporation, 10 S. Riverside Plaza,
Chicago, IL 60606. Telephone: 3121454 -1650.
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The topic discussed in two of the articles— "Educating Management Accountants: What do CMA's Think ?"
"Do Management Accountants Have
an Image Problem ?" (Aug. '80) —are
related to an issue of special concern to
management accountants and accounting educators alike. That is, what needs
to be done to improve the preparation
of students for professional careers in
management accounting?
The recently approved Standards for
Accreditation of Accounting Programs
allow sufficient flexibility to educate
professional accountants for careers in
government, management, and public
accounting. Likewise, the leading universities presently offer most of the
courses required to allow students to focus their studies toward a career in either government, management or public
accounting. Students at many universities do not have an opportunity to specialize within the field of professional
accounting, however, because many
universities do not offer a multi -track
accounting program.
A professional accountant is basically
either a consultant or a watchdog. In
devoting the majority of the educational
resources toward the watchdog area, accounting educators have given students
little or no exposure to the knowledge
and skills needed to be a successful consultant. Thus, many universities are not
providing students with the educational
background required for careers as either internal consultants (management
accountants) or external consultants
(management advisors). As revealed in
a recent AICPA survey (The Supply of
Accounting Graduates and the Demand
for Public Accounting Recruits- 1980),
"only about 29% of the people with
degrees in accounting enter public accounting." Also, an increasing percentage of those who do enter public accounting work in the management
advisory area. And, as Robert Half
says, "some 60% of all public accountants ultimately leave the profession to
Continued on page 71
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4.

Alternatives to Risk Funding
In addition to increased cash flow and cost savings, a self- funding
approach permits the corporation to have complete control
and ma nagement of the program.

Insurance policies are characterized by specialized
jargon, complex calculations, and a deadening incomprehensibility. Yet, the costs of insurance programs are impacting companies more and more so
it behooves management accountants to investigate alternatives.
Traditionally, risk has been defined as a
"chance of a loss." For our purposes, risk will be
defined as the contingency or probability of a loss
or losses to occur that affects the net income of the
corporation. Risk impedes the assets of the corporation or in extreme cases destroys the business
itself.
Risk can be divided into two areas. First, there
is the known or quantifiable area that can be managed, and secondly, that portion which is catastrophic and must be transferred to an insurance
carrier. The traditional approach to handling risk
has been to transfer both areas to an insurance
company through either a guaranteed cost or
modified payment insurance plan. Today, more
than ever, the corporation must scrutinize escalating costs in every area, hence, insurance expenses
must become a controllable cost item.
A self - funding approach is one alternative that
can effectively control insurance costs. This strategy involves the corporation assuming the manage0025-1690/81/6207-3492/$01.00/0

rial area of risk. Here is how a self- funding alternative to a guaranteed cost or modified payment
insurance plan could work to control costs and
eventually reduce insurance costs.
Risk at ABC Corporation
The ABC Corporation represents a medium sized textile corporation that uses an alternative
risk funding approach. After several years of examining its entire insurance program as it relates
to costs and coverages, the ABC Corporation discovered that workers' compensation was the biggest expense. When the company questioned its
insurance carrier concerning this fact, it was informed that it had to accept either the guaranteed
cost or modified payment insurance program. A
modified payment plan, also known as a retrospective rating plan, adjusts the guaranteed insurance costs after the expiration of the policy,
following finalization of the incurred losses. Confronted with these alternatives, the company determined to use such resources as past historical
loss information from its insurance carrier, the
corporation's own records, financial data, and the
statistical information from the workers' compensation rating bureau.
Although voluminous, this data did not comprise all the information necessary for a decision
on whether or not to self -fund a portion of their
workers' compensation risk. The information proCopyright © 1981 by the National Association of Accountants
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Table 1
Five -year Loss History
Amount
incurred losses

Over $750
catastrophe

1974
1975
1976
1977
1978

112,350
123,500
761,000
438,397
255,010

23,500
619,250
45,000
55,000

-

Year

Under $750
managerial

Number
re- occurring losses

Frequency

no. losses

112,350
100,000
141,750
393,397
200,000

21
36
41
39
20

.121
.191
.195
.186
.072

173
189
210
251
275

vided may be seen in Table 1:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Frequency of Loss
Size of Loss
Re- occurrence of Loss
Catastrophic Loss
Profit Center /Division Loss Propensities
This data was segregated according to year and

Table 2
Locations and Loss Breakdown

Amount
Year 1974

of loss

Loc.1
Loc. 2
Loc.3
Loc.4
Loc. 5
Total

Total

by division which allowed us, the risk analysts, to
determine where the majority of losses occurred
(Table 2), and the dollar amount the corporation
could retain. To assist us in this decision, such
traditional financial analyses as current ratio, acid
test ratio, debt to equity ratio and cash flow forecasts were used to ascertain the financial capacity
of the corporation to assume the risk, and to determine if it would be able to pay out the loss

Table 3
Assumption Risk Level

Number
of losses

35,952
20,808
16,132
20,223
11,235

55
43
26
31
18

104,350

173

Items: Saleslrevenues -- $100,000,000+
Pre -tax income 7,870,000
Net income
4,601,000
11) " Expected claims for 1980 -275
Anticipated cost of medical only claims 22,754
Average expected claims cost
270,270
(Based upon 275 exp. claims)
Inflation and benefit level increase
adjustment cost
$86,486
$379,510 (Expected incurred losses)

Year 1975

Loc. 1
Loc.2
Loc. 3
Loc.4
Loc.5
Total

'Using statistical model for self- insurer - Georgia State University

32,110
38,285
37,050
14,820
1,235

49
59
57
22
2

123,500

189

389,180
60,880
45,660
55,280
210,000

107
13
16
15
59

761,000

210

235,000
65,760
35,072
54,341
48,224

135
38
20
30
20

438,397

243

(2) "Loss Rated Approach
Base: 5 -year historical data employees and incurred losses
Average loss rate per employee: $84.49
Inflation plus benefit level increase factors adjusts rate to 105.61 under loss
rating approach
Expected incurred losses: $475,245

Year 1976

Loc. 1
Loc.2
Loc.3
Loc.4
Loc. 5
Total

• • Normal loss rating approach used within insurance industry to
estimate expected incurred loss level.

(3) t Maximum Probable Loss
Assumption: 275 expected claims with MPL of $858,750
Inflation factor 1.285
(Note this assumes worst possible experience without
regard to specific or aggregate insurances)
Balancing or offset based upon net worth excess
of $1,000,000

Year 1977

Loc. 1
Loc.2
Loc.3
Loc.4
Loc.5
Total

Adjusted MPL
t From tables of Georgia State Study on Self-insurance
Notes:
The importance of these estimates is to approximate quantitatively the in
curred losses expected for the annual period.
Determine the ability of the corporation to retain the non - catastrophic portion
of risk.

Year 1978

Loc.1
Loc.2
Loc. 3
Loc.4
Loc.5
Total

40,802
38,252
105,000
40,447
30,601

47
41
113
41
33

255,102

275

Based upon the review of expected number of claims, expected losses and
MPL, net income and ability to assume risk in the future, the corporation can
withstand a per accidentloccurrence of $150,000 per claim between 13% and
15% of the MPL. Further, the corporation can withstand aggregate losses of
at least 15% to 17% of net income. In this instance, $750,000 retained
amount as maximum. Excesses above $150,000 each accident or excess
above the aggregate retained of $750,000 are insured.

1,103,494

429,670
$ 673,824

Incurred loss

Total disc. after tax costs

Difference_

455,886
214,855
24,794
21,560

699,363
321,959
24,794
21,560

536,814

193,295

343,519

(420,315)
(174,103)

(A) 156,831
63,370
23,383
17,681

(577,146)
(237,473)
23,383
17,681

45,689

(219,792)

(A) 71,287
25,047
6,293
4,138

(71,287)
(25,047)
6,293
4,138

20,909

(20,909)

(A) 47,525
14,520
1,913
1,094

(47,525)
(14,520)
1,913
1,094

13,426

(13,426)

(A) 23,762
6,313
(710)
(353)

(23,762)
(6,313)
(710)
1353)

6,666

(6,666)

(A) 19,009
4,392
12,299)
(994)

(19,009)
(4,392)
(2,299)
(994)

15,386)

15,386)

774,300
328,497
53,374
43,126
285,371

(39,366)
34,214
53,374
43,126
77,340

-

Year 2
Costs
After taxldisc. costs
Inv. inc. after tax
Disc. inc. after tax

Self insurance

1,155,249
536,814
-0-0-

-

Year 1
Costs
After taxldisc. costs
Inv. inc. after tax
Disc. inc. after tax

-

-

(174,103)

-

Year 3
Costs
After taxidisc. costs
Inv. inc. after tax
Disc. inc. after tax

-

Total disc. after tax costs

Year 4
Costs
After taxldisc. costs
Inv. inc. after tax
Disc. inc. after tax

-

-

Total disc. after tax costs

--

Projected Monthly Cash Outflow of Both Programs
A. Guaranteed Costs - Annual Premium
$ 1,155,249
B. Self- Insurance - Annual (These costs are
functions of an insurance dollar)

Table 4
Advantage of Self Insurance

-

amounts, both now and in the future.
The assumption or retention level was calculated by analyzing the historical incurred losses for
the prior three years, and the loss development of
the reserve portion of the incurred losses. This
analysis was made to ensure consistency of the
loss development factor should the corporation
consider a possible tax deduction. Additionally,
the incurred loss level analysis provided the corporation with both the stastical data to determine
its retained loss level and the portion of the loss
that would exceed the retained limit in the catastrophe area (Table 3).
Following the completion of the statistical analysis, a comparison was made between the projected present insurance costs versus the forecasted
self - assumed program costs. The items included in
this comparison were:

Using the above data, a comparison between
the monthly cash outflows of the two programs
was computed and also the negative or positive
investment income was calculated and accumulated by year. Analyses of Table 4 indicate that assuming a 50% corporate tax rate and a 15% discount factor and investment income rate, there
was a $343,591 or 30% savings (343,519
1,155,249) from the present program. In the second year, the corporation had a negative savings
of $219,792 due to the retro return received following the expiration date of the present program.
Thus, for two years, the cumulative net present

-

Year 5
Costs
After tax/disc. costs
Inv. inc. after tax
Disc. inc. after tax

-

-

Total disc. after tax costs

-

Year 6
Costs
After tax disc. costs
Inv. inc. after tax
Disc, inc. after tax

-

-

Total disc. after tax costs

-

734,934
362,711

-

Summary
Total costs
Total after tax disc.
Total inv. inc. after tax
Total disc. after tax costs
After tax net cost

362,711

"

-

Total disc. after tax costs

(A) Loss paid according to insurance industry projected payout claims matrix.
'21 Saving
%

2.
3.
4.
5.

Paid Losses
$156,831
Claims Fund.............
26,139
............ 47,500
Claims Cost
............ 144,406
Excess Insurance
........
In s u ran ce Tax es
.........
9,410
Broker Fee
25,000
Legal Fee .............
30,000
..............
CPA
7,800
.. . . ............
Surety..
Bond
8,500
............
Corporation's Tax Rate
Discount Rate for Net Present Value
Cost of Capital
It must be recognized that loss dollars in workers' compensation are paid over a long period
of time. Hence, a risk pay -out matrix based
upon figures obtained from the insurance industry was used to project the time sequence of
the paid claims, and to adjust the outstanding
claims for inflation, loss development, and any
incurred but not reported claims.

cost after taxes was $123,727 or a 11% savings.
During the third through sixth years, the company would continue payment of the claims incurred
in the first year. Following the final claims payout,
the summary costs comparison indicates that a
simple empirical analysis of the insurance costs
would have shown that the incurred retro program realized a $39,366 savings. However, due to
the long -term cash outflows from the self insurance program versus the first year payout for the
incurred retro, the self insurance program ultimately had a net present value savings of $77,340.
In addition to the advantages of increased cash
flow and cost savings, the corporation had com17

Figu re 1

Division of Risk

Catastrophe

Managerial

Impedes Assets

Financial
Ability To
Control

plete control and management of such programs

ring risk, There are several other alternatives such
as paid loss retrospective rating plans, depressed
prem ium plans, com pensation balance plans, and
form ation of a captive insurance com pany which
are available.
No m at ter wh at th e a lte rna tive, the preceding
analysis must be followed. Therefore, if your corporation believes its losses are fairly predictable,
manageable, and below the annual insurance
costs, this program may offer an alternative to
your present risk method.
O

as claim s h an d ling, lawy ers, claim costs, and loss
preven tio n services. Also, becau se losses were segregated and in d ividu ally an aly zed by the risk analy st, it was m u ch easier fo r th e insurance broker
or reinsu rance intermed iary to p lace the excess rein su ra n ce fo r th e catas tro p h e risk area, and the
lo ss lim itatio n.
In co n clu sio n, th e p lan is n either a panacea for
th e redu ctio n of insuran ce costs, nor is self- insuran ce n ecessarily the o ptimu m method of transfer-
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Strategic
Management Techniques
for Insurance Companies
in the '80s
Many insurance companies are now using the GAAP financial
sta tement as a ma na gement tool. One reason: management based
on SAP statements can be frustrating.

By Glen M. Gammill
The 1980s will be particularly difficult for the life
insurance industry which up to now has enjoyed a
relatively sheltered existence. Over the past decade, the insurance industry has been confronted
with significant environmental influences, such as:
1. The accelerated movement of consumer demand from permanent (whole life) coverages
to term insurance coverages.
2. An industry consolidation through the prolific
acquisition of life insurance companies by not
only other life insurance companies but also
domestic non- insurance entities and foreign insurance interests, and
3. A conversion ofmost stock life insurance companies' financial statements to a generally accepted accounting principle basis (GAAP)
from a statutory reporting system (SAP).
I would like to suggest some of the major
changes in insurance company management techniques which will most likely take place during
the 1980s as a result ofthe environmental changes
referred to above. A brief review of the pre -1980
0025-1690/81/6207-0001/$01.00/0

insurance industry environment might be useful
as a backdrop in understanding the evolution of
insurance industry management techniques.
The Pre -1970 Environment
The life insurance industry maintained a quiet
and low public profile, relatively speaking, in the
pre -1970 industrial matrix. In 1945, the McCarran- Ferguson Act declared that the regulation of
insurance by various state insurance departments
was in the public interest and granted an exemption from the anti -trust laws to the extent that
such business was regulated by state law. During
these years, most insurance companies' business
decisions were dictated, in large part, by the agent
representatives of the company. The insurance
marketplace dynamics during this era favored the
whole life and permanent form of insurance coverage, and sales in the pre -1950s were predominantly of the permanent variety, as opposed to
term insurance. Additionally, during the formative years of the industry's growth in the United
States, statutory accounting concepts and principles were developed within the industry to emphasize the solvency expectations fostered and cultivated by the various state insurance departments.
Copyright 0 1981 by the National Association of Accountants
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A fair characterization of the industry emerging
from the pre -1970s might be as follows:

In the '70-5, the
insurance
industry was
characterized
by a low profile
and visibility
and an aura of
mystery

1. Low industry profile and visibility coupled
with an aura of mystery regarding the exact nature and characteristics associated with the insurance products sold;
2. Retarded growth of strategic management
techniques due to the almost absolute control
over company policy and direction by the
agent- driven marketing force in conjunction
with the lack of any extreme competitive pressures (as compared to the 1980s); and
3. The financial statement's role in the decision
process was more defensive than offensive because ofthe emphasis on regulatory solvency as
opposed to the going concern concept.
The use of the SAP financial statement of the
pre -1970s as a defensive rather than offensive
weapon is illustrated by reference to a management decision as to whether to continue to sell a
particular policy which generates an additional
statutory reserve called a deficiency reserve. These
deficiency reserves could be considered as additional legal reserves or as a temporary deferral of
income because they generally are required as a
result. of using rates of mortality and interest for
statutory reserves which may not reflect the economic expectations used in the product pricing
process. Under GAAP, however, these additional
reserves would not be required. In other words,
regardless of the ultimate economic value to the
company of a particular product requiring such

additional reserves, the company may defensively
decide to forego future sales as a result of the unfavorable impact on statutory net income as opposed to evaluating the going concern value to the
company of that particular product from an offensive point of view. If the era prior to 1970 was
characterized by relatively unobstructed growth
without overly dynamic internal management di20

rection, the 1970s should be characterized as the
decade during which the life industry came into
the public domain.
Public Awareness in the 1970s
Some of the "publics" that took an active interest in the life insurance industry during the 1970s
were the Regulator, the Consumer, and the Investor. Let's look at each.

THE REGULATOR

Although the industry had received an exemption from most federal regulation under the
McCarran- Ferguson Act, an ever increasing proportion of the industry gradually was becoming
subject to federal security laws requiring filings
with the Security & Exchange Commission
(SEC). Over the years, many such SEC filings
were being submitted with qualified auditor reports, as such financial statements were still predominantly being prepared in accordance with
SAP as opposed to GAAP. In November 1972,
the AICPA published its audit guide titled Audits
of Stock Life Insurance Companies. This audit
guide provided the impetus for the stock life insurance industry to convert from SAP to GAAP,
an accounting conversion which in the author's
opinion has had, and will continue to have, significant and far - reaching implications for the insurance industry and the development of that industry's strategic management techniques. As with all
other industries where consumer knowledge is relatively low (e.g. the multinational oil companies),
various attempts were, and continue to be, made
to expand the role of the federal government in
the internal business affairs of the industry.
THE CONSUMER

The consumer movement supported by such
advocates as Senator Howard Metzenbaum (D.,
Ohio) has stimulated an active interest in the industry and forced many companies to come out
from under the mysterious cloak of insurance wizMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1981

ardry to communicate more clearly with the consumer. The Insurance Buyer's Guides and readability laws sanctioned by many states, in addition
to related recent cost disclosure laws, are just a
few tangible examples of the pressure of consumerism on the industry.
In the unstable economic climate of the 1970s
and the expectation that the 1980's "weather" report will offer no relief, consumer interest in insurance products that are better suited to inflationary conditions continues to accelerate. This
concerti with future inflation coupled with the
availability of less real disposable personal income
in the consumer's hands for his insurance needs
has led to a continued and accelerated flight from
permanent to term insurance coverages.

ly smaller proportion of consumer disposal personal income as consumers seek to lower their
costs through the purchase of term insurance as
opposed to permanent or whole life coverages.
These severe competitive pressures, coupled with
lower profit margins on a potentially shrinking insurance premium income base, lead to the conclusion that effective strategic planning and efficient
plan execution will be two necessary business
tools in the successful insurance company management's survival kit for the 1980s.
As mentioned earlier, the insurance industry
emerged from the protected environment of the
pre -1970s armed with a set of financial statements
prepared in accordance with SAP. These SAP financial statements emphasized financial solvency
for the purposes of regulation by the various state

THEINVESTOR

The 1970s saw an increasing awareness by investors of the relative attractiveness of the insurance company as an acquisition candidate for
some of the following reasons:
1. Many prospective purchasers who had accumulated substantial excess capital funds needed
to find an attractive method to redeploy those
funds;
2. The insurance industry allowed many prospective purchasers to redeploy capital resources
into a relatively stable industrial environment;
3. The insurance company not only provided a
stable industrial environment, but also provided a means for a consistent source of capital
generation without the more typical problems
associated with a capital intensive industry (i.e.,
no natural resource problems, no pollution or
environmental problems, no energy problems, no
acute obsolescence problems... ); and
4. Foreign interest in the U.S. as the "last bastion
of free enterprise" and a nation with a cheap
currency, particularly when compared to the
German mark, the Dutch guilder or the Japanese yen, also has greatly affected investor interest in the life insurance industry.
Increasing pressures from regulators and consumers alike, shifts in consumer demand from
permanent insurance products to term products
with an associated profit margin squeeze, and the
movement towards consolidation in the industry
through continued aggressive acquisition activity
are only some of the forces combining to make the
dynamics of insurance management in the 1980s
extremely complex and challenging.
Insurance Management Survival in the 1980s
As the life insurance industry continues to consolidate via acquisition and merger, competition
will become more and more intense. Each surviving competitor will be competing for an apparentMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1981

To survive in
the more
competitive
environment of
the '80s,
however, firms
must institute
strategic
planning and
efficient plan
execution.

insurance departments. Then, in 1972, the industry was introduced to GAAP through the
AICPA's audit guide. These GAAP financial
statements emphasized the going concern concept.
The traditional net income statement of a life
insurance company can be represented as a periodic series of cash flows reallocated by insurance
reserve increases which are actuarially determined, For a statutory set of financial statements,
the reserve increase is usually calculated using
very conservative mortality and interest assumptions. These statutory calculations ignore policy
lapsation (i.e., discontinuance of insurance coverage) and provide for expenses in a statutorially
defined manner not necessarily related to the realities of the pricing process.
Generally, in a financial analysis using the SAP
statement, the statutory loading would be compared to actual costs incurred by the company. In
most cases, these statutory loadings would be insufficient to cover either actual expenses incurred
or those expenses used in the pricing process.
However, due to the extreme conservatism in the
assumptions used to calculate such SAP reserves
(e.g., a typical whole life policy issued today
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might use a 4% reserve interest assumption), the
deviations of actual experience from those assumed can ultimately far exceed the underabsorption of actual expenses by the statutory loading
factor as follows:

Financial
analysis of the
SAP financial
statement
becomes
unwieldy
because the
various
contributors to
profit deviate
widely.

1. Investment income on the assets required to
support the company's contractual contingent
obligations to the policyholder in most cases
exceed the anticipated statutory rates of interest by a comfortable margin. This positive contribution element can become extremely significant, especially as the policy matures.
2. Death benefits anticipated by the statutory
mortality tables are generally very conservative
and do not take into account the underwriting
selection process; therefore, such anticipated
claim costs usually exceed actual claims, in the
aggregate.
3. The law requires that SAP reserves always exceed the surrender values (ifany) available to
policyholders upon lapse of the policy. In the
earlier years of a policy's life, such policyholder
surrenders usually cause a positive contribution
to the statutory net income in the amount by
which the SAP reserve released due to termination exceeds the surrender value (if any) paid
to the policyholder. Of course, this particular
source ofincome is only illusionary as the positive increment to current statutory net income
must be viewed in relation to the present value
of future income lost to the company as a result
of the lapse.
In summary, the financial analysis of the SAP
financial statement becomes extremely unwieldy
because the various contributors to profit deviate
widely from actual emerging experience and vary
unrealistically in relation to the real economic experience of the company involved. The above conclusion becomes more apparent when certain basic business trends are correlated with the SAP
financial statement effects. For example, under
SAP, a company's net income can currently be
showing short-term favorable trends as policy
lapses increase or new business begins to decrease,
due to the SAP reserve exceeding cash surrender
values on lapsation and the relief from excess expenses over loadings, respectively. Strategic management based on the SAP financial statement is,
at best, a frustrating experience requiring many
memorandum accounting adjustments to interpret
SAP trends for reconciliation with expected financial realities.
As an alternative to the SAP financial statement analysis, many life insurance companies now
have the ability to use the GAAP financial statement as an effective management tool. A senior
management team can view the net income for a
reporting period in terms of these components:
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GAAP profit margin. This is the proportion of
gross premium available to the company as profit
during the reporting period, provided the actuarial assumptions utilized in the reserve for future
policy benefits and the asset for deferred policy
acquisition costs are realized. Incidentally, the actuarial assumptions utilized in the GAAP calculations are significantly more realistic than SAP,
and in many cases are directly related to pricing
or budget assumptions; and
Deviations. These are deviations (both favorable
and unfavorable) of actual emerging experience
from the experience anticipated in the actuarial
reserve and asset calculations. Because such
GAAP assumptions are more realistic than SAP,
these favorable or unfavorable deviations can provide senior management with more relevant information as input into the strategic decision process.
The use of the GAAP financial statement allows management to view the business of insurance in much more relevant terms than that ofthe
SAP reporting environment. If lapsation increases
in the early years of a policy's life, a net asset
(acquisition costs usually exceed benefit reserves
in early years) is written off by the company and a
loss is properly recorded. In other words, the
company can no longer count on recovery of previously deferred acquisition costs due to the loss
upon lapsation offuture premium revenue. Again,
if new business writings are depressed for a particular reporting period, aggregate deferred acquisition costs will most likely drop. Those acquisition
costs not directly related to premium may affect
the bottom line adversely until management is
able to trim such costs or develop other new business opportunities, and hence, further sources of
premium with which to reactivate the capitalization process.
Strategic management is, of course, an extremely complex and interactive process, in which past
financial performance and the analysis of that performance are only one of many inputs. Nevertheless, the focus on an analytical system similar to
that described above, is critical for the following
reasons:
1. The source of earnings financial analysis tracks
and reinforces the actual economic realities of
the company involved;
2. The ability to remove the actuarial mystique
from the traditional line -item net income statement and to reclassify those actuarial calculation components to produce a profit margin/
deviation analysis allows more members of
senior management to understand fully and
participate actively in the strategic management process;
3. The severe competitive and economic pressures
of the 1980s will require senior management to
Continued on page 26
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Is There Life Insurance
After Retirement?
There are three general methods, with different tax consequences,
of establishing a Retired Life Reserve Fund.

By Lee G. Diamond and Allan S. Oxman
More than 40% of all life insurance in force is
group term, but there are death claims in less than
20% of group -term life cases. Why? Many experts
believe it is the design of group -term life programs. The typical policy provides some full death
benefit until age 65 or 70 but no coverage after the
person retires. Post - retirement group -term life insurance, or Retired Lives Reserve (RLR), offers a
viable solution to this lack of coverage.
Group -term life insurance dates to the Revenue
Act of 1964, when the cost of group -term life had
no taxable consequence to the employer. Under
this Act, the U.S. House of Representatives saw fit
to tax some of the cost of group -term life insurance to the employees. Congress attempted to
tackle the problem of untaxed economic benefits:
Under present law, employees are required to include in their income the
amount of premiums paid by their employers to provide them with individual life insurance or group permanent life insurance
which carries a loan or surrender value.
However, the regulations, (1.61-2(d)(2))
have provided that the cost of group -term
life insurance purchased for employees is
not includable in their income as compensation although the employer receives deductions for the amounts he pays to provide this
protection.
... (T) his tax -free status for employer -fi0025-1690181/6207-3662/$01.00/0

nanced group -term life insurance is inconsistent with the tax treatment of other types
of life insurance protection furnished employees by their employers. While this complete exclusion might have been considered
relatively insignificant when tax rates were
low, the present relatively high rates as well
as the growing volume of group -term life insurance now provided makes it particularly
inequitable to continue this complete exclusion. The employee in such case receives a
substantial economic benefit from this incurance protection
whether or not the policy
he
P
for a specific year leads to a payment to his
beneficiary. The provision of this insurance
by the employer relieves the employee of
substantial costs of providing his own insurance protection for his family which he
would otherwise have to provide out of tax paid dollars.
Despite the fact that the entire cost of this
insurance protection represents compensation to the employee, your committee has
provided an exception with respect to the
premiums paid on the first $30,000 (the Senate version of this bill proposed an income
tax exemption for employees for the economic cost of $70,000. The House and Senate reports were followed by a Conference
report agreeing at $50,000.) of such insurance because it believes, from the standpoint
of the economy as a whole, that it is desirable to encourage employers to provide life
Copyright ®1981 by the National Association of Accountants
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insurance protection for their employees.
Provision of such a basic amount of insurance does much to keep together family
units where the principal breadwinner dies
prematurely.
For the reasons given above, your committee's bill provides the gross income of an
employee for tax purposes is to include the
cost of any group -term life insurance provided him under a policy carried directly or indirectly by his employer to the extent that
the insurance coverage provided is in excess
of $30,000.'

this exception, the cost of group -term life
insurance on the life of an individual which
is provided (under a policy carried directly
or indirectly by an employer) after such individual has terminated his employment
with such employer and has reached the retirement age with respect to such employer
or has become disabled ... isnot included in
such individual's gross income. 2
In order to determine the economic benefit of
excess group -term life, see Table 1 —based on subsection C of Section 79, Treasury Department.
Setting Up an RLR Fund

Table 1
Group Life Insurance Taxable Income Table
The cost of group -term life insurance coverage paid for by an employer on the life of
an employee is tax - exempt up to $50,000. A cost for total coverage in excess of
$50,000 is taxable to the employee. For tax purposes, the cost is not calculated on
premium paid but, rather, is based on the following Table of Uniform Premiums
under IRC Section 79:
Five-Year

Coat for $1,000 of protection
Mo nth
Year

Age Bracket
Under 30
30 -34
35 -39
40 -44
45.49
50 -54
55 -59
60 -64

$ .08
.10
.14
.23
.40
.68
110
1.63

$ .96
1.20
1.68
2.76
4.80
8.16
13.20
19.56

I Ilusuation:

Total group-term life insurance
Less tax - exempt amount

$100,000
—50,000

Balance subjected to tax
Assume age 50 rate per $1,000
Total reportable income

$ 50,000
x 8.16
$
408

The $408 is reportable income, not the tax due. The employee reports no income in case of disability or after he retires.

Recognizing only one part of the problem, the
House, through the same committee report, identified and tackled a concurrent problem —that of
retired and disabled employees' group -term life.
Exception for retired employees, etc. —
Your committee's bill provides an exception
to the general rule described above where
the individual's employment has been terminated and either he has reached the normal
retirement age (under the practice followed
by his employer) or he has become disabled.
In both of these cases your committee concluded that it would be undesirable to tax
the aged or disabled individual who is no
longer working for group -term life insurance
protection provided to him by his former
employer.
Paragraph (1) of Section 79(b) provides
an exception to the general rule in the case
of retired and disabled employees. Under
24

Although Retired Lives Reserve is not a panacea for all life insurance needs, it does provide an
attractive option for employees and employers.
This option is best used when the corporation and
its owners are acutely aware of the value of fringe
benefits to both the employees and employer.
RLR, when properly designed, is a method of retaining key employees and rewarding these employees on a tax favorable basis. The corporation
generally cannot use the funds invested in RLR,
so it should exercise care in deciding how to use
one. While the low cost and post- retirement coverage are attractive features of RLR, one should
be aware of the loss of use of corporate dollars in
an RLR fund.
Where cash flow allows and post- retirement
coverage is needed, RLR offers one of the least
costly methods to provide such coverage. Some
currently unsettled tax areas to be aware of, however, are gift tax consequences at retirement, estate
tax consequences at death, and discriminatory excess coverages on highly compensated employees.
There are three general methods of establishing
a Retired Lives Reserve fund: nonexempt trust,
IRC Section 501 (C) (9) tax - exempt trust., and
insurance company reserve account.
NONEXEMPT TRUST

By its very nature the nonexempt or taxable
trust acts as a fiduciary for the funding of a retired
lives reserve. Under current law, the contributions
to a nonexempt trust are not taxable as income
and are deductible by the employer. The monies
may be invested in many vehicles, and the interest
earned may be taxable to the trust at its tax
bracket,' This tax could be avoided or deferred by
investing trust assets in municipal bonds, annuities or endowments. 4
IRC SECTION 501 (C) (9) TAX - EXEMPT TRUST

The 501 (C) (9) trust is a tax - exempt trust
used to provide group life, sickness and accident
benefits to its members or dependents. Because
the trust is tax - exempt, neither its employer contribution nor interest earnings are taxable to the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1981

trust, employer, or employee.' Unlike in the
nonexempt trust, under the 501 (C) (9) trust the
individual need not invest in municipal bonds, annuities or life insurance in order to avoid or defer
taxation of investment income.
According to Revenue Ruling 69 -478, the employer's contribution to the trust currently is tax
deductible. Additionally, the Section 501 (C) (9)
trust must prohibit the return of any contributions
to the employer if and when the group insurance
plan is terminated. Because many employers want
to cover officers or highly compensated individuals in closely held corporations with superimposed
group insurance coverage, the Section 501 (C)
(9) trust could not be the best alternative because
of the nature of the trust provisions.

INSURANCE COMPANY RESERVE ACCOUNT
The most common form of RLR plan based on
life expectancy is the group -term life contract
with a post- retirement deposit accumulation rider.
The deposit administration fund is an unallocated
interest - bearing fund (minimum guarantee in the
3% to 4% range) whose assets are held and invested by an insurance company or its designee.
This type of fund is used best with a large corporation.
For the small closely held company, insurance
carriers have designed group life plans with characteristics similar to individually underwritten
policies. These typically include clauses such as
noncancellable by the insurer with guaranteed
current and renewable term rates, disability waiv-

Figure 1
Here's how RLR works:

Although an
RLR fund is not
a panacea, it
does provide an
attractive
option for
employees and
employers.

deductible
contributions

deductible
premiums
imputed
income
(table l—
over $50,000)

corporation

active life
fund

group
insurance
certificate
`

-

tax on
imputed Income

wo rking
employee

! '

Before retirement...
• employer pays premiums for all current life insurance coverage;
• premium payments are deductible to emloyer;
• a separate deposit is made for employees who will receive RLR
coverage after retirement;
• the separate deposit accumulates in the Active Life Fund.

I.R.S.

• no further deposits are made to the fund by the employer for the
retired employee;
• no further premiums are paid by the employer for the retired employee;
• the Retired Life Fund pays insurance premiums as long as retired employee lives;
• retired employee has continuous life insurance coverage, guaranteed
by the Retired Life Fund;
• retired employee incurs no tax consequences.
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The employer's
contribution to
the RLR fund is
tax deductible
as long as it
does not retain
the right to
recapture the
reserve.

er of premium, renewability to age 100, and acci- excess of $50,000 is taxed at the favorable rates
dental death benefits.
(Table I) or the one -year term rates of the insurIn general, both types of corporations have ance carrier, if lower. Because the insured emfunds planned actuarially so they can provide con- ployer has no pre- retirement vesting in the RLR
tinuous benefits to retired employees. With closely fund, the current contributions do not represent
held businesses, the insurance company can guar- taxable income to the employee.'
antee, for an added risk premium, that the funds
See Figure 1 for an illustration of how the RLR
at an employee's retirement are sufficient to pro- plan functions using group insurance certificate
vide him life insurance until he dies.
and deposit administration.
To illustrate the RLR concept shown in Figure
How RLR Works
1, use the example of a 56- year -old male with
Under the RLR concept, the employer funds $10,000 of current group life. He wants to add an
the amount of premium actuarially calculated to additional $500,000 of group -term life and proprovide post- retirement group -term life at the nor- vide post- retirement coverage of $500,000. Fundmal retirement age. This level contribution by the ing is set for age 70. The annual level cost of RLR
employer is currently tax deductible as an ordi- is $16,790. Excess interest is used to reduce future
nary and necessary business expense as long as the contributions —in this case, none. The total cost,
employer does not retain the right to recapture then, would be group -term premium plus the
the reserve while any active or retired employee is RLR level contribution less the excess interest.
alive.'
Again, corporations realize that their employAccording to Treasury Regulation 1.162 -7 (a), ees need to maintain life insurance after they recash compensation plus deductible fringe benefits tire, so consideration of corporate group -term
must be reasonable with respect to personal serv- RLR is a good way to ensure employees post -reices performed. Therefore, the deductibility of tirement insurance. Each corporation must careRLR is subject to the above regulation and may fully examine all types of RLR funds and choose
be disallowed if it, in conjunction with cash com- the one most beneficial to the company and the
pensation, is unreasonable. This possibility should employee.
be carefully noted in the small closely held corpo- ' House Report, Revenue Act of 1964, Section 79 (b) (1).
Ibid., Section 79 (b) (1).
ration.
IRC Section 641 (a) and IRC Section I (e). See Fromberg and Bodnar, "Retired
Lives Reserve: An Alternative Solution to Retirement Insurance Coverage," 48 J
The tax effect to the employee is negligible in Tax. 224, 225, N.7 (April 1978), for a list of court decisions that purportedly
support this decision.
terms of additional compensation. Under IRC ' IRC Section 72 (e).
' IRC Section 501 (a).
Section 79, the employee is not taxed for the first °IRC Section 162 (a) (1). Treasury Regulation Section 1. 162 -10 (a). Revenue
Rulings 69 -382, 69478.
$50,000 of group -term life insurance. Coverage in ' IRC Section 83 (a) (b), 402 (b).
I
I

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
FOR INSURANCE COMPANIES IN THE '80s
Continued from page 22
accelerate strategic management decisions in
order to maintain a competitive edge. SAP financial statements can lag behind economic reality and, in some cases, completely mislead the
unwary management team. GAAP, on the other hand, provides a more current economic
temperature reading and assists in accelerating
potential management response time.
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The key ingredient in the insurance company's
survival kit of the 1980s will be the provision to
senior management of a financial tool to formulate
appropriate and timely business strategies. Intracommunication and understanding between the
members of the strategic decision team will be essential. By focusing on the source of earnings
analysis, more members of management will be
able to participate interactively and intelligently
in their company's strategic decisions.
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Disclosure of GAAP Data
of Life Insurance Companies
An absolute monetary criterion for "materiality" does not exist
but there are guidelines for insurance industry financial executives.

By Clair J. Galloway
The GAAP disclosures in financial statements
generally are governed by the official pronouncements of the boards and committees of the American Institute of CPAs, the Financial Accounting
Standards Board, and by regulators of public
companies, the most prominent being the Securities & Exchange Commission.
Some of the specific GAAP disclosure requirements for life insurance companies, however, are
found in the industry audit guide prepared by
AICPA's Committee on Insurance Accounting
and Auditing titled "Audits of Stock Life Insurance Companies." The disclosure requirements in
these official pronouncements and regulations are
often the same, differing only in the amount of
detail prescribed for each item. When considering
the disclosures necessary for life insurance financial statements one must look at all these sources,
giving specific attention to the requirements peculiar to the life insurance industry.
The Industry Audit Guide suggests some specific disclosure requirements for stock life insurance companies. The guide's generally accepted
accounting principles are applicable to all such
companies. Specifically exempted are mutual life
insurance companies. Regulation S -X which governs the form and content of financial statements
filed under the Federal Securities Acts contains
00 2 5 -1 6 9 0 /8 1 /6 2 07 -3 4 5 7 /$ 0 1 .0 0 /0

similar rules of application except it also excludes
wholly -owned stock life insurance company subsidiaries of mutual life insurance companies.
All stock life insurance companies reporting on
a GAAP basis must include a reconciliation that
discloses material differences between the statutory capital and surplus and net gains from operations and the stockholders' equity and net income.
This disclosure must be in tabular form and usually will be included in the notes to financial statements accompanied by explanations of items not
apparent from their title. (See typical statements.)
How Investments Are Treated
There is an underlying GAAP principle that
investments are to be carried at cost. Cost can be
the original purchase price, the original purchase
price adjusted for amortization of premiums or
discounts, original purchase price minus permanent write - downs, or underlying net asset values.
Each of these definitions can be described as
"cost" and an investment caption may contain a
mixture of all of them. Any adjustment to the cost
basis for an investment is carried to the income
statement. Adjustments that arise from time to
time from the change in market value are carried
to a valuation account in the shareholders' equity.
For insurance companies, marketable securities
are usually carried on the basis of market value
with the alternative cost amount being disclosed
Copyright ©1981 by the National Association of Accountants
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Investments are
to be carried at
cost but cost
can be defined
in several ways.

either on the face of the balance sheet or in the
notes to financial statements. Other investments
are stated on the basis of cost and in the case of
real estate investment the amount of accumulated
depreciation or amortization is disclosed. As a
general rule, if any class of investment exceeds
5% of the total assets, it should be set forth under
a separate caption. Where the investments in a
single person or affiliate exceed 2% of total investments, it is necessary to disclose the name of the
investde.
Under GAAP accounting, a life insurance company may have a series of receivables that would
be considered "non- admitted" in the annual statement blank. These may consist of amounts due
from agents, amounts of uncollected premiums,
and other receivables arising in the normal course
of operations of the company. Any class of receivables in excess of 5% of the total assets should be
shown separately. Allowances for doubtful accounts provided against any of the receivables
should be disclosed if the amounts are material.
One item in the nature of accounts receivable that
is, deferred premiums, is not included in the accounts receivable but is deducted from the liability
for future policy benefits.
Deferred Policy Acquisition Costs
The expense reserve portion of the policy reserve must be shown as an asset in the balance
sheet. Only that portion of deferred and uncollected premiums which is an adjustment to future
policy benefits may be deducted from the liability
for policy reserves. It is necessary that disclosure
be made of the nature of the costs deferred such as
commissions and other expenses directly related
to the production of premiums. The method of
amortizing this expense reserve to the income
statement must also be set forth in footnotes to the
financial statements. The amounts of the acquisition costs deferred may be shown as a deduction
of the expenses incurred or it may be netted
against the appropriate expense categories. However, any amount in the acquisition costs deferred
which is in excess of 15% of the total amount of
deferred policy acquisition costs must be disclosed
separately. The amount of policy acquisition costs
that is amortized and charged to the income statement must be set forth separately.
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT USED IN THE
BUSINESS

Property and all equipment used in the conduct
of the business operation must be stated on the
basis of cost. The amount of accumulated depreci-

ation on the property and equipment must be stated separately. The net amount is the carrying value in the balance sheet. If there are encumbrances
against the property and equipment, they must be
set forth separately as a liability.
28

FUTURE POLICY BENEFITS
The benefit portion of the policy reserve must

be stated separately on the balance sheet for life
insurance and accident and health insurance. The
disclosure of the valuation basis, the interest assumptions used, the withdrawal assumptions, and
other assumptions and computational methods
usually are included in the notes to the financial
statements in a tabular form.
INCOME TAXES

The amount of currently payable income taxes
and the amount of deferred income taxes must be
shown separately in the balance sheet. The notes
to the financial statements should disclose the
general nature of income taxes applicable to a life
insurance company and should state the amount
and the nature of untaxed income. The amount of
the policyholders' surplus account and the future
contingency arising from that special surplus
should also be described in the footnotes. It is necessary to disclose the amount of net operating loss
available, if any, and the reason for the variation
from the usual and expected tax rates. If an assessment has been made by the Internal Revenue
Service, the potential of that assessment also must
be included in the notes to financial statements.
UNDISTRIBUTED EARNINGS ON PARTICIPATING
BUSINESS

For those companies which have limitations
upon surplus relating to the restriction of earnings
on participating policies it is necessary to calculate the total liability to the participating policyholders and show the total undistributed earnings
of the participating policyholders in the balance
sheets. Dividends that have accrued on current
policies are excluded from this amount and are
recorded separately as a liability. The method of
determining participating policyholders' share of
earnings should be described and set forth in the
footnotes to the financial statements.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
Each class of capital shares must be disclosed

by its title. The shares authorized, issued and outstanding must be disclosed. The amount of additional paid -in capital is set forth in a separate caption. The amount of accumulated unrealized
appreciation (net of deferred income taxes) or depreciation on investment securities is set out as a
separate item in the capital and surplus section of
the balance sheet. Earnings retained for use in the
business are disclosed separately. It is also necessary to describe the changes in each of these accounts from year to year as well as describing any
restriction on any of the surplus accounts.
PREMIUMS AND EXPENSES

Premiums arising from life insurance and annuMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1981

ities and accident and health insurance should be
disclosed separately, if significant. Other premiums and considerations, except supplementary
contracts, may be combined. The consideration
for supplementary contracts is excluded from the
income account and also must be excluded from
policy benefits. A footnote disclosure should describe the method of recognizing premium revenues. Investment expenses should be deducted
from investment income and disclosed parenthetically. Any material classes of expense not deferred
should be shown separately.
OTHER DISCLOSURES
There are a number of other GAAP disclosures
that should be made and usually will be found in
the notes to financial statements. These include
items such as reinsurance contracts, summary of
accounting principles and practices, the essential
provision of pension plans including cost of the
plan for the period, the excess of vested benefits
over total fund assets, and unfunded past service
costs. Other disclosures to be considered include
material commitments and contingencies, details
of stock option plans and warrants or rights outstanding, significant lease commitments, and selected quarterly financial data.
Recent FASB Pronouncements
In this discussion we will focus on two of the

recent pronouncements of the Financial Accounting Standards Board that have an impact on the
reporting of stock life insurance companies.
FASB Statement No. 14, "Financial Reporting
for Segments of a Business Enterprise," has presented some troublesome aspects for life insurance
company reporting. The statement is not difficult
to understand, but there is a wide variance of interpretation concerning its application to life insurance companies. Appendix D of that statement
set forth some factors that should be considered in
determining whether products and services are related for purpose of industry segment reporting.
The first criterion is the nature of the product. The
opinion states that if the products or services have
similar purposes then they may be expected to
have similar rates for profitability, degrees of risk,
and opportunities for growth. The second criterion refers to the nature of the production process.
This criterion has little effect upon life insurance
company reporting considerations. The last criterion is markets and marketing methods. The
FASB felt that if there were similar geographical
marketing areas, similar types of customers and
similar marketing methods that this might lead an
industry to conclude that there is a single product
or service.
From these criteria it was easy to conclude that
in most instances the sales of life insurance, annuities, and accident and health contracts are a single

Balance Sheets ABC Life Insurance Company

$ 80,000

115

250

6,000
21,000

5,700
15,000

10,000
2,000
4,000

10,500
1,500
4,000

143,115

116,950

6,000

5,500

1,500
800

1,250
500

2,300

1,750

4,060
20,000

2,500
19,000

900
600

800
300

$176,915

$146,860

(

Cash 19X2 - $1,500; 19X1 - $2,0001 and
commercial paper
Accounts receivable:
Uncollected premiums
Other

$100,000

-

-

Accrued investment income
Deferred policy acquisition costs
Equipment - -at cost, less accumulated
depreciation (19X2 $400; 19X1 $350)
Other assets
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RESERVES, LIABILITIES,
AND ST OCKHOLDERS' EQUITY
Policy reserves and liabilities:
Reserves for future policy benefits:
Life and annuity
Accident and health
Unearned premiums
Claims and benefits currently payable
Funds held under deposit administration
contracts
Total reserves
Long -term debt
Other liabilities:
Deferred federal income taxes
General expenses; taxes, licenses
and fees; and other liabilities
Total liabilities
Stockholders' equity:
Common Stock, par value $10 per share authorized, issued and outstanding
200,010 shares
Additional paid -in capital
Net unrealized gains on investments in
preferred and common stocks
Retained earnings
Total stockholders' equity

December 31
19X2 _
19X1
(000's omitted)
90,000
13,000
5,000
10,000

$

Investments:
Bonds- principally at amortized cost
(approximate market value: 19)(2 - $85,000;
19X1 - $78,0001
Stocks -at market:
Preferred stocks (cost: 19X2 -9210;
19X1 -S490)
Common stocks (cost: 19X2 - $3,600;
19X1 - $4,100(
Mortgage loans on real estate
Real estate -at cost, less accumulated
depreciation 119X2 - $1,200; 19X1 -$900)
Policy loans
Other investments

December 31
19X2
19X1
1000's omitted)

$

ASSETS

75,000
11,000
4,500
8,000

3,000

2,750

121,000

101,250

4,000

4,000

3,610

6,190

7,000

5,000

14,610

15,190

2,000
1,000

2,000
1,000

2,305
36,000

1,360
26,000

41,305

30,360

$176,915

$146,800
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S t at em ents o f Inco me ABC Life Ins ur anc e Co m pa ny

Year ended December 31
19 x 1
19x2
1000', omitted)

Premiums and other considerations:
Life and annuity
Accident and health

-

Investment income, less investment
expenses 119 x 2 $1,000; 19 x 1- $900)
Other
Total revenue
Benefits paid or provided:
Life and annuity
Accident and health
Increase in policy reserves for
future policy benefits:
Life annuity
Accident and health
Total benefits
Expenses:
Selling costs
Other operating, administrative,
and general expenses
Taxes, licenses and fees, other
than federal income taxes
Increase in deferred policy acquisition costs (deduction)

$62,000
25,000

$58,000
24,000

87,000

82,000

11,000
650

10,000
550

98,650

92,550

27,000
16,000

25,500
14,500

25,850
3,500

29,900
4,000

72,350

73,900

8,000

7,500

7,000

6,000

1,500

2,250
(3,500)

12,500

12,250

Total benefits and expenses

84,850

86,150

Income before income taxes
net realized gains on
investments

13,800

6,400

3,900

1,600

9,900

4,800

@

(4,000)

Total expenses

Federal income taxes
Income before net realized
gains o n investments

Net income

100

200

$10,000

$5,000

-

-

Net realized gains (losses) on
investments; less federal income
taxes (19 x 2 $28; 19 x 1 $52)

business segment. The SEC indicated in Accounting Series Release No. 244 that such an easy conclusion was not in accordance with FAS No. 14.
While a reference to life insurance companies is
not included in that statement, it does include references to property /casualty companies.
It is indicated here that the identification of industry segments would require an analysis to (1)
list the various products and services sold and (2)
group the related products on a basis of relevant
factors including the nature of the product and its
markets and marketing methods. The SEC staff in
its example stated that consideration should be
given to the profitability, risk, and growth of the
products. It held that all insurance products are
not sufficiently related to be grouped together as
one industry segment. The SEC staff position
seems to be that no large company can have a
single business segment. It would appear that at a
minimum companies will have to show business
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segments at least as detailed as shown on page 5 in
the Annual Statement Blank.
FASB Statement No. 16 - "Prior Period Adjustments"- requires that all profits and losses be
recognized during the current period. The previous standard was a little more permissive and generally allowed restatement of prior periods where
the adjustments depended primarily on determination by persons other than management and
were not susceptible to reasonable estimation prior to that determination.
The current statement effectively removes those
adjustments and makes only two exceptions to the
requirement that all profit and loss be recognized
in the current period. One exception is that it is
permissible to restate the financial statements for
the correction of an error in the financial statements of a prior period. Such an error would be
primarily the result of a mathematical calculation.
Errors in estimates would not be considered errors
for purpose of restating the financial statements.
The second exception results when there is a realization of income tax benefits of pre- acquisition
operating loss carry- forwards of purchased subsidiaries. These adjustments would be quite rare
for most companies.
Evaluating Materiality
The concept of materiality is a fundamental
consideration in the financial accounting and reporting process. While there is no conceptual disagreement for the disposition of material items,
the absolute measurement of an item described as
material is subject to numerous interpretations.
The American Institute of CPAs in its first Accounting Research Bulletin issued in 1939 rather
succinctly stated the materiality concept as follows:
The Committee contemplates that its pronouncements will have application only to
items large enough to be material and significant in the relative circumstances. It considers that items of little or no consequence
may be dealt with as expediency may suggest.
This general idea suggests that a thorough consideration of the relative circumstances should
provide the criterion for whether or not an item is
material and would require adjustment. This concept does provide broad latitude for management
to assess the materiality and significance of an
item of income, expense, asset, liability, or net
worth. Materiality must be measured in terms of
the total financial statements and not relegated to
a simplistic approach of considering only one of
the previously - mentioned items. However, in recent years the Accounting Principles Board, the
SEC, and other regulatory agencies have resorted
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to rule making to determine whether or not an
item is material. For example in APB Opinion
No. 15, relating to earnings per share, the Board
concluded:
Any reduction ofless than 3% in the aggregate need not be considered as dilution in
the computation and presentation of earnings per share data as discussed throughout
this opinion.
The APB made numerous other references to
materiality but did not undertake to address the
specific question of measurement for materiality
rather leaving to management the responsibility of
making that determination. The APB in general
ruled that the materiality of an item should be
considered to the extent that it was material to the
total year's operation.
The SEC in Regulation S -X defines material as
follows:
The term material when used to qualify a
requirement for furnishing of information as
to any subject, limits the information required to those matters about which an average prudent investor ought reasonably to
be informed.
In other sections of Regulation S -X the SEC
has set quantitative materiality guidelines. For example, significant subsidiaries for purposes of filing separate financial statements are defined as being those that exceed 10% of total assets, 10% of
total sales and revenues, or 10% of income before
income taxes. In other guides published by the
SEC references are made to disclosure requirements for changes in assets or liabilities of 10%
and change in net income or loss of 2 %.
Other government bodies such as the Cost Accounting Standards Board and the Interstate
Commerce Commission published rules and regulations that set some quantitative measures for a
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material item. For example, the Interstate Commerce Commission gives a general standard as follows:
In determining materiality, items ofa similar nature should be considered in the aggregate; dissimilar items should be considered
individually. As a general standard, an item
to qualify for inclusion as an extraordinary
or prior period item shall exceed 1% of the
total operating revenues and 10% of ordinary income for the year.
The Financial Accounting Standards Board is
studying the concept of materiality at the present
time. It is not known when the FASB will complete this study and issue quantitative measures of
materiality.
As a general guideline for measuring materiality of an item going into the income statement, it
probably would be safe to assume that any adjustment in excess of 10% of the net income would
likely qualify as being significant.
Some of the disclosures required in GAAP financial statements can be found in the Audit
Guide for Stock Life Insurance Companies and
includes such items as deferred policy acquisition
costs, future policy benefits, deferred income taxes, and reinsurance contracts. Other GAAP disclosures are set forth in opinions issued by the
boards and committees of the American Institute
ofCPAs, FASB and SEC. Only those companies
that are required to file financial statements with
the SEC must abide by the rules published by that
body. To provide the disclosure of GAAP data in
GAAP financial statements on a current basis it is
necessary to be aware of changes promulgated by
the rule- making bodies. GAAP disclosures need
not be made for immaterial items. The measure of
materiality is based on factors such as the absolute
dollar amounts, the relationship of the item to either the balance sheet or the income statement,
and the needs ofan average prudent investor. ❑
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Marketing Costs—
Accountants to the Rescue
There are vast opportunities available for companies to save money
and improve their hold on production and distribution—
if controllers are willing to tackle the job.

By L. Gayle Rayburn

industrials. Second requests were mailed within
six weeks.

of

of
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The Sample and Results
An industrial is defined by Fortune as a company that derives more than one half of its revenue
from manufacturing and /or mining. Sales are
used as the basis for determining the largest industrials, and the companies must be publicly owned.
By including only Fortune 500 industrials in the
survey, other companies which are large spenders
marketing costs are excluded; however, this
limitation was necessary to put a practical parameter on the survey. Certainly, including only Fortune 500 industrials does not imply that these
companies are the only ones that engage in important marketing activities.
We received completed questionnaires from 67
industrials, which represents a 13.4% reply rate.
Even though the response rate was disappointing,
it was understandable because the questionnaire
was detailed and required some time to complete.
Fifteen additional companies indicated they
would not participate in the survey. Eight of these
15 companies replied that the information requested was not readily available because they
were involved in such a large number of businesses with varied techniques for recording and controlling marketing costs. These eight controllers
of
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Every distribution activity in the United States
has an opportunity to save at least 10% of its total
annual distribution expenditures, or $40 billion
per year nationwide, according to a study conducted by the National Council Physical Distribution Management,' This study also revealed
that U.S. industry spends more than 20%
the
Gross National Product on the physical distribution of goods from producer to final consumer, or
$400 billion a year, and large sums of money are
used in promotional activities. The accounting
profession generally recognizes that it has not applied enough attention to controlling and analyzing marketing costs. (See Lambert and Armitage,
1979.) 2
Accountants have the ability to make a worthwhile contribution in this area, and they should
not neglect this opportunity any longer. Many accountants do not fully understand which marketing areas most need their expertise and assistance
so that specific improvements to aid marketing decision makers could be made. In order to chart
the most appropriate course of action for accountants, a survey of the current practices
the largest industrials was undertaken. In this attempt,
questionnaires were mailed in July 1979 to controllers
the Fortune 500 largest United States
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also indicated that their organization had varied
accounting procedures in the decentralized components because of the nature of the business conducted. Seven of the 15 controllers who returned
the questionnaire unanswered indicated that because of pressures created by increased government paperwork, increased business activity, and
inflation, they no longer participated in outside
surveys nor answered questionnaires.
Even though it is regrettable that more controllers did not have the time to complete the survey,
many did write that they agree marketing costs
are an important area of cost control and that the
profession needs to continue to develop better
tools to measure and manage these costs. Others
stated that they recognized a need for a study concerning the control and analytical techniques that
are used for marketing costs and were pleased to
be of assistance in this matter.
Although the response rate was low, the replies
represent a good cross sample of large industrials
because we received completed questionnaires
from companies in 22 of the 28 industry codes
indicated for the top Fortune 500 industrials. Of
the six industry codes lacking a representative reply, two of the industry codes have only one industrial in the classification. The replies were fairly evenly distributed across the 22 industry codes,
with the largest number of replies received being
the nine responses from the petroleum refining industry. The different rankings within top Fortune
500 industrials also were well represented as we
received responses from a cross section of the total. Sixteen firms responded from the top 100 industrials, with the top 20 companies being represented by eight companies.
Classifying Marketing Costs
For the purpose of the questionnaire, marketing
costs were separated into the two following classifications: physical distribution costs and promotional or demand creation costs. Physical distribution (PD) costs were defined in the questionnaire
as those costs of order - filling activities such as
transportation, warehousing, order handling,
credit and collection, and inventory planning.
These activities also are referred to as logistics and
material management and consist of the functional cost centers that provide the flow of physical
supply of goods and services to the marketplace.
On the other hand, promotional or demand creation activities were defined as advertising, promotions, direct selling, and other order - getting
transactions.
We asked respondents if the cost of the overall
physical distribution function within their company was isolated by detailed function. Fifty -one
firms, or 76 %, indicated that detailed categories
were used for physical distribution. A controller
for one of the firms not detailing PD costs exMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1981

plained that his firm incurred little expense in this
area because customers were responsible for picking up his company's product. Several firms indicated that they had too many categories to list.
For example, one firm with sales of more than
$800 million and assets more than $560 million
indicated that 30 categories were used to analyze
its PD costs. Understandably, the most common
categories used were for warehousing and transportation, often by mode of transportation. In
general, most of the companies responding indicated that PD costs were collected on a functional
basis and then by item of expenditure or on a natural expense basis such as labor, travel, telephone
and telegraph.
We asked a similar question regarding the categorial breakdown for the promotional function.
There were 48 firms, or 71.6% of the respondents,
who indicated that their promotional costs were
detailed. Advertising, sales promotion, and merchandising were common categories. In all cases,
if a company used detailed promotional categories, it separated advertising from other promotional costs. Most of these respondents further
itemized their detailed functional categories on a
natural expense basis as they did for PD expenses.
Many firms responded that their advertising costs
were finely detailed as to type of media — whether
newspaper, magazine, radio, television or outdoor —and as to local, regional and /or national.
Further breakdowns also were made as to public
relations advertising and business development.
When we asked controllers to describe the
treatment of promotional expenses for internal
purposes, they replied as follows: expensed when
incurred -45; lagged, matched with benefit -2;
and both of the above -20. Even though only 22
firms in the survey indicated they made an attempt to match costs with benefits, the question of
matching has been a crucial factor in marketing
cost accounting development. The American Accounting Association Committee on Cost and
Profitability Analysis for Marketing' recognized
matching as one of the reasons that has slowed the
application of accounting analysis to marketing
activities. Financial accounting principles supply
little incentive for sophisticated analysis because
marketing costs seldom are inventoried. In view of
this fact, controllers were asked to describe their
matching of revenue and expense items with specific marketing segments. Sixty -one controllers indicated that their accounting system codes revenue and expense items at the point of entry to
relate them to specific marketing segments. Five
other controllers said that the relationship is established through a statistical study of available
data. The other company reporting said that revenue was coded at the point of entry but that statistical study is used to match expenses with specific
marketing segments.
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The Marketing Cost Systems

said the data were gathered primarily for legal
purposes, while 55 controllers replied that manaWe asked if their marketing costs were founded gerial purposes dictated the accumulation. Eleven
on a natural basis, which was defined as on a basis controllers said it was impossible to determine
of what the expenditure buys, such as labor or which purpose had the greater priority so they
warehouse space. Sixty -four firms, or 94 %, said checked both categories, partially because of the
yes, while only four firms said no. Sixty -two of the high degree of governmental regulation of their
controllers responding, or 92.5 %, indicated that industry. A few of the 55 controllers indicating
their company's computer was used to accumu- that managerial purposes was the primary reason
late financial data on marketing costs.
for gathering cost and revenue data commented
Table 1 shows the extent to which firms in the that, when necessary, legal purposes influenced
survey break down marketing costs. Many com- the accumulation. These replies strongly indicate
panies listed more than one breakdown, yet more that companies are discovering that an accounting
firms used product line than any other category system that is management - information oriented
alone or in combination with some other segment. can be of great value as an aid in their defense
Controllers then told us if their marketing cost when they are accused of violating the law. This
breakdown shown in Table 1 was reflected in their information has even more significance when it
accounting information system. Sixty controllers can be shown that it is produced routinely by the
gave a positive reply. Three gave no explanation accounting system rather than by a special analyas to the sources for their breakdown as they indi- sis prepared to support the company's position.
cated it was not reflected in their accounting inBecause fulfilling legal purposes usually was not
formation system. One of these 60 respondents ex- the objective, it was understandable when only ten
plained that input data to the computer primarily companies indicated that they had ever prepared a
are based on geographical cost in detail. The four "cost defense" under the Robinson- Patman
remaining controllers explained the source for Amendment. These controllers were asked to detheir firms' marketing cost breakdown with the scribe the success they had. One replied that a
following: each department builds its own system, volume discount was successfully defended by his
statistical analysis of data is performed by product firm, while four others merely indicated that the
line, special analysis, and from various accounting defense was successful. Three others indicated
that the defense was being developed. Two
reports.
additional controllers said that the defense was
prepared for internal purposes only and that cost
Table 1
justification studies are performed periodically to
Breakdown of Marketing Costs
ensure constant compliance with the law.
Num ber

Product line
Product segment
Customer segments
Territories
Distribution channel
All above
Product line and product segment
Product line and territories
Product line and distribution channel
Product line, product segment, and customer segments
Product line, product segment, customer segments,
and territories
Product line, product segment, and territories
Product line, product segment, and distribution channel
Product line, customer segment, territories and distribution
channel
Product line, product segment, territories, and distribution
channel
Product segment, customer segment and territories
Customer segments and territories
Function
Division
Major media

of firms
15
5
0
4
0
6
6
7
3
3
2
2
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Controllers also were asked if cost and revenue
data were gathered in their company primarily for
legal or managerial purposes. Only one controller
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Budgeting Marketing Costs
How important to controllers is an analysis of
their marketing costs for budgeting and control
purposes as to cost behavior classification? Only
38 controllers, or 56.7 %, replied that their company's marketing costs were broken down as to
cost behavior for budgeting and control purposes,
while 42 controllers did classify their marketing
costs as to whether they were direct and could be
traced to the cost center involved. In addition, 43
controllers, or 64.2 %, indicated that their companies' marketing costs were analyzed as to their
controllable vs. noncontrollable nature for budgeting and control purposes. The fact that such a
large percentage of respondents do not engage in
these types of analyses for their marketing costs is
disturbing and offers an insight into the opportunities accountants have for further study in this
area.
When companies were asked to describe the
techniques used to separate semivariable costs
into their fixed and variable cost components, seven controllers replied that semivariable costs either were not separated or never recognized. Several firms said all costs are considered either fixed
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or variable and are never separated after original
categorization. There are several methods corporations used to separate semivariable costs into
their fixed and variable cost components; the
high -low and least squares methods were mentioned most frequently. Other methods are scat tergrams and assigned arbitrarily.
Controllers also indicated how far in advance
marketing costs are budgeted. A total of 51 companies, or 76 %, said that marketing costs are budgeted in detail, usually by months, for one year in
advance. Another seven companies prepare budgets 12 -18 months in advance, while three firms
budget marketing costs only three to four months
in advance to have enough flexibility to alter advertising plans if performance requires changes.
Several firms indicated they used a rolling four quarters budget so that they always had 12
months' budgeted data in advance. Over half of
the controllers completing the questionnaire said
that while they used annual detailed budgets
against which performance is measured, marketing costs were broadly planned for four additional
years as a long -range effort to define strategy and
quantify the probable costs of meeting the marketing goals effectively.
What Type of Approach is Used?
The questionnaire tried to obtain a grasp of the
budgetary approaches used for marketing costs.
Twenty -nine controllers, or 43.3 %, indicated that
a zero -base budgeting approach is used. Under
this approach, all costs are justified because the
beginning point in the analysis is zero rather than
the amount already being spent. Four other controllers said a zero -base budgeting approach is
used together with the traditional incremental approach. One large industrial replied that an incremental approach in which a negotiated percentage
is added to last year's results is used for its chemical operations, but zero -base budgeting is used for
petroleum activities. The remaining 34 firms responded that only the incremental budgeting approach is used. In an attempt to see which firms
were using this newer, innovative budgeting technique, we analyzed the industry code and Fortune
500 rank of the 33 firms using zero -base budgeting. Little relationship between zero -base budgeting and sales rank was apparent.
In considering all 33 industrials using zero -base
budgeting for marketing costs, 15 of the 28 industry codes indicated for the top Fortune 500 industrials were represented. Each of these 15 industry
codes was fairly well represented with the exception of the electronics, appliances industry which
had seven of the 33 firms using zero -base budgeting. The chemicals industry was the next highest
industry represented with four industrials using
zero -base budgeting; all other industry codes were
represented by one, two, or three firms. Thus,
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with the possible exception of the electronics industry, it appears that no one industry is finding
zero -base budgeting more appropriate.
Table 2 indicates the basis on which marketing
costs are budgeted. Forty -four controllers reportTable 2
Basis on Which Marketing Costs Are Budgeted
Number
of firms
44

96
65.6

b. Percentage of expected unit sales

8

11.9

c. A variable (flexible) budget is used based on a fixed
amount per period plus a variable amount per unit sold.

6

9.0

d. Standard costs times estimated number of measures

2

3.0

a Et b above

4

6.0

b Er d above

1

1.5

b Et c above

1

1.5

a & d above

1
67

1.5
100.0%

a. A given amount is budgeted which is thought
adequate to meet estimated demand for service.

ed that a given amount considered adequate to
meet the estimated demand for service is budgeted. Several of the 44 controllers said that marketing costs also are budgeted by program or project.
The survey also revealed that 43% of the firms
never total their marketing costs by function for
the overall company but include them only in
each segment's budget. Twenty -seven percent of
the respondents indicated that costs are included
in each segment's budget and totaled by function
for the overall firm.
Budget Reports
We asked controllers, regardless of the base
used, at what intervals reports are prepared that
state specifically the planned or budgeted costs
versus actual marketing costs. All but two indicated they prepared monthly reports. One Fortune
500 industrial said that weekly comparisons of actual and budgeted marketing costs were made,
while another company said it prepared bimonthly comparisons.
With such a large majority preparing monthly
reports, we wanted to analyze how marketing
costs were detailed. Of the answers received, 32
controllers said marketing costs were detailed
only on a natural expense basis using such expense
types as salaries, travel, meetings and benefits. For
a number of years my position (Rayburn, 1967) 4
has been that the preferable treatment is to first
classify marketing costs by segment such as sales
territories, product line, or marketing function
and then by expense element. Twenty -six companies used this approach in their reports. Two companies reported marketing costs using specific detail by marketing manager responsibility, while
two other firms detailed their marketing costs as
35
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to fixed and variable patterns. Another company
detailed PD and promotional costs by function,
then by variable and fixed expense within each
marketing function.
We next asked the controllers what the most
probable action taken was if these reports revealed
an unusual deviation from the budgeted figures.
Understandably, most said that investigation to
determine the cause of the variance would be undertaken with the responsible management level
so remedial action could be taken. One controller
said that no action would be taken if the deviation
resulted from a federal mandate, while another
concluded that a major deviation was almost impossible in his company because commitments to
the marketing program were controlled. Another
company said that variances for each profit center
are published in a corporate financial report and
distributed to all profit centers. Written explanations are requested, and variances are reviewed
with the corporate staff.

67.7 %, said that no parts of their marketing budgets were revised more frequently. Among the 25
controllers who revised marketing costs more frequently than other costs, the consensus appeared
to be that if the marketing opportunity arose
which required more funds, costs and allocations
were revised. Ten ofthe controllers who indicated
that marketing budgets were revised more frequently said that advertising budgets were given
more frequent attention. Some explained that media advertising was monitored most clearly because it was based on subsequent market test and
distribution analysis. Another controller said that
all budgets in his firm are fixed for a year but
continuously subject to reforecast. Another firm
had an annual budget with monthly forecast review and revisions of all cost categories as required. Another industrial indicated that direct
sales, systems support, field engineering, and marketing administration costs are reviewed and budgeted quarterly.

How Often Are Plans Devised?

Analyzing Marketing Profitability

When asked to indicate the most frequent timing used for the planning of marketing costs, the
respondents answered: monthly -27 %, quarter ly -20 %, semiannually -7 %, and annually 46 %. Answers for the most frequent timing for
use of cost analysis to re- evaluate the marketing
system were: monthly --48 %, quarterly -13 %,
annually -11 %, and when warranted -22 %. Regarding whether planning and analysis were conducted on a regular basis or when significant
changes in the demands made on the system warranted the evaluation, a higher percentage of the
companies in the survey said they performed annual planning for their marketing costs. One corporation indicated that even though marketing
costs were planned and budgeted annually, operations on a segmental basis are under continuous
review. Not all firms in the survey indicated the
time period for re- evaluation.
The ten respondent companies having either the
highest sales, assets, net income, or earnings per
share were represented by 15 different firms because many of the same companies fell into all
four high categories. Four of these 15 companies,
or 27 %, planned their marketing costs monthly
rather than quarterly or annually. Nine of these
15 companies, or 60 %, used monthly cost analysis
to re- evaluate their marketing systems. Thus,
those companies having high sales, assets, income,
and earnings per share used the same degree of
frequency in planning but more frequent analysis
of their marketing activities than the other companies in the survey.
The controllers also were asked ifthe budgets
for some marketing cost categories were planned
and revised more frequently than others. Twenty five firms, or 37.3 %, said yes, while 42 firms, or

In answer to the question as to what short-term
profit measures are used to measure marketing
performance, the replies were fairly evenly split
between comparing budgeted and actual sales and
gross margin versus marginal contribution analytical techniques. Some companies in the survey
preferred to look only at sales, while others emphasized return on assets employed. One company reported using net income after taxes and gross
margin as short -term profit measures. Many accountants agree with the American Accounting
Association Committee on Cost and Profitability
Analysis for Marketing's (1972, p. 590) 1 contention that contribution and segmental margin are
more appropriate measures of short-term profitability.
In the use of specific profitability analysis, 55
controllers, or 82.1 %, indicated that net income
analysis was prepared for each segment. Based on
the replies to other questions indicating the use of
accounting tools for marketing cost analysis, we
suspect that such a large percentage of the respondents determined segmental net income because of
the requirements of FASB Statements No. 14 and
18 rather than because they want the internal use
of this information. According to these statements, companies must present the operating
profit or loss and identifiable assets for each reportable segment.
ROI AND ROAC
The fact that identifiable assets must be presented for each reportable segment may have influenced many companies to prepare return on investment (ROI) or return on assets committed
(ROAC) analysis (77.6% of our respondents
computed these). One of the 15 controllers who
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gave a negative reply did so because his firm determined ROI only on a special analysis basis. Some
of the 52 controllers giving positive replies said
that ROI was computed only on a company -wide
basis rather than for individual segments or divisions.
PROFITABILITY MEASUREMENT
Fifty companies measured the profitability of
marketing by area of concern such as product or
customer segment, while only 19 companies measured the profitability by function performed such
as warehousing and advertising. Several of the
companies reported preparing both types of measurement of profitability, while many companies
prepared neither type of analysis. A petroleum
company indicated that both types of profitability
analysis were prepared for its petroleum operations, but functional analysis was not prepared for
its chemical operations.
BREAKEVEN ANALYSIS
An insight into the type of profitability analysis
conducted for segments also can be obtained.
There were 27 controllers, or 40.3 %, who indicated that breakeven analysis was prepared for each
segment. Several of the controllers who gave a
negative reply, however, indicated that breakeven
analysis was prepared only for marginally profitable segments or for selected segments. Rather
than routinely conduct breakeven analysis, several
firms in the survey prepare it on a special analysis
basis.
RESIDUAL INCOME
Even though the presentation of residual income is not required by FAS Nos. 14 and 18, 23
respondents, or 34.3 %, indicated that they determined residual income for each segment. Residual
income was defined as operating income less imputed interest on the assets used by the center.
One controller indicated that imputed interest was
based on return hurdle rates.
ANALYSIS OF SEGMENT PERFORMANCE
Table 3 gives the answers to the primary way of
analyzing operating performance of segments;
66.3% of the controllers use segment income before taxes. It is difficult to know if accountants in
these firms believe that this method is truly the
most valid way to measure operating performance
or whether the only reason this measure is used
more than others is because in most cases it must
be computed for external reporting. Mossman,
Crissy and Fisher (1977, p. 22) 1 argue that segment income before taxes is a less valid measure of
operating performance than segmental margin because indirect costs must be allocated to determine segment income before taxes. Recognizing
many firms' concern that each segment should be
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responsible for its "fair share" of all costs, they
suggest a net segment margin approach in which a
reasonable target margin for covering common
costs is determined for each segment.
In view of the emphasis on segmental net income, an analysis of the type of costs allocated to
each segment was considered appropriate. The
controllers included in the survey were asked if
they allocated physical distribution costs and promotional costs .to company segments for performance measurement. Fifty -eight controllers, or
86.8% of the respondents, indicated that PD cost
was allocated to segments, while 48 controllers, or
71.6 %, allocated promotional costs to segments in
their companies. Three controllers said that no allocation was necessary because marketing costs
were directly identified at the time they were incurred.

Table 3
Primary Way Operating Performance of Segment is Analyzed
Number
of firms
5

7.7

Segment sales less variable production cost of
goods sold.

5

73

Segment sales less fixed and variable production cost
of goods sold.

1

1.5

Segment sales less fixed and variable production cost
of goods sold and marketing costs which attach directly
to the segment (segmental margin)

B

12.3

Revenue generated

Segment sales less fixed and variable production cost
of goods sold and both direct and allocated marketing
costs (segment income before taxes).

96

43

66.3

Pretax return on net assets utilized

1

1.5

Return on assets employed

1

1.5

Product line concept
Total firms reporting

1
65

1.5
100.0%

FOCAL POINT OF PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES
Product line segments appeared to be the focal
point for directing promotional efforts as 33 firms
indicated its use. Customer grouping was mentioned next according to use by the companies in
the survey. Somewhat surprisingly, few firms
mentioned that salespersons or sales territories
represented focal points for directing promotional
activities.
MATHEMATICAL METHODS USED
Table 4 indicates the mathematical methods
that controllers reported using in marketing system planning. One controller reported that his
firm had used all systems because the diversification of their company requires different approaches. Forecasting and use of economic order
quantity were the most frequently mentioned
mathematical methods used. The percentage of
firms using any specific model is not high, however, which reinforces the study's conclusion that
much work remains to be accomplished in im37

proving the approach used to analyze and control
marketing costs.
What Standards Are Set?
Even though the direct relationship between effort and result that is usually found in production
cost often is lacking in marketing activities, a
combination of past experience, industrial engineering studies, and judgment can be used to establish standards for each functional factor of varTable 4
Mathematical Methods Used in Marketing System Planning
No. of Firms

Forecasting

44

Economic order quantity in inventory ordering

36

ABC system of inventory management (80-20 method)

23

Mathematical modeling

23

Linear programming

15

Simulation

14

Others, such as historical data and trends

6

cation for marketing standards. One controller explained his company's reason for the lack of marketing standards — marketing expenditures are not
elements of inventory costs.
Table 6 indicates the productivity measures
which controllers in the survey said were used in
evaluating marketing performance. Dollars of
sales was used considerably more than any of the
other measures listed on the questionnaire. Many
firms used several productivity measures in evaluating marketing performance. Those controllers
using dollars of sales, dollars of cost, and cost per
unit as measures were asked if these measures
were adjusted for the effect of inflation by converting to constant dollars. Table 6 indicates that a
few measures are adjusted for inflation. One controller explained that in his firm, budget dollars
are used for comparison and changes for inflation
are anticipated, but none of the productivity measures are converted to constant dollars.
Statistical Analysis of Marketing Costs

%

The controllers queried also were asked to indicate their firm's total annual budgeted promotional cost and PD costs. Of the firms responding,
mean budgeted costs were $58,657,200 for promoTable 5
tional costs and $81,747,250 for PD costs. We
Standards for Marketing Functions
also tried to obtain the amount of advertising exStandards established
How standards used
pense respondents reported in their Form 10 -K
No
Yes
Statistical
Integ rate d within
accounting system analysis only
annual reports filed with the Securities and ExNo. _ %
No.
14
change Commission or in their annual reports
18 26.9 49 73.1
4
Direct selling
Advertising and sales
prepared for stockholders. Only 27 firms detailed
11
4
15 22.4 52 77.6
promotion
advertising expense in their 10 -K or annual re10
20
30 44.8 37 55.2
Transportation
ports for their fiscal year ending in 1978; the mean
Warehousing and
13
20
33 49.3 34 50.7
handling
for advertising was $ 157,039,700. The reason the
10
15
25 37.3 42 62.7
Order handling
mean of $ 157,039,700 for advertising was higher
9
11
Credit and collections
20 29.9 47 70.1
from this 10 -K sample than from the budgeted
promotional costs obtained in the survey is because
not all the same companies were included in
iability for those marketing functions that are not
both
tests.
uniform enough for standards to be set on a physiTo gain an additional perspective, we examined
cal basis. As Table 5 indicates, more firms have
the
inventory reported on the balance sheet for
established standards for the more routine order handling marketing functions such as transporta- those companies indicating their physical distribution and warehousing, while fewer firms are using tion costs so that the relationship between these
standards for direct selling and advertising. In ad- two amounts could be obtained. The following
dition, only four firms in the survey integrate the statistics were obtained for the 26 companies
order - getting standards within the journals and whose physical distribution costs and inventory
were available: mean- 26.53 %,
median ledgers of their accounting system.
Many firms admitted that they had established 17.95 %, and range - 91.27 %. With physical disstandards for production costs even though stan- tribution costs representing an average of 26.53%
dards were not used for marketing. Instead, only of inventory costs, accountants cannot afford to
budgetary control, not establishment of unit stan- assume a complacent attitude toward this area.
To see if there was any correlation between indards, was used for marketing costs. One controldustry
codes and promotional and PD costs, we
ler replied that an overall standard was used for
obtained
the industry codes for the ten lowest and
promotional costs, while separate standards were
the
highest
figures reported for each cost category.
established for PD expenses. Another firm said
only warehousing and transportation standards Seventeen different industry codes of the total 28
were employed. One Fortune 500 industrial said codes used for Fortune 500 industrials were reprethat standards were being developed in these areas sented in the analysis of promotional costs, with
and that they were finding more and more appli- an even distribution over these codes. For both
38
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the high and low categories, eight industry codes
were represented for the ten companies in each
category. In addition, each industry code had
companies falling in the high as well as the low
promotional costs categories. Thus, there was no
correlation between industry codes and promotional costs.
A similar analysis was performed for PD costs
and advertising. Again, there appeared to be no
consistent pattern. Even though there were three
petroleum refining companies represented in the
ten highest companies reporting advertising expense, there were two petroleum refining companies showing advertising expense in the ten lowest
companies. Only companies whose advertising expense exceeded one percent of total sales, however, were required to disclose this amount. Surprisingly, 16 of the 28 industry codes had companies
in the survey that detailed their advertising expense. With the exception of the five petroleum
refining companies and the four electronic appliance companies, the other industry codes were
represented evenly. Thus, there was no significant
correlation between industry codes and marketing
costs.
Multiple regression analysis was used to gain an
indication as to whether the more profitable firms
in the survey used more marketing cost control
tools and analyses than did the less profitable
firms. Assets, sales, net income, and earnings per
share were used as predictor variables, with the
dependent variable being the number of different
marketing cost control tools and analyses. Cost
behavior, residual income, marketing cost standards, ROI, and mathematical methods were included as tools and analyses. Of the 60 companies
for which the predictor variables were available,
the mean for the marketing cost control tools and
analyses engaged in was 7.9. Using multiple regression, the statistics indicate that the correlation
was not significant at the .05 level. Likewise, an
ANOVA test showed no indications for difference
in any of the .four predictor variables for those
companies who conducted more than half of the
18 marketing cost control tools and analyses and
those who engaged in fewer than nine different
cost control tools and analyses.
Pricing Methods
Table 7 gives the method of pricing that controllers said they applied predominantly; full -cost
pricing was indicated most, followed by pricing to
meet competition. No firm listed differential cost
pricing as the predominant pricing method. One
firm explained that its pricing policy was controlled by the Department of Labor, but where
that control did not apply, prices were determined
using competitive and full -cost information.
In giving the extent cost was used in their pricing decisions, 35 controllers said it was the most
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1981

significant factor. One controller said it was the
primary factor in 99% of the pricing decisions
made, but others agreed that cost was a primary
consideration in conjunction with profit objectives
and competitive factors. While more companies
said full cost plus a profit margin was the objective, subject to competitive situations in the marketplace, a few companies used a pricing formula
based on variable costs plus an established markup factor as their goals. The general consensus
appeared to be that cost was one of a set of tools
used in the pricing decision, and while it represented a starting point for all pricing decisions,
the market was a basic determinant.
Challenges of Marketing Costs
We asked controllers to indicate which physical
distribution cost they had the most trouble controlling and analyzing. More than 60% of the respondents indicated that freight gave them the
Table 6
Productivity Measures for Evaluating Marketing Performance

Dollars of sales
Dollars of cost
Cost per unit
Physical data -pieces
Physical data - pounds
Physical data -hours
Physical data - gallons
Gross margin
Sales price
Not adjusted for inflation

Number of firms
53
22
23
16
12
1
7
1
1
38

Number of firms that
adjusted for inflation
14
7
4

Table 7
Pricing Method Applied Predominantly
Full-cost pricing
Variable cost pricing
Meeting competition
Full-cost pricing and meeting competition
Meeting competition and federal control
Variable cost pricing and meeting competition
Replacement cost
Meeting competition and business agents involved
Total

Number of firms
27
6
19
7
2
1
1
1
64

most trouble both in controlling and analyzing.
The controllers gave the following reasons for
having so much trouble controlling freight: the
volume of transactions involved, widespread geographical locations, sales made to numerous divisions, and difficulty of allocating freight expense
to product lines. Warehousing was listed next as
the PD function giving the most trouble. Controllers indicated that much of their difficulty with
warehousing resulted because outside forces affect
39

Why are so
many
controllers86%—satisfied
with their
marketing cost
accounting
when so few do
analyses?

their ability to control the costs involved.
In giving the difficult promotional areas in
which controllers encountered problems, direct
selling costs were indicated as the most troublesome area to control, while advertising costs presented the greatest trouble in analyzing. Most of
the controllers indicated that the difficulty results
because of problems in relating expenditures to
particular sales achieved. Not only were cost -benefit relationships difficult to evaluate, but controllers had difficulty in measuring the incremental
impact of specific promotions. Several firms' results were dependent on customer performance
that may occur several months after promotional
sales.
Accountants Can Help
In order to gain an insight into how accountants could be of more direct assistance in marketing decision making, Fortune 500 controllers were
asked if they were satisfied with the firm's accounting system in this regard. Of those responding, 58 firms, or 86.6 %, indicated they were satisfied, while only nine controllers appeared not to
be satisfied. If the controller was not satisfied, he
was asked to suggest areas where improvements
could be made. Some areas are: more timely reporting including weekly reporting; volume -fixed
cost relationship; analysis of availability of product line profitability, including the determination
of gross profit by item; analysis ofmarketing costs
by cost behavior and controllable nature; improved segment financial reporting for internal
use.
That so many firms did not engage in breakeven
analysis nor analyze marketing costs by cost behavior, traceability, or controllability is interesting in relation to these replies. It is difficult to
explain why such a large percentage of controllers
are satisfied with their accounting system's treatment of marketing costs while, at the same time,
so many of them are not performing analyses
which accountants have thought were important
and essential for a better understanding of marketing costs, It may well be that many controllers
have adopted an attitude similar to the respondent
who summarized his company's position by stating that the company was generally satisfied with
the accounting system but did not plan to rest
upon its laurels as it directed constant attention
toward potential enhancements.
Are Controllers Satisfied?
Are controllers satisfied with their firm's accounting system as an aid in the control process of
marketing management? If not, we asked them to
suggest areas where improvements could be made.
Of the 67 controllers responding, 59, or 88.1 %,
were satisfied even though several indicated that
their satisfaction did not imply a complacent atti-
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tude as they were alert for new, improved techniques. The eight controllers giving a negative reply regarding satisfaction said: objectives need to
be more specific; more direct budgetary control
using a different budget cycle was necessary;
weekly reporting with more timely reporting is
needed; standard cost techniques need to be introduced and their use exploited.
The controllers also were asked to indicate in
what areas of marketing they would like to see the
development of analysis of control tools. Five controllers said their present reporting and control
system is adequate, but many others believed that
additional productivity measurements are needed,
especially in promotional activities.
Several controllers expressed a concern that the
ability to correlate sales performance with promotional and advertising efforts need to be refined.
Others said that the ability to ascertain the sales
volume impact of contemplated pricing changes
needs improvements. Additional comments included better measurement of salespersons' effectiveness and use of time, market share data, and
systematic identification of man -hours devoted to
team projects or new product development. One
controller stated, "Better controls over media and
promotion costs are needed, but accounting
doesn't seem to be the answer. Most advertising
executives admit half of what is spent is wasted,
but even they don't know which half."
Regarding other information needs not being
served, several firms mentioned needing improved
analytical and forecasting techniques that would
contribute toward the more productive use of
marketing resources. Additional needs included a
better method of controlling claims in process of
being adjusted, calculating cost to serve each customer group, quick retrieval of specific background cost data by service, quick consumer attitude data rather than a delay of three to six
months for the data market /segment information,
and control and evaluation of order backlog data.
Many controllers agreed that there always would
be needs, with some more significant than others,
and that a continual review of their system was
their goal so they would be able to respond to
current requirements as they developed.
Techniques Can Be Improved
This study led to several basic findings. We
recognized initially that the job of adapting
accounting to marketing activities involves more
than extrapolating and applying current production accounting concepts. The control and analysis of many promotional and physical distribution
costs can be approached using the same initial
steps as for production costs, yet many firms have
neglected to apply even the simplest cost tools to
marketing activities under the guise that such
costs were more difficult to analyze and control
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pany profits would suffer because the segment is
covering some of its allocated common costs.
We also asked questions regarding satisfaction
with the company's present accounting system for
the purpose of determining the areas needing critical assistance. The fact that 86% of the controllers were satisfied with their firm's accounting system is alarming in view of the limited control and
analysis tools employed. Unfortunately, it may
well be that many controllers have resigned themselves to assuming that marketing cost is an impossible area to control and analyze. This view
and the survey's findings suggest that there is a
vast opportunity to improve the measurement
techniques used by responding companies.
❑

' National Council of Physical Distribution Management, Measuring Productivity to
Physical Distribution. National Council of Physical Distribution Management, Chi,
cago, 1978.
Douglas M. Lambert, and Howard M. Armitage, "Distribution Costs: the Challenge." Management Accounting. May 1979.
' American Accounting Association (1972), Committee on Cost and Profitability
Analysis for Marketing. Committee Reports. The Accounting Review, (Supplemem
to Vol. XLVII).
' L. Gayle Rayburn, "Selling Standards for Distribution Costs," Management Sery
ices, March-April 1967.
s American Accounting Association, op, cit.. p $90.
a Frank Mossman,
J. E. Crissy, and Paul M. Fisher, Financial Dimensions of
Marketing Management. John Wilev & Sons, Inc., New York, 1977.
'Jerold L. Zimmerman, "The Costs and Benefits orCost Allocation," The Accounting Review. LIV, July 1979.
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controllers may
have resigned
themselves to
the idea that
marketing costs
are
uncontrollable.
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than production costs. Evidence of the cursory
consideration that traditionally has been given to
marketing costs is seen in the answers the firms
gave regarding their cost behavior analysis of
marketing activities. Rather than isolate the cost
behavior of each element, the majority of the controllers conveniently treated marketing costs as a
discretionary fixed expense. Certainly, marketing
cost behavior knowledge is needed to plan their
promotional and PD activities and to charge market segments for their use. Admittedly, analysis of
behavior is complicated by the multitude of factors which cause marketing cost to vary.
The fact that such a large percentage of the
companies in the survey computed net income for
each segment may be the result of either FAS No.
14 requirements and /or support for the allocation
of common costs. While many accountants argue
that confusion and invalid analysis result from the
allocation of common costs, Zimmerman (1979)'
suggests that cost allocations might be useful devices for controlling and motivating managers. A
potential problem with allocating common costs is
that a segment may be dropped because of its net
loss when further analysis shows that overall com-
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What FAS No. 33 Does
to Bank Financial Statements
None of the bank holding companies in the survey reported
a purchasing power gain for 1979.

By Gary Giroux, Steven Grossman,
and Stanley Kratchman
In the case of financial institutions such as commercial banks, thrift institutions, and insurance
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co m pan ies, th e Fin an cial Accounting Standards
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of FAS N o . 33, " Fin an cial Rep or ting and Chang-
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ing Prices," are useful and applicable. About 150
bank holding companies with over $1 billion in
total assets and a few billion -dollar banks not affiliated with a BHC are subject to the statement's
requirements.
Only constant dollar net revenues , cash dividends, and market prices are required in the five year summary ( i.e., 1975-79) in 1979, the first
year of disclosure. Only income from continuing
operations, earnings per share, and purchasing
power gain or loss are required for 1979, although
the five-year summary is encouraged.
Unfortunately, FAS No . 33 makes no adjustments for the uniqueness of bank reporting, which
is substantially different from the reporting requirements of industrial companies. How should
banks report income from continuing operations,
net revenues, or earnings per share from continuing operations? There is no single answer to each
of these questions; therefore, a lack of uniformity
in bank reporting can be expected.
The 1979 annual reports ( year -ended December 3 1 ) of 30 BHCs were reviewed by us in order
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to analyze the impact of FAS No . 33 disclosures.
These 30 reports disclosed price -level adjustments
based on 1979 average dollars.
Table I reviews the disclosure requirements of
FAS No . 33 and the percentage of BHCs actually
disclosing the information . The disclosure percentages were disappointing, particularly the five year data summary. In addition , the required five year information disclosed represents data that
any financial statement user can calculate from
the historical cost data . Only 30-40% of the
BHCs, reported non - required ( but encouraged)
five -year trend data.
1979 Net Income Reconciliation
Perhaps the most relevant inflation -adjusted figure reported is Net Income, Adjusted for Constant Dollars ( Table 1, Section A ). The adjustments for changing prices of nonmonetary assets
(primarily bank premises and equipment ) represent the explanatory inflation -related variables of
the greatest significance. Because most assets and
liabilities are monetary items, ' the adjustment for
nonmonetary items is expected to be small. However, only 17 of the 30 BHCs reported the recommended adjusted net income figure. Most of the
remaining banks indicated that the adjustments
were immaterial and, therefore, were not reported. The non - disclosure of this information by almost half of the BHCs is disappointing.
The impact of the adjustments to net income
Copyright ®1881 by the National Association of Accountants

age of 3/ 4 of 1 for the BHCs analyzed). Thus, an
adjustment which represents a very small percentage of assets can have a significant impact on net
income.
Why did 13 of the BHCs not report any adjustments? The rationale presented in the 1979 annual
report of Flagship Banks, Inc. is typical:
%a

for the 17 reporting BHCs is presented in Table 2
and Table 3. The average net income for 1979 was
$135 million, and the average rate of return on
total stockholders' equity was about 12 %. The
primary adjustment is the restatement of depreciation expense on fixed assets which were acquired
in previous years with "cheaper dollars." Depreciation and other adjustments (e.g., amortization of
goodwill) increased expenses and thereby reduced
net income by approximately 10 %, on the average, in 1979. Although the smallest adjustment
for any of the sample banks was 2.4 %, it represents a significant (i.e., material) change in net
income. The reason that such a small adjustment
still has an important impact is that net income
represents a small return on total assets (an aver-

The Company has determined that the effect
of general price changes on bank premises
and equipment and related depreciation expense is not material and therefore no adjustments to primary financial statement
amounts are necessary.
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No materiality guidelines are presented in FAS

Table 1
Disclosure Requirements of FAS No. 33 and Disclosure Percentages
A. 1979 net Income reconciliation
XXX

$

Net income (historical cost)
Depreciation and other adjustments

Purchasing power gain (loss) on net monetary items

(XX)
XXX

(57 %)

$(XXX)

(100 %)

$

Net income, adjusted for constant dollars

S. Five-year constant dollar financial date
Net interest income before or after provision for ban losses'
Net income'
Net assets at yearend
Purchasing power gain lloss) on net monetary items
Earnings (net income) per share
Cash dividends per share
Market price

1979

1978

1977

1976

1975

93%
77
90
100
73
100
100

93%
33
40
43
37
100
100

93%
33
40
40
37
100
100

93%
33
40
40
37
100
100

93%
33
40
40
37
100
100

One BHC reported total operating income and one reported total interest income.
'. One 8HC reported only income before extraordinary item for 1979 and one BHC reported
income before securities transactions, 19761979. Several BHCs reported both net income and
income before securities transactions.

Table 2
Constant Dollar Adjustment Percentages of 1979 Net Income (17 BHCs)

Net income adjustment as a percentage of net income
Purchasing power loss as a percentage of net income
Net income after adjustments and purchasing power
loss as a percentage of net income

Average change
Mean
Median
9.7%
10.0%
53.1%
57.0%

Upper
1B.B%
79.2%

Lower
2.4%
25.1%

37.3%

63.1%

10.8%

37.5%

Range

Table 3
Return on Equity- Before and After Adjustments of 1979 Net Income (17 BHCs)
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3.8%

3.9%

Range
Upper

Lower

16.3%
14.8%
8.6%

9.7%
8.7%
1,2%

3.9%

1.1

%

%

Net incomelstockholders' equity
Net income, adjusted equity
Net income, adjusted and including purchasing power loss equity
Net income adjusted and including purchasing power lossl
net assets adjusted

Average return
Mean
Median
123%
11.9%
11.1
10.5%
4.6%
4.7%
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It is difficult to
fault bankers
for their lack of
enthusiastic
support for FAS
No. 33.

No. 33, and therefore the disclosure decision is
based strictly on management judgment. As will
be seen, BHCs that do not report the adjustment
present virtually no information of value; i.e., except for the purchasing power loss, the supplementary disclosure can be duplicated by anyone
using the historical cost statements.
The second income adjustment (which must be
reported separately according to FAS No. 33) is
the purchasing power gain or loss. Conceptually,
the calculation has merit for a typical business.
The rationale is that in a period of inflation a company is in a better position by holding monetary
liabilities which can be paid back in cheaper (inflated) dollars rather than by holding cash and
other monetary assets which decline in real value.
The inflationary effect (which is usually rather
small) of a company's net monetary asset position
or net monetary liability position is measured using the price index- adjusted dollar.
The impact of the calculation for a BHC is considerably different. As previously stated, most assets and liabilities of a BHC are monetary, with
most BHCs having a net monetary asset position
of 2 -3% of total assets. This seemingly insignificant net asset position translated into a net purchasing power loss of approximately 53% of net
income on the average.' The reason for this substantial effect is that net income is a small percent
of total assets.
The impact of the purchasing power loss is significant in relation to bank performance. If the
purchasing power loss is subtracted from adjusted
net income, the residual income figure averages
only 37% of historical cost net income. The average return on equity falls from 12% unadjusted to
less than 5% on the adjusted income figure which
includes the purchasing power loss. If adjusted net
assets3 is used as the denominator rather than
unadjusted net assets, the average return is below
4 %, which is less than one -third of the unadjusted
return figure. The rate of return for one bank fell
from 11 1/2 % unadjusted to 1% adjusted.
However, is the purchasing power adjustment
meaningful? The balance sheet for a BHC is considerably different from that of a typical industrial
company. The adjustment implies that banks
should: (1) decrease monetary (earning) assets
(for example, by increasing fixed assets and other
nonmonetary assets) and (2) increase monetary
liabilities (for example, by increasing long -term
debt and decreasing stockholders' equity). These
"recommendations" are not practical and suggest
the uniqueness of the reporting requirements of
banks and BHCs. The written comments on inflation accounting in several annual reports indicate
similar conclusions. For example, Security Pacific
Corporation notes:
The decline in general purchasing power of
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net monetary assets is a very difficult concept to evaluate. The nature of a bank holding company's operations is such that there
will always be an excess of monetary assets
over monetary liabilities, so this type of calculation will always show a decline in a period of price increases. However, there is no
evidence that this calculation has any meaning in terms of assessing future trends of the
Corporation's financial results in an inflationary period.
Similarly, First National Boston Corporation
states:
In inflationary periods, a bank will generally
report a purchasing power loss, the magnitude of which is inversely related to the degree to which it is leveraged. The lower the
proportion of liabilities to equity, the greater
the loss to be reported; the more highly capitalized financial institutions will, because of
adjustments required by the Statement,
show the larger purchasing power loss. Basically, a bank does not hold a significant
amount of nonmonetary assets and such assets are not material relative to the revenue
producing process. Instead, it funds monetary asset growth by simultaneously incurring equal monetary liabilities; interest rates
being adjusted to maintain interest margins
sufficient to compensate for risk, to mitigate
inflationary pressures and to increase capital
consistent with the expansion of the bank.
We believe, therefore, that the purchasing
power loss amount is not relevant in that it
is not indicative of how well a company
manages its asset /liability structure.
Five -Year Trend Analysis
Of the 30 BHCs reviewed, only three adjusted
net income for depreciation and other nonmonetary effects and presented net income adjustments
for the 1975 -79 five -year period. Calculating the
trend of adjusted net income requires two inflation- related modifications: (1) the decrease associated with rising depreciation expense and similar calculations and (2) the conversion to 1979
average dollars, which increases the net income
figure for earlier years (since continuous inflation
requires larger and larger adjustments of nominal
dollars the earlier the year of adjustment).' The
impact of the disclosures in terms of return on
equity seems to be representative, but no conclusions can be made on the large BHC population
based only on a sample of three.
Return on equity based upon historical net income shows a fairly stable and upward trend, rising from 10.5% in 1975 to 11.7% in 1979 (see
Figure 1). After the return is adjusted for inflaMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1981

tion (adjusted net income /stockholders' equity),
a more realistic downward trend in return on equity, from 13.5% 1 in 1975 to 10.4% in 1979, is
obtained. A declining performance trend line is
discouraging, but indicates the need for corrective
public action policies (e.g., tax relief and stiff inflation- fighting policies).
Figure 1 also presents the rate of return incorporating purchasing power losses (adjusted net income including the purchasing power loss /stockholders' equity). The return is much lower than
the return excluding the purchasing power loss
over the five years and is declining.
The primary bank operations involve investing
depositors' money in such instruments as loans
and bonds to yield a return large enough to pay
depositors' interest, cover overhead costs, and
earn a return for stockholders. Much of the success of bank operations is reflected in the calculation of net interest income, which is total interest
revenue from all sources minus all interest costs.
The net amount (either before or after the provision for loan losses) is one reflection of net revenues from operations, and is typically 34% of total assets. Ignoring non- interest revenue activities,
about three - quarters of net interest income after
loan loss provisions is needed to cover operating
expenses (including taxes).
The impact of inflation on net interest income
(after provision for loan losses) for the five -year
period is presented in Figure 2 for the 30 BHCs.
There are no adjustments for operations (e.g., depreciation), because all of the interest items are
monetary; consequently, the only adjustment is
for the change-in the consumer price index (CPI U) over the period. The CPI -U rose from 161.2 in
1975 to 217.4 in 1979, an increase of 35%
[(217.4/161.2) -1]. The 1975 net interest income
figure therefore would be adjusted upward 35% to
compensate for inflation (from about $80 to $107
million), and the 1976 -78 figures would be adjusted upward by increasingly smaller amounts.
The unadjusted figure rises rapidly from $80 to
$135 million, a compound growth of I I %. In contrast, the adjusted net. interest income rises from
$107 million to $135 million, a rate of almost 5 %.
These figures suggest that bankers have done very
well in the intermediation function of expanding
their deposit base (and other fund sources) and
investing these funds in higher yielding earning
assets. It should be noted that separate reporting
provides no additional information, because any
user of the statements of BHCs can make the
same calculations using the historical cost operations summary and a price index. Other useful
information can be calculated by a user focusing
on specific categories of interest revenues and expenses and /or using another index (e.g., the GNP
Implicit Price Deflator or an interest index) that
may be more relevant to the user's decisions.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1981

Figure 1
Return on Equity: 5-Year Trend (Trend BHC Analysis)
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Cash dividends declared and the market price
of common stock are additional items of CPI -U
adjusted disclosure. Unadjusted dividends show a
6% compound growth rate over the period (see
Figure 3), but dividend payments have not increased when adjusted for inflation (average $1.43
45

in 1975, to $1.41 in 1979). This suggests that
BHC executives are well aware of the inflation
effects as related to cash payments to owners.
Market prices (presented in Figure 4) are not
directly controllable by bank management, and
the effect of inflation on market prices is somewhat unpredictable. The unadjusted market price
shows a steady rise from less than $15 per share
on the average in 1975 to over $20 per share in
1979. Market price adjusted for inflation is basically declining from 1976 -79; however, the 1975
price is actually less (on an adjusted basis) than
that of 1979. The tentative conclusion is that market price seems to follow the basic pattern of performance (measured here using net income)
whether adjusted for inflation or not, rather than
being related to dividend payments.
Bank Management Analysis
When the SEC issued ASR No. 190 in 1976 to
Figure 3
Average Dividends Declared Per Year (26 BHC Analysis)
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The impact of inflation is difficult to assess.
We have reservations as to the meaningfulness of this constant dollar data in evaluating
either past performance or future earnings
potential. [Northern Trust Corporation]
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Like any other analytical tool, the selected
supplemental financial data which has been
adjusted for general inflation presents only a
partial picture and, accordingly, should not
be viewed without reference to other financial data presented in this report on a historical cost basis. [First National Charter Corporation]
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It is the belief of the Corporation that this
supplemental information provided by the
price level adjusted data allows additional
perspective in assessing its financial position
and operating results in relation to the fluctuating purchasing power of m oney. [H un -

Figure 4
Average Market Price Per Share of
Common Stock (16 BHC Analysis)
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require replacement cost disclosures by large industrial companies, the reaction of the reporting
companies was primarily negative. Reporting
firms criticized the required supplementary disclosures as having "no merit" for a variety of reasons, without offering preferable inflation accounting alternatives. One reason cited for the
slowness associated with the development of inflation accounting procedures is a lack of support for
specific requirements.
When the FASB issued FAS No. 33, the Board
stressed the experimental nature of the statement.
Presumably, the rationale for acquiring both current cost and constant dollar disclosures is to
speed up the experimentation process and analyze
which disclosures appear to offer the most relevant information to users. It is expected that
supplementary disclosures will change in an evolutionary fashion to arrive at more useful information for investors, public policy, and credit decisions.
An important aspect of this evolutionary process is the attitude and analysis of managers presenting the information and their "spirit of cooperation" in arriving at the preferred disclosure
requirements. The written comments by BHC
managers on inflation accounting presented with
the required schedules run the gamut from positive to negative and from cooperative to critical.
The range of attitudes is obvious from the following quotes.
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The Company believes that the disclosure
prescribed by Statement 33 is not meaningful in many respects and that it can be misleading. Therefore, the data presented is that
required by the FASB and is considered exMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1981

perimental. [First Tennessee National Corporation]
It is difficult to fault bankers for their lack of
enthusiastic support for FAS No. 33 in light of the
fact that it is designed for industrial companies.
On the other hand, a constructive critique of disclosure requirements is necessary in order to focus
on the relevant aspects of inflation accounting information. The responses of many bankers are
well reasoned and constructive; they offer relevant
suggestions for proper analysis. Three comments
are illustrative of the focus of the inflation accounting analysis.
A bank's asset and liability structure differs
significantly from that of manufacturing and
other concerns in that virtually all assets
and liabilities are of a monetary nature. Accordingly, other factors such as changes in
interest rates earned and paid and asset /liability volume and mix have a much more
important impact on a bank's performance.
[First National Boston Corporation]
Since the predominant part of a financial institution's assets and liabilities is monetary,
it is generally not significantly affected by
changes in the general price levels. Changes
in interest rates, however, may have a significant impact on a bank's performance. In
general, interest rates do not necessarily
move in the same direction or in the same
magnitude as the prices of other goods and
services. [Southeast Bank Corporation]
Net interest income growth together with
effective pricing of fee services creates the
opportunities to increase revenues to offset
operating expense increases caused by inflation. This response to inflationary pressures
is, however, limited by leverage and capital
adequacy considerations as well as competitive factors. One of the most difficult inflation- caused problems in banking results
from the need to maintain increasing
amounts of capital to support inflation swelled loan demands of customers. Inadequate profitability or large dividend payouts
will limit capital growth causing excessive
leverage and ultimately a curtailment in
earning asset growth. [Maryland National
Corporation]
A Lack of Uniformity
FAS No. 33 represents the initial requirements
for large banks and BHCs to report supplementary information on an inflation accounting basis.
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The requirements for the 1979 annual reports include selected price level - adjusted performance
disclosures.
Because the statement relates to industrial companies, banks and BHCs must interpret the requirements into the context of banking financial
statements which differ substantially from their
industrial counterparts. One result of this has
been a lack of uniformity in disclosure from one
BHC to another.
The most important adjustment item seems to
be net income adjusted for nonmonetary items
(primarily depreciation on bank premises and
equipment). When the adjustment is made over
the trend period and the resulting net income figures are further adjusted for the changing CPI -U
(i.e., converted into 1979 constant dollars), an inflation- adjusted performance trend is obtained.
Although the figures are by no means precise,
they yield some information on the impact of inflation on performance not available strictly from
historical cost financial data. The analysis ofthree
BHCs indicated a declining performance trend
over the 1975 -79 period.
Other supplementary information seems less
useful. The purchasing power loss calculation
does not appear to be a good inflation indicator,
because the balance sheet composition of BHCs
includes predominantly monetary items. Other information does not seem particularly desirable because any user can calculate the inflationary effects directly from the historical cost data.
The narrative analysis by BHC managers indicates their reservation about the supplementary
disclosures. The general tone of the comments
suggests that the present historical cost data presents more relevant data than the additional FASB
requirements. However, the FASB has described
FAS No. 33 as experimental, and considerable
changes in disclosure requirements are expected.
It is hoped that specific standards will focus on
the unique characteristics of the banking industry.
For example, an interest rate index (e.g., based on
90 -day Treasury bill rates) may be more relevant
than CPI -U adjusted calculations. Financial statement users can expect to find increasingly more
relevant inflation accounting reporting in the future.
❑

There has been
a lack of
uniformity in
FAS No. 33
disclosures from
one BHC to
another.

' Monetary items are those fixed in number of dollars regardless of price changes.
For the 30 BHCs analyzed, monetary assets were approximately 98 and monetary
liabilities 95% of total assets; i.e, net monetary assets (monetary assets less monetary liabilities) equalled 3% of total assets. Stockholder's equity was about 5% of
assets.
' None of the BHCs reported a purchasing power gain for 1979.
' Net assets with nnnmonetary assets and liabilities adjusted for price level changes
is assumed to approximate stockholders' equity adjusted for inflation.
i Continuing operations adjustments are required only for 1979, alihnugh disclosure
for
encouraged.
Severalthe
BHCs
presentedand
net income
adjusted for inflation1975.79
for five is
years
without making
depreciation
related adjustments
(i.e..
claiming immaterial differences). However, since the 1979 analysis of the 17 BHCs
indicated significant differences, the BHCs not adjusted for depreciation were excluded from further performance analysis.
r' Note that this figure is "inflated" since it is stated in 1979 dollars. One reason that
most firms report in 1979 dollars rather the 1967 (base year) dollars is that the
income and other items in recent years would appear - minuscule- in terms of 1967
dollars, since prices have more than doubled over the Iasi decade.
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Testing the Markov Chain
Approach
on Accounts Receivable
The analysis process applied to figures supplied by a cooperating company
was both illuminating and frustrating —but ultimately rewarding.

r

By Arnold I. Barkman

Over the past few years, several authors have suggested that various quantitative approaches might
enable management accountants to better perform
their duties. The importance of such approaches is
reflected by their inclusion in the Decision Analysis section of the examination for the Certificate in
Arnold I. Barkman is an
associate professor of Management Accounting.
accounting at Texas
One of these approaches, namely Markov
Christian University in
chains,
rarely has been applied in practice. Many
Fort Worth. He has a
Ph.D. degree from the individuals are not familiar with Markov chains,
University of Houston
and a Certificate in and those who are often state that the data needed
Management for such applications are either unavailable or reAccounting. He is a
member of the Fort quire excessive manipulation in order to become
Worth Chapter, through useful. Markov chains have been recommended in
which this article was
submitted. the literature as being potentially useful in acThis article won a counting situations, but the question is whether
Certificate of Merit in the approach would work in practice. I will not
1979 -80.
dwell on the mathematics of Markov chains. The
interested reader is referred to Shank' for background material. Rather, I will discuss some of
the practical problems encountered when applying the Markov chain approach to the accounts
receivable of an actual company.
The Markov chain approach essentially deals
with the transitions of items from one state to another over time. Let us use accounts receivable as
The author wishes to acknowledge the support provided by the Sid W. Richardson Research Foundation through the M.J. Neeley School of Business.
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an example. Age categories could be considered
states, and the probabilities describing the movement of accounts from one age category to another (including the states of being collected and of
being deemed uncollecsible) would represent transition probabilities. For accounting applications,
the most critical of the underlying assumptions of
the Markov chain approach is that the transition
probabilities remain stationary over time. If this
assumption (as well as other assumptions that I
am not concerned with in this article) can be
satisfied, management accountants could make
predictions regarding the age distribution of
receivables in the various age categories for several periods in the future.' Obviously, such predictions could be useful for purposes of cash budgeting and for monitoring the collection process.
Some authors have discussed the advantages of
the Markov chain approach but have not dealt
with the consequences of non - stationary transition
probabilities. Cyert, Davidson, and Thompson'
used an example that averaged probabilities over a
two -month period, leaving as a subject for future
study the issue of whether or not those months
and probabilities were representative of a longer
time period. Shank' cited statistical tests that were
supportive of stationary transition probabilities.
However, Shank's transitions were based on the
growth pattern of trees rather than on transitions
arising from accounting transactions. Other authors have encountered non - stationary transition
probabilities and have attempted to resolve the
Copyright V 1981 by the National Association of Accountants
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Table 1
Invoice Classifications by Age Periods
T = period in which invoice is generated
T

T +1

T +2

T +3

T +4

T_ +5

T +6

Paid
period

A

B

C

0

E

F

G

Not paid
in pe riod

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

Ideerned
unto Ilettible)

The number of invoices within each classification is denoted by lower case letters.
As an example, consider an invoice generated in April and let the age period be a calendar
month. If paid in April, the invoice would be placed in classification A. Otherwise, it would
be placed in classification H. If not paid in April, in May it could either be paid (classification B)
or remain outstanding as of the end of May (classification 1). Classification I invoices could
either be paid in the second period after their generation (classification C) or be placed in
classification J. The probability of an invoice being collected in the period after its generation
is blab + i) and the probability of its moving into classification I is illb + il. Other transition
probabilities may be calculated in a similar manner.

Table 2
X2 Summary by Classification Group and Age Category
Classification
group

Calendar
month

Working day
month

Mid calendar month
to mid calendar m onth

AH
BI
CJ
DK
EL
FM
G

13.7•
41.2
33.8
7.1
15.0'
5.9•
23.8

24.1
90.9
16.0"
4.2•
12.3•
8.5•
25.0

8.3•
67.9
19.2"
28.1
8.0"
13.4"
68.3

-

It is necessary to provide some background information on the company because the realities of
its operations have a direct bearing on the applicability of the Markov chain approach. The corporation is a producer of components, with both domestic and export sales. The present analysis deals
only with domestic sales. The company has about
220 customers and an annual sales volume of
about $17 million. This company's experience has
been that its customers tend to either pay their
bills in full or not pay at all. Partial payments,
adjustments, and credit memos affect only a very
small number of invoices. Therefore, the focus
was not on the dollar amount of an invoice or the
dollar balance in a customer's account, but on the
individual invoice itself. The company generates
over 3,000 invoices per year.
In any given time period, an invoice generated
in a previous period could either be paid or move
into an older age category. It could not remain in
the same age category, move to a younger age category, or age more than a single age category. An
invoice would be deemed uncollectible upon moving into a category representing an age greater
than 180 days or six periods. Because the company produced a listing of all invoices paid during
the month and all those that remained unpaid, the
classification task appeared to be straight- forward.
The classifications used for the analysis and their
definitions are shown in Table 1.
Over an entire year, 12 observations were obtained for each transition probability, and a test
described by Anderson and Goodman' was used
to test the null hypothesis that each transition
probability group (AH, BI, CJ, and so forth)
could be considered stationary. (Because the trans tion probability associated with classification A
ifi simply 1 minus the transition probability for
classification H, the test deals with related groups
of transition probabilities.) The test results are
shown in Table 2. Classification groups BI and CJ
are of major interest because approximately 90%

•

Testing Markov in the Real World

of the invoices are collected in the first and second
periods following their generation (see Table 3).
In the first attempt at a Markov chain analysis,
a calendar month was used as an age category. At
the 0.05 level of significance, the null hypothesis
for the BI and CJ classification groups was rejected. These transition probabilities could not be
considered stationary.
The pattern of this company's invoice generation and payment created distortions when a calendar month was used as an age category. This
company generates an uneven flow of invoices
during the month, with a disproportionate share
corning in the last week of the month and especially in the last two days of the month. According to company personnel, many customers have a
cutoff point for their accounts payable, so an invoice received at the end of a month is treated for
payment as if it had arrived early in the following
month. The industry practice is to not offer cash
discounts, so customers have no incentive to pay
immediately. A consequence of this practice is the
distortion of transition probabilities based on age
categories representing calendar months. For example, a May 30 invoice paid on July 1 would

=

condition by using exponential smoothing,' or exponential smoothing together with regression
analysis.' Such attempts produce results that are
of some use for longer term control, but that may
be of less use for shorter term cash forecasting.
This article was motivated by a desire to test
whether or not the Markov chain approach would
be applicable to accounts receivable in terms of
satisfying the stationary transition probability assumption and producing useful results. Data were
obtained from a cooperating company and transition probabilities were calculated. The analysis
process was both illuminating and frustrating, and
a discussion of it will serve to demonstrate some
of the problems encountered in this particular application attempt.

accept the null hypothesis that the transition probabilities for these classification groups are
stationary.

The critical value of X' for 11 degrees of freedom at the 0.05 level is 19.7.
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actually be paid sooner (in terms of days elapsed
from date of generation) than a May 1 invoice
paid on June 30, yet the first invoice would appear
as having been paid in classification C while the
second would have appeared in Classification B.
An additional factor that affected transitions
based on calendar months was the annual two week closing of the factory in the first half of July.
For these reasons, a second analysis was performed, using an age category based on working
days rather than calendar days. The period January 1 to December 31 was divided into 12 working
months consisting of 21 or 22 working days each.
This process eliminated weekends, holidays, and
the July closing from affecting the analysis. For
the BI classification groups the null hypothesis
was again rejected, but for the CJ group it was
accepted (see Table 3).
A third attempt was made to identify an age
category that reflected the nature of the company's operations. The attempt involved defining the
age category in terms of mid - calendar month to
mid - calendar month activity with the expectation
that such categorization would remove the distorting influence of the increased month -end activity. The null hypothesis was again rejected for
the BI classification group and accepted for the CJ
group (see Table 3).
At this point, you may be thinking, "So what?
Even though the underlying statistical assumptions were not met, how close to the actual experience of this company did the predictions based on
the Markov chain approach come ?" The answer is
that it doesn't matter how close the results mid ht
have come to predicting the actual experience of
Table 3
Distribution of Invoice Collections
by Classification and Age Category
Classification

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Calendar
month

Working day
month

Mid calendar month
to m id calendar month

1.5%
40.3
47.7
8.3
1.5
.5
.2

2.2%
45.0
44.2
6.9
1.2
.3
.2

2.8%
54.3
34.6
6.6
1.0
.5
.2

100.0%

100.0°%

100.0%

this firm for some particular period of time.
"Closeness" is irrelevant because it could be a
mere matter of coincidence. Predictions for any
given period could be accurate (by coincidence)
or could be highly inaccurate, and there is no way
of estimating the degree of accuracy or inaccuracy
beforehand. Therefore, the predictions would be
of no use because one would have no way of estimating the degree of confidence to be placed in
them. In this application, the company's data do
50

not satisfy the requirements of the Markov chain
approach, so the approach should not be used.
What is significant from this discussion is the
practical difficulty involved in applying the Markov chain approach to the accounts receivable of
this specific company. None of the three age categories used produced stationary transition probabilities for the classification groups representing
the vast majority of collected invoices. It is possible that stationary transition probabilities could
be calculated if appropriate age categories upon
which those transition probabilities are based
could be identified. Why is such identification important? Why not simply try to smooth the transition probabilities as others have done?
Using Markov for Short -Term Forecasts
An advantage of the Markov chain approach is
that it can be used for shorter term forecasting of
collection patterns that would be very useful for
cash budgeting purposes. Stationary transition
probabilities resulting from the proper identification of age categories should produce better forecasts in terms of near term accuracy simply because, by virtue of the acceptance of the stationary
transition probability hypothesis, future transition
probabilities are likely to be very close to past
transition probabilities, all other things being
equal. Smoothing may produce results useful for
longer term control by identifying deviations from
expected collection patterns, but smoothing -by
its very nature -works best over the longer term,
thereby reducing its usefulness for shorter term
predictive purposes. This is why the search for an
appropriate age category definition is important.
One should not infer from this article that the
Markov chain approach is not applicable to problems in accounting and auditing. When applied to
a specific set of data for this specific company, the
results were not encouraging. However, more research is necessary in order to determine if the
problems discussed in this article are peculiar to
this company, the age categories used, or accounts
receivable in general. Other problems in accounting- estimating inventory obsolescence, for example -might be more amendable to analysis by a
Markov chain approach. As previously stated,
this approach can be used to produce valuable information-if its underlying assumptions can be
met. If those assumptions cannot be met, the approach should not be used because its predictions
may be unreliable.
11
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Do Private Universities Need
Audit Committees?
Controlling operations, increasing efficiency, and tightening up
finances should be goals for educational institutions
as well as corporations.

By David P. Weiner
During the 1970s the financial environment became more complex and perilous than ever before.
Litigation involving corporate officers, directors
and CPAs cropped up, and the BarChris decision'
emphasized the potential liability for corporate directors. The federal government also took an active role in the financial community. Newspaper
headlines and stories of "questionable payments"
involving major U.S. firms drew Congress into action, which resulted in swift passage of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. The Securities & Exchange Commission also became active in policing
the securities laws. Public confidence in accountants, corporate officers, and their financial statements were severely weakened.
One reaction to these events has been the emergence ofthe corporate audit committee, The rapid
growth ofaudit committees in the 1970s was also
a reaction to pronouncements from the American
Institute of CPAs, the SEC, and the New York
Stock Exchange.
In 1967, the AICPA Executive Committee recommended establishing audit committees made
up ofoutside directors. In 1972, the SEC issued
Accounting Series Release 123, which also recommended establishing audit committees--composed of outside directors —for all publicly -held
0025-1690/81/6207-3320/$01.00/0

companies. The New York Stock Exchange then
proposed a rule requiring all listed companies to
establish an audit committee no later than June
30, 1978.
These corporate audit committees have focused
upon the director's fiduciary responsibilities, corporate accountability, and financial disclosure.
Thus, much of the corporate audit committees'
activities have involved selecting the external auditors and reviewing the audit findings and financial statements. In addition, the audit committee
serves as a liaison between the external auditors
and the full board of directors. Here the committee's primary task is to assure the directors that
they are meeting their responsibilities to the stockholders, all regulatory agencies, and to the general
public.
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Committees' Scope Enlarged
Corporate audit committees were established to
deal with problems related to corporate financial
disclosure. Loudal has commented, "There was a
time when corporate audit committees had little
to do but spend a few hours each year accepting
the outside auditors' report and approving management's choice of an auditing firm."' Eventually, the focus of the audit committee was enlarged
to involve internal as well as external matters. A
critical function of any corporate audit committee
Copyright ©

1981 by theNational Association of Accountants
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Colleges could
well employ
faculty
accounting
professors on
their audit
comml ttees.

is to review the external auditor's "management
letter," to evaluate the auditors' conclusions, and
to determine if management has considered their
recommendations properly.
As audit committees have become more involved with such matters as internal control and
operating efficiency, they have come to look
toward the company's internal auditors for additional information. Although this procedure was
not the norm when corporate audit committees
were formed, it is now common practice for a
committee to meet and work with both external
and internal auditors. Consider the following
comment made by a member ofan audit committee ofa Fortune 500 company:
Of significant importance is the impact of
the change in the audit committee's role in
internal audit operations two years ago. The
chief internal auditor had a staff of 17 auditors and reported to the corporate controller. Currently, the staff consists of 50 professionals based in four locations around the
world, and the chief auditor's position has
been elevated to vice president reporting directly to the audit committee.
As the audit committee concept has developed,
the scope of its activities has broadened. It is apparent that the audit committees of some corporations have extended their views beyond financial
reporting and internal control. One source notes
that "the audit committees of large, well- established companies interact with other committees
on such issues as new financing, important capital
budgeting decisions, and new requirements relative to pensions and environmental standards.`
Universities as "Big Business"
Many private universities can appropriately be
labeled as "big business." There are several significant differences between private universities and
Fortune 500 or NYSE - listed companies, however.
For one thing, private universities are not affected
by securities regulations. The SEC is not involved,
and, in fact, there is minimal government regulation. Private universities also are much smaller in
size than major U.S. corporations and have all the
plant assets at one site. Therefore, the problems
involving stewardship of assets and financial reporting are substantially less significant.. In addition, the major problem facing the university is
not compliance with government regulations or
financial disclosure —the primary problem is operating efficiency. Finally, there exists in many private universities a group of employees who have
considerable expertise in the areas of accounting,
finance and management. These individuals, many
of whom are CPAs and hold CMAs, are members
of the university's business faculty.
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Of course, there also are some important similarities. Many private universities are quite large,
with annual budgets in excess of $1 million. Private universities are governed by a board of trustees, regents or directors with responsibilities similar to those of corporate directors. Most private
universities also employ a firm of external auditors,
conduct an annual audit, and publish financial statements. And, obviously, both types of organizations
have a need to promote operating efficiency.
In view of the differences and similarities, it is
apparent that private universities could benefit
from establishing a strong, active audit committee
although the structure and focus would differ
from the traditional corporate audit committee.
Recruiting Is Difficult
In a recent paper, William Perry indicated that
audit committee members generally come from
four categories: active or retired general auditors;
retired partners of major public accounting companies who have no financial interest remaining
with their firms; distinguished accounting and auditing professors from major universities; and acknowledged experts in the accounting or auditing
field.' It also has been reported that "most large
public accounting firms do not permit their partners, active or retired, to serve on boards of
directors. "' It is painfully obvious that private
universities, with limited funds available, are going to find it extremely difficult to compete for the
limited number of individuals who are qualified
and able to serve on an audit committee,
The approach I recommend for private universities would be to establish an audit committee
made up ofthree outside trustees and two to three
members of the business faculty. Ideally, the trustee members would have extensive finance or accounting backgrounds, and the faculty members
would be either CPAs, hold CMAs or have extensive business experience. The faculty members
would add technical expertise to the committee
and would serve in an advisory or nonvoting capacity.
There are several compelling reasons for using
faculty members on the audit committee. It permits the committee to acquire technical expertise
it may not otherwise obtain, facilitating the placement of CPAs on the committee. It is also a standard practice for faculty members to serve the
university through membership on university
committees. In addition, faculty members are
more likely to understand university affairs than
would the outside trustees.
The university audit committee would meet
with the external auditors and review the audit
plan and the completed audit report. The audit
committee can make a significant contribution to
the university if it focuses its attention on efficiency and exploring new approaches to cost reducMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1981

tion and increased revenue. This goal can be accomplished through four primary activities:
1. Reviewing the external audit report and management letter, with appropriate follow -up;
2. Reviewing the internal audit findings, with appropriate follow -up;
3. Meeting with top administrators to evaluate
existing operations and to pursue the implementation of audit recommendations;
4. When necessary, creating task forces composed
of audit committee members and selected faculty members to make analyses and recommendations regarding specific aspects of the university's operations. Potential areas for analysis
would include the capital budgeting techniques
employed, the management information system, long -range planning and establishing objectives, and the internal audit function.

where new techniques can be utilized —with considerable cost reduction and increased revenue potential.
There are several benefits that can accrue to the
university through the formation of an effective
audit committee. The committee will increase the
interaction between the full board of trustees and
the university's CPAs, which will increase the
trustees' knowledge of the nature and scope of the
audit function and the financial affairs of the university. Potential cost reduction and revenue -generating ideas will be given top -level attention and
will focus on the university's system of internal
control.
Audit committees have become an effective tool
within the corporate environment and have an
even greater potential within the academic community. Hurdman and Cranstoun make a similar
point:

Committees Make Good Efficiency Watchdogs

While many people think of an audit committee as a device that is applicable solely to
large, publicly held companies organized for
profit, this is far from the present situation.
A considerable number of smaller publicly
held companies and not - for -profit organizations have such committees, and we are convinced the trend will accelerate.
This
trend will inevitably affect large...
not -forprofit institutions such as hospitals, schools,
colleges, and united funds, as an audit committee cannot help but enhance their creditibility with prospective donors.'
El

With stabilized or decreasing enrollments, double -digit inflation and the unionization of faculty
and staff, universities must control operations and
make every effort possible to increase efficiency.
One way to reach this goal is through an effective
audit committee. As Reed Colegrove of Coopers
& Lybrand has pointed out, "When there is an
active corporate audit committee, there is a general tightening up of the financial activities of the
company.
Much of this tightening up can be accomplished
by implementing the recommendations of the external and internal auditors. If the university does
not have a well - developed internal audit program,
the audit committee can help establish such a program through the task forces mentioned above
and can bring the latest developments in business
management to the university's operations. Strategic planning models, capital budgeting and management information systems are three areas

Many private
universities are
big businesses,
therefore,
could use audit
committees.

Esrorr et at v. BarChris Construction Corp er at. 283 F. Supp. 643 (S.D., N.Y.
1968)
Michael L. Lovdal, "Making the Audit Committee Work:' Harvard Business
Review, March -April 1977.
' Michael Schiff, George H. Sorter and Jeremy L. Wiesen, "The Evolving Role of
Corporate Audit Committees," Harvard Business Review. May-June 1976.
' Ibid.. p. 23.
William E. Perry, "Effective Audit Committees," The Internal Auditor. August
1977.
" Ibid.
' Reed L. Colegrove, "The Functions and Responsibilities of the Corporate Audit
Committee,° The Internal Auditor. June 1976.
" Hardman and Cransioun, "Audit Committees as a Constructive Force." Hurd man and Cranstoun, New York, 1978.
2

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Continued from page 10
the way the brain controls all the bodily functions—is much more costly to acquire and operate than the operating software for batch
computers.
Additionally, in an on -line environment, more
data mu st be available for immed iate access.
This requires larger, more costly, computer
storage units. Also, companies are experiencing increased costs for systems engineers (super- programmers who work with the more complex software and equipment), and for pro-
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grammers with on -line programming backgrounds.
Obviously, on -line systems carry substantial
costs with them. And because more and more
on -line systems have been implemented in the
last five years, this explains to a large degree
the reason for increasing MIS costs. This trend
in on -line processing will conti nue as lon g as
management requires immediate acces s to
business information, and, of course, MIS cost
increases will be justified if the value derived
from this immediate access exceeds additional
costs.
1-1
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Past national President Clemens A. Erdahl presents W. M. Young, Jr, with
NAA Executive Committee testimonial for his outstanding service as executive
director. L. -r, past national President Joseph L. Brumit, Young, Erdahl, and President Robert J. Donachie. National Treasurer Gerald W. Devlin was also present.

W. M. Young, Jr. Honored
NAA Executive Committee commends
retired Executive Director for "his decade of leadership."

W. M. Young, Jr., retired Executive Director of
the National Association of Accountants, was
specially honored by the Executive Committee at
its meeting last October. In a testimonial, the Executive Committee voted unanimously to honor
Mr. Young for "his decade of leadership and the
great strides experienced by the Association."
(See text of the testimonial.)
In a recent letter to chapter leaders informing
them of the Executive Committee's action, NAA
President Robert J. Donachie said: `Bill elected to
take early retirement rather than continue to serve
the Association on a full -time basis. We are delighted, however, that Bill has also accepted a
consulting agreement with NAA which will assure his continuing availability." Mr. Young, who
served as Executive Director during 1970 -80,was
succeeded by Robert L. Shultis last August.
A Decade of Leadership
W. M. Young, Jr., was appointed Executive Director of the Association in July 1970,succeeding
54

Rawn Brinkley. He served in the Association's
highest administrative office throughout the decade, helping to guide NAA through one of the
most productive periods in its history.
He was no stranger to NAA when he assumed
the helm. He was elected to membership in 1952,
affiliating with the BuffaloChapter, later transferring to the Philadelphia Chapter. He was elected
president of that chapter in 1965 -66,and during
the next three years he served on the national
Committees on Chapter Operations and Membership. He was elected a national vice president for
the 1968 -69 term when he was affiliated with the
Washington chapter and employed as vice president of American Appraisal Co.
His appointment as Executive Director was
"the most challenging opportunity I've ever been
given," he said at the outset of his term. He added: "I am most concerned with the average member: what I can do to enhance his career, his contribution to society, to his family and to himself.
It's an anomaly in life that people don't work for
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1981

the boss: the boss works for the people. I am
working for 70,000 members and 90 members of
the staff."
By the end of the decade that membership figure had grown to 94,500. The number of chapters
had increased from 260 to 330. Along the way,
the Association had developed a separate organization —the Institute ofManagement Accounting,
which was established to grant the Certificate in
Management Accounting.
Another innovation that NAA created found
Mr, Young at the hub of the action even before he
joined the national staff. As the first chairman of
the Committee on Socio- Economic Programs, he
was in on the ground breaking of this program
and thus was in an ideal position, when he became
executive director, to guide its continued progress.
He also led in the expansion of the Association's Continuing Education Program from a few
courses in few cities every year to a program of
more than 40 courses held twice a year.
The profession's drive to establish accounting
standards also caught up the Association. The
National Board cooperated with, and supported
the establishment of, the Financial Accounting
Standards Board, and a new policy committee,
Management Accounting Practices, which was
formed to act as a spokesman for NAA in the
formulation of new accounting standards, was incorporated into the Association structure during
Mr. Young's tenure.
Representing the Association, Mr. Young along
with the NAA president attended several international accounting meetings helping to forge a closer relationship with sister organizations in other
countries, most notably in Great Britain and Canada. The success of the first NAA- sponsored European conference last April was a milestone.
The decade of the '70s was challenging, but
NAA responded with new programs and expanded current programs. Its public visibility went up
as the Association became one of the founding
bodies of the FASB and responded to initiatives of
governmental agencies, as well as the American
Institute of CPAs and the FASB.
During his ten years of stewardship, W. M.
Young, Jr., helped position the Association well
for the decade of the '80s.

Testimonial for W. M. Young, Jr.
MAY IT BE KNOWN THAT
WHEREAS William M. Young, Jr., has
served the National Association of Accountants in many capacities since his election to
membership in 1952;
First, as a leader in three chapters —in Buffalo, in Philadelphia, where he served as
President in 1965 -66, and in Washington,
D.C.;
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1981

Later, as an appointed member of the Committee on Chapter Operations, 1966 -68; then
as an elected National Vice President, 196869, and as an appointed Chairman of the
Committee on Membership, 1969 -70, and
Chairman of the Committee on Socio -Economic Programs the same year;
Then in June 1970, upon the retirement of
Rawn Brinkley, as Executive Director,
NAA's highest administrative office; and
WHEREAS, during his term from 1970 to
1980, Association service expanded to include the establishment of the Institute of
Management Accounting and the Certificate
in Management Accounting, the Self -Study
Program, the Management Accounting
Practices Program which has given the Association a unified voice in the establishment
of sound accounting standards, and special
conferences and meetings, including the first
European conference. Further, the Association grew during the decade from 70,000
members to 90,000 members, and from 260
chapters to 330 chapters.
THEREFORE, with grateful appreciation
for his decade of leadership and the great
strides experienced by the Association, and
mindful of the devotion to duty and sense of
responsibility he exercised in the discharge
of the duties of the office, the Executive
Committee here assembled on this twenty fourth day of October in the year of our
Lord nineteen hundred and eighty, do hereby honor and acknowledge with sincerity
and respect the myriad achievements and
contributions made by William M. Young,
Jr., on behalf of our beloved Association.
By Order of the Executive Committee
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SUCCESSFUL SMALL CLIENT
ACCOUNTING PRACTICES
by Carl S. Chilton, Jr.
An invaluable handbook for accountants who
have or who are planning to have small
businessmen as their clients, this book covers
all aspects of serving small clients. The author
draws from his experience to help you.
Prentice -Hall, Inc.
221 pp.

1976
cloth $32.95

WRITING AUDIT REPORTS
by Mary C. Bromage

1979
$19.95

HOW TO FINANCE YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
WITH GOVERNMENT MONEY: SBA LOANS
by Rick S. Hayes and Cotton Howell
SBA financial assistance loan programs,
technical assistance programs and sales
assistance programs are explained in simple
language with tots of examples. The book
shows the business person, banks and
accounting firms how to prepare SBA loan
proposals.
John Wiley & Sons
216 pp.

1980
$14.95

SUCCESSFUL MANAGEMENT OF LARGE
CLERICAL OPERATIONS: A GUIDE TO
IMPROVING SERVICE TRANSACTION
SYSTEMS
by Martin Stankard
This is a practical, action - oriented guide for
managing
or improving
large
service
organizations. Maintaining the view that
transaction- intensive systems must operate to
satisfy customers and users, the guide
develops management responsibilities from
strategy to control, and supplies actual plans,
checklists and tools which support effective
management.
McGraw -Hill Book Co.
288 pp.

Featuring more than 100 planning models,
worksheets arid flowcharts, this valuable
handbook enables financial managers, through
the use of computer facilities, to be remarkably
accurate
in reporting
critical
financial
information. From cash planning to profit
projection, manpower planning to "make -orbuy" decisions, labor costs to overhead
expenditure budgeting, the proven techniques
are here for application.
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THE HANDBOOK OF GRAPHIC
PRESENTATION (2nd edition)
by Calvin F. Schmid and Stanton E. Schmid
A working manual for everyone concerned with
the clear presentation and interpretation of
statistical data in graphic form. All the essential
theory and practice of graphic techniques are
given in sufficient detail to enable you to design
charts and execute all the basic graphic forms.
John Wiley & Sons
308 pp.

1979
$16.50

CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNTING
by James J. Adrian
The biggest and most profitable construction
companies have one thing in common —a solid
accounting system. In this single volume are all
those techniques that can develop a company
into a big profit maker.
Reston Publishing Co.
360 pp.

1979
$21.95

REAL ESTATE ACCOUNTING AND
MATHEMATICS HANDBOOK
by R. J. Wiley
Discusses analysis of new investment
proposals and covers managing, financing,
appraising,
marketing,
developing
and

accounting for real estate investment activities.
Math topics include brokerage, investment, real
estate finance and real estate appraisal math.
Ronald Press
336 pp.

1980
$26.95

COMPUTER PERIPHERALS FOR
MINICOMPUTERS, MICROPROCESSORS
AND PERSONAL COMPUTERS
by C. Louis Hohenstein
This logical guide provides the complete range
of available input, output and memory
peripheral devices used with computers. In
nontechnical language and illustrated with
photos and drawings, this book offers a clear
explanation of what each peripheral does and
how it works.
McGraw -Hill Book Co.
320 pp.

1980
$19.50

AN INTRODUCT ION TO MATHEMATICAL
STATIST ICS AND ITS APPLICATIONS
by Richard Larsen and Morris Marx
Over 175 fully- worked -out examples and case
studies are used to motivate statistical
reasoning and to demonstrate the application
of statistical methodology to a wide variety of
real world situations. Problems range from
applied to theoretical.
Prentice -Hall, Inc.
608 pp.

1980
$22.95

PROGRAMMING MICROCOMPUTERS WITH
SAMPLE PROGRAMS
by Stanley Evans
This book is a complete guide to all phases of
program design and application. Whether using
microcomputers for research, business or as a
hobby, readers will find that this work will
explain how to really get the most out of these
computer systems.
Reston Publishing Co.
224 pp.

1980
$17.95

NAA MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING BOOK SERVICE
Quantity

Please arrange to have the following literature sent to me:
Title
Price Ea.

Total

1980
$17.95

COMPUT ERIZED FINANCIAL
FORECASTING AND PERFORMANCE
REPORTING
by Michael Tyran

Prentice -Hall, Inc.
384 pp.

NAA's Management Accounting
Book Service enables members to
purchase books from a number of
major publishers at a 10% discount.
This month's special selections are
summarized on this page. Orders
accompanied by payment may be
sent on the form provided. For foreign orders, please request pro forma invoice. (Prices guaranteed for
90 days only.)

Demonstrates proven, practical methods for
designing the format, content and sequence to
satisfy the requirements for the auditor's own
management and the organization being
audited. The book contains illustrations of audit
reports for the public and private sectors.
McGraw -Hill Book Co.
193 pp.

VICE

1980
$34.95

Member Acct No.
SHIP TO:

I I I I I I I

S ub t o t a l . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Less 10% Discount .
Subtotal . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Add Postage and Handling
$2. /book, 4th CI Book Rate
(3-6wks dehv.)
$3 /Gook UPS 12-3 wks oehv

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER

TOTAL

$

Mall To: Ms Ellen Shappe, Manager, Library Services
National Association of Accountants, 919 Third Ave.. New York. N Y 10022
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Make plans now for the NAA Annual International
Conference you and your family will never forget.
You'll be receiving more information in the pages
of Management Accounting and by mail about
the programs that inform and educate,and activities that let you relax and enjoy the beauty of
the Islands. NAA'er; will be staying in the famed
Sheraton Waikiki,
Royal Hawaiian and
Princess Kaiulaui
hotels. Our last conference in Hawaii was
a memorable one —
and we are planning
this one to be even
better. Mark your
calendar "off to
Hawaii" June 21 -25,
National Assoc iation of Acc ountants
1981!
Annual International Conference, June 21- 25,1981
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MAP Committee Promulgates
Definition of
Management Accounting
Following is the definition of management accounting approved by NAA's Management Accounting Practices Committee, with introductory and concluding comments by Robert B.
Sweeney, chairman, Subcommittee on MAP Statement
Promulgation.
Few would question the statement that the majority of accountants in the United States or for that matter the world
are management accountants. Yet, the terms "management
accounting" and "management accountant" are among the
least understood and possibly poorest defined terms used in
business.
Survey of Corporate Leaders

If the image of NAA is to be enhanced, it is imperative that
a proper and appropriately inclusive definition of management accounting be promulgated. The Institute of Management Accounting, in developing the CMA program, has a
major objective of increasing the recognition of management
accounting as a profession. The existence of a viable definition
is essential to achieving this objective as well as the objective
of attracting more top rate management accountants to the
Association.
Finally, NAA, as an educational association, has been vitally concerned with contributing to the profession of management accounting. No more basic contribution can be envisioned than that of promulgating a comprehensive definition
of our field of interest_

This fact recently was documented by an article in MAN AGEMENT ACCOUNTING'which revealed that corporate lead- Process
ers do not know who the management accountant is and,
The process for developing the Association's definition of
even more significantly, they do not know what he does. This management accounting was provided in the Bylaws by estabfinding is particularly troubling in that almost half of those lishing the Management Accounting Practices (MAP) Comexecutives interviewed had some accounting background. It is mittee with the concomitant "responsibility for issuing
most significant that once the term "management accountant" authoritative statements" for the Association.' The MAP
was described to these executives, a large majority indicated that Committee was established "to provide guidelines to the
the position is extremely important to their companies.
membership of the Association and business management on
management accounting concepts, policies and practices." To
Reasons for Misunderstanding
facilitate carrying out this objective, a Subcommittee on MAP
The lack of recognition of management accounting may be Statement Promulgation was formed. Its members include
attributed to many factors, primary among which is the lack Robert B. Sweeney (chairman), director — School of Acof a viable definition. While various definitions have been countancy, University of Alabama; John F. Chironna, direcpublished, these attempts are frequently too narrow or too tor— accounting standards, International Business Machines
cursory. Some have even used an excluding type definition by Corp; Herbert C. Knortz, executive vice president and compdefining public accounting and then indicating that all else is troller, International Telephone and Telegraph Corp; Hadley
management accounting.
P. Schaefer, director — School of Accounting, University of
A workable definition is needed to identify unequivocally Florida; and Donald J. Trawicki, partner, Touche Ross & Co.
the field of management accounting and the role of the man- The definition which follows was developed by that Subcomagement accountant. Obviously, the Association is the logical mittee and subsequently approved for promulgation by the
source of such a definition.
MAP Committee.
Development of Definition
The National Association of Accountants is the recognized
leader in management accounting not only in the United
States but throughout the world. The Association's responsibility for promulgating a definition of management accounting can be traced to the Association's Constitution and Bylaws which state that among its principal purposes is the
charge to develop a better understanding of the various areas
or types of accounting.'
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Definition of Management Accounting
DEFINITION

Management accounting is the process of identification, measurement, accumulation, analysis, preparation, interpretation,
and communication offinancial information used by management to plan, evaluate, and control within an organization and
to assure appropriate useofand accountability for its resources.
Management accounting also comprises the preparation offiMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1981

nancial reports for nonmanagement groups such as shareholders, creditors, regulatory agencies, and tax authorities.
To facilitate comprehension, the most significant terms
used in the definition are defined as follows:
Management Accounting is the process of:
Identification —the recognition and evaluation of business
transactions and other economic events for appropriate accounting action.
Measurement —the quantification, including estimates, of
business transactions or other economic events that have occurred or may occur.
Accumulation —the disciplined and consistent approach to recording and classifying appropriate business transactions and
other economic events.
Analysis—the determination of the reasons for, and the relationships of, the reported activity with other economic events
and circumstances.
Preparation and Interpretation —the meaningful coordination
of accounting and /or planning data to satisfy a need for information, presented in a logical format, and, if appropriate,
including the conclusions drawn from those data.
Communication —the reporting of pertinent information to
management and others for internal and external uses.
Management Accounting is used by management to:
Plan —to gain an understanding of expected business transactions and other economic events and their impact on the organization.
Evaluate —to judge the implications of various past and /or
future events.
Control —to ensure the integrity of financial information concerning an organization's activities or its resources.
Assure accountability —to implement the system of reporting
that is closely aligned to organizational responsibilities and
that contributes to the effective measurement of management
performance.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1981

Many of the activities constituting the field of management
accounting are interrelated and thus must be coordinated,
ranked, and implemented by the management accountant in
such a fashion as to meet the objectives of the organization as
perceived by him or her. A major function of the management accountant is that of tailoring the application of the
process to the organization so that the organization's objectives are achieved effectively.
Developing a Framework
The Subcommittee now is engaged in the task of creating a
framework for management accounting. The framework will
be composed of principal elements of management accounting, such as objectives, functions, terminology, concepts, and
management of the management accounting activity. When
completed, the framework should permit a logical and consistent selection of subjects for development of Statements on
Management Accounting Practices. In this regard, the Subcommittee will interface closely with NAA's Committee on
Research.
Management accounting constitutes the major segment of
the accounting profession. It is imperative for this segment to
be understood and recognized appropriately. The effective
promulgation and communication of the definition of management accounting to our various constituencies will greatly
facilitate the correct comprehension of the function of
management accounting and the role of management accountants within an organization. As a result, public understanding of this role will increase, and the management accountant then should receive the recognition that is so justly
deserved.
' Robert Half. "Do Management Accountants Have an Image Problem ?' MANAGUMI.NT AcrouNTiNa, August 1980
Constitution and Bylaws, National Association of Accountants, June 1, 1979.
Management Accounting Practices Committee Statement of Objectives, Statements on Management
Accounting Practices, June 21, 1971.
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e Candidate submits an application for membership in the Institute of
Management Accounting and an application to sit for the CMA examination.
Candidate arranges for proof of educational attainment and character
references to be sent to the Institute. April 1 is the deadline for new
candidates to file the membership and examination applications. (Candidates
who are members of the Institute and who have taken parts of the
examination at a prior offering should file their examination application by
April 1.)

2
. Institute notifies candidate of acceptance when educational
credentials and references are received.
Institute sends candidate authorization letter for requested examina3
tion parts and exact address in selected city where examination will be held.
9

Notification mid -May.
• Candidate sits for examination on June
4on number
depending
of parts taken.
5 . Institute notifies candidate of examination results in September
6
. Certificate in Management Accounting is awarded to candidate who
has passed all five parts and has fulfilled the requirement of at least two years
10, 11, 12,

1981.

of appropriate management accounting experience_

Consider it.
For more information, please write or call:

Institute of Management Accounting
570 City Center Building
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
Telephone: (313) 662 -1986
The Certificate in Management Accounting
A program of the National Association of Accountants

Wanted: Research Proposals
The National Association of Accountants is soliciting proposals to conduct research on the following topics:
Accounting and Management Practices in Small Companies: Depreciation Methods and Strategies, Inventory
Handling, Capital Expenditures and Automation. The
study will address current practices in the operational and
strategic decision - making areas considered and thereby
provide a tool for optimizing decisions in these areas.
2. Descriptive Studies of Business Decision Processes: (a)
New Products (b) Product Abandonment and (c) Manpower Planning. Each of these studies will attempt to find
answers to the following questions: What decisions are
made in the respective decision processes? How do decisions interrelate with one another? What information is
used in making decisions with particular reference to the
role of the management accountant ?, and What determines
the reliability and usefulness of the information?
3. Training and Selection of Accountants: The study will address the current practices, techniques and observations
accounting managers and non - accounting managers use in
the selection and training of employees. Some of the areas
that will be covered in the study are: Determining the advancements that will take place in training programs in the
future, changes that have taken place in the accounting
curricula over the years, and whether or not general management skills should or should not be considered in selecting an employee for a professional accounting position.
Outlines or prospectuses for each of the above topics are
available upon request from the Association. The prospectuses are not all inclusive but are designed to serve as guides for
researchers in developing their proposals.
The proposals should contain the objectives and the scope
of the research study. The author(s) should state explicitly
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what will be covered in the research study. This should be
followed by a detailed description of how the research methodology will be employed, such as, literature search, mail survey, interviews, and case studies.
The proposals must also indicate the manner in which the
researcher plans to organize and present the research work. It
has been NAA's preference to have the research work performed as a sequence of phases, with interim reports submitted to NAA upon completion of each phase. As attachments
to the research study, the authors must provide NAA with a
detailed budget, preferably broken down into phases. Researchers' fees are paid as the phases are completed, and expenses are reimbursed as reported. A projected timetable
should also be attached along with a sketch of the author(s)
background(s).
Other Topics
The Association also considers proposals on any topic a
researcher chooses, provided that the topic deals with a subject matter of interest to NAA members. If a researcher
chooses to conduct a research study on an unsolicited topic,
the researcher must substantiate the importance or the need
of research on that particular topic. Such a proposal should
be prepared in accordance with the same NAA guidelines
used for the announced research topics.
A prospective researcher desiring further, more extensive
research guidelines, may order NAA's monograph, Research
Methodology and Business Decisions, 1976. This publication
will assist the researcher in preparing a proposal and conducting research.
Submission
Each proposal will receive careful consideration for possible action by the Committee on Research at its April 1981
meeting. For further information, contact Suzanne G. Connors, NAA Research Associate (212) 7549897. Proposals
must be submitted by March 15, 1981.
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Concepts and Techniques...

ANNOUNCEMENT!
Here at last is a Self -Study Course that discusses,
in depth, the four primary CAPITAL BUDGETING screening techniques - ACCOUNTING
RATE OF RETURN ... NET PRESENT VALUE
. , . PAYBACK ... TIME ADJUSTED (OR INTERNAL) RATE OF RETURN ... AND MORE!
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This course, naturally, is a NEW— Energy saver —SelfStudy Program designed to yield a high level of understanding
and comprehension via the combined "Text- Cassette"

>p �

approach ... A Learning System Concept to help you pick up
the mathematical i ntricacies and the main arguments in
CAPITAL BUDGETING easily!
MATHEMATICAL EXAMPLES are clearly and carefully detailed
with special attention paid to each step along the way. Major
emphasis is placed on ACQUISITION & CONTROL OF GROWTH
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while examining negative growth and retrenchment.
CAPITAL BUDGETING: Concepts and Techniques is a uniquely imaginative and thought - provoking experience in
learning ... AN ABSOLUTE MUST!
SPECIAL FEATURES ...
DEALS W ITH INFLATION!
Carefully d etails math em atics so
participants receive a fuller understanding of CAPITAL BUDGETING
principles.
Am plificatio n & Develo pm en t of the

Real World!
• Many thoroughly worked out solutions
to complex problems.
• Reinforces learning and retention with
Audiocassette tape (60 minutes) vividly
coupled with dramatized situations!

THEORY of CAPITAL BUDGETING.
• Imp ro ves COMMAND of mathematics; the "validity" of the content
will m ake you com fortable with the
newest and the latest developments.
• Presents examples drawn from the

P.S. ENCOUNTER MODERN METHODOLOGY IN CAPITAL BUDGETING TODAY!

r- - - - -- - - � -- - � - -- - - - -- � - - �- - - - -- - � - -- � - - �- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - � . �
Mail to:
National Association of Accountants
919 Third Ave., New York, N.Y 10022
Att: Self -Study Programs

I

I

� �YES,�please�send�me
Units) of
CAPITAL BUDGETING: Concepts and
Techniques
� �I�am�considering�additional�purchases
for�my�� �Class�� �Company�� �other(s)
List:
Cost

$80.�—10%�DISCOUNT�FOR�MEMBERS

Recommenoed Continuing Education Credit
—�12�Hours

Name

Address
City, State, Zip
Ho me P ho ne
(area code)
Business P ho ne
(area code)
M ember

No.I

I

I

I

'

I

I

� �Payment�Enclosed � �Nonm ember

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Death of an Asset —the R & D Blood Bath
Older accountants —those over 30—
can remember when deferred research and development costs appeared on numerous balance sheets
as a significant asset. Younger accountants know only Statement No. 2
of the Financial Accounting Standards Board, which prohibits the practice of setting up R & D costs as an
asset and amortizing that asset over
the life of the resulting product. The
experience of one company illustrates
well the problems with R & D accounting.
In the late 1960s and early 70s,
Memorex was a manufacturer of magnetic tape, computers, and computer
peripheral equipment. The technology
of these products changes rapidly
and remaining competitive requires a
company to spend heavily on R & D.
Memorex was spending big bucks
and followed the then -GAAP practice
of deferring and amortizing R & D expenditures.
The rationale for this accounting
practice is quite simple. R & D expenditures are made by a company to
obtain future benefits for itself, usually
in the form of profits accruing from
being in a position to sell state- of -theart products or services. This certainly
qualified R & D expenditures as assets. Further, the matching doctrine
would argue that R & D expenditures
should be expensed at the time the
company receives the benefits of selling the new products or services.
Trying Computers

Given its success in the magnetic
tape and computer peripheral equipment markets, Memorex plotted an
entry into the computer mainframe
market. This strategy had three interMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1981

esting aspects. First, of course, were
the big players already in the market.
Next, developing a mainframe product and getting it on the market was
even more R & D intensive than Memorex's other activities. Finally, by
one account, since its founding in
1961 Memorex had not had a single
year of positive cash flow. Thus, the
mainframe thrust, and in fact the company itself, depended on obtaining
additional financing on a regular basis.
Of course, it's common for a rapidly
growing firm to need additional financing. For perspective, Memorex's
1972 revenues were about $145 million at a time it owed its lead creditor,
Bank of America, some $130 million,
with an estimated additional $120 million owed to other creditors.
One of the earliest indications of
trouble in the computer program was
the qualified opinion on Memorex's
1972 financials. The qualification cited uncertainty about recovery of the
investment in the computer program.
By May 1973, Memorex acknowledged that computer orders were lagging, and two months later it indicated
that the computer program would be
discontinued and written off.
Negative Net Worth

these items as incurred. Thus, the
write -off's tax benefits already had
been taken in earlier years.)
Memorex's problems didn't end
with the computer write -off. A cynic
might suggest that Memorex decided
to take a bath. Whether that's correct
or not, for 1973 Memorex did take an
additional write -off of $37 million,
mostly for other deferred R & D, and
another $24 million write -off of other
assets.
In sum, Memorex showed a loss of
about $119 million for 1973. This left
the company with a total owner's equity at a deficit of about $87 million,
based on an operating loss of about
$19 million plus the write -offs.
A Subjective Judgm ent

The Memorex story would quite
likely end here except for the actions
of its largest creditor, Bank of America. B of A stuck with Memorex and
provided additional credit. Memorex
revived and is now successful. By the
end of 1977, total owner's equity had
risen to $114 million and Memorex
had been re- listed on the NYSE.
Common stockholders of Memorex
had been on much the same ride. The
stock peaked at $173 in 1970, bottomed at $1.50 in 1974, and rose to
about $40 by mid -1978.
Frequently, this column looks at
events involving poor management,
poor accounting, poor auditing, fraud,
or some combination of these. This
case is different. The crucial issue
here is whether an asset has future
benefits, and that is always a question
of subjective judgment.
The Memorex case illustrates nicely the main rationale for FASB Statement No. 2. The existence of deferred
R & D as an asset depends too much
on subjective judgment about future
benefit. This holds even when the
judgments are done in good faith as
seems to be the case here. Because
of FAS No. 2, R & D now joins the
other "off balance sheet assets,"
such as human assets and corporate
citizenship.

At the start of 1973 Memorex had
about $32 million in total owner's equity. By itself, dropping the computer
mainframe program produced write offs of about $39 million, mostly for
deferred R & D, but including some
other deferred costs. This alone re- The accounting events presented here
duced total owners equity to a deficit are not representative of usual practice
of about $7 million.
and are recounted only for educational
(As one would expect, for tax pur- purposes. This information is not intended
poses Memorex had been expensing to embarrass or to reflect on anyone.
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Beyer Medal Winners
On June'80 Exam Announced

will

E. William Richards, Jr., assistant professor of
accounting at Southern Missionary College,
Collegedale, Tenn., achieved the highest
scores on the June 1980 examination for the
Certificate in Management Accounting. He
be presented the Robert Beyer Gold Medal.
For making the second highest scores on the
examination, John R. Hartung, staff accountant
at Coopers & Lybrand, Chicago, will be presented the Robert Beyer Silver Medal.
William B. Allen, Jr., an accountant -in- charge
at the Memphis office of Ernst & Whinney, won
the Beyer Bronze Medal for his achievement on
the examination.

Roy L. Beheler, staff accountant, Ernst &
Whinney, Roanoke, Va. He is a member of the
Roanoke Chapter.
David L. Gilbertson, budget analyst, Montana
Department of Institutions, Helena, Mont.
Michael J. Griffin, graduate teaching assistant, Northern Illinois University, Berkeley, III.
Paul R. Macchiaverna, research associate,
the Conference Board, New York, N.Y. He is a
member of New York Chapter_
Wanda A. Wallace, assistant professor, University of Rochester, Rochester, N.Y.
E. William Richards, Jr., Gold Medal winner,
earned a B.S. degree in accounting from Southern Missionary College in 1971 and a Ph.D. in
business administration from Michigan State
University. He says, "I feel that all students
need (and eventually appreciate) challenging
experiences both in and out of the classroom. I
am encouraging more of my students to sit for
the CMA exam which I feel provides one such
experience."
John R. Hartung has a bachelor's degree in
accounting and economics and an MBA degree
from Illinois State University. He has passed
the 1979 CPA exam.
William B. Allen, Jr., graduated with distinction from Southwestern College, Memphis,
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Stanley W. Guinn, a graduate student at the
University of Michigan, won the Student Performance Award. Sponsored by the Monsanto
Company, this new award was established to
recognize the student achieving the highest
scores on the CMA examination.
The winners of the Beyer Medals and the
Student Performance Award were announced
by the Institute of Management Accounting.
The IMA also announced the names of five other candidates for the CMA who will receive Certificates of Distinguished Performance for their
outstanding grades. They are:
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GUINN

Tenn., with a degree in economics and business administration. He is a member of Memphis Chapter. He also achieved the highest
grades of anyone taking the May 1980 CPA examination from the state of Tennessee.
Stanley W. Guinn attended the University of
Illinois, studying physics, mathematics and astronomy. He received a bachelor's degree in
business administration with high distinction
from the University of Michigan and is now an
MBA candidate for April 1981. Not only did he
pass the CMA examination on the first sitting,
he also passed the CPA examination the first
time he took it in November 1979.
The Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals awarded the applicants achieving the three top
scores on the CMA examination are sponsored
by Touche Ross & Co_ They were established
to honor the late Robert Beyer, former managing partner of the firm and a past national president of NAA.
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Here's a selection of seven books from NAA's
Superlibrary, directed to the process of business
decision•making. This valuable Mini-Library should
be at your fingertips.

Super Mini- Library for

DECISIONMAKERS
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND BUSINESS DECISIONS
By John W. Buckley. Marlene H. Buckley and Hung -Fu Chiang
A research guide for practicing accountants and academics who conduct or evaluate
research or who are interested in the scientific study of business decisions. A major role of
the accountant is to provide information for decision making. but before he can supply such
information he must gather data via a systematic method of research. This valuable study
examines and clarifies research methods and offers frameworks which will assist the accountant- researcher in defining problems, selecting methodology and evaluating his
results. It is the third release from the study of business decision models project.
#7581
89 pages
Price $5.95

NORMATIVE MODELS IN MANAGERIAL DECISION- MAKING
By Lawrence A Gordon, Danny Miller and Henry Mintzberg

Describes nine decision models wish which company managers have to deal most often —
new products. distribution, acquisition, make or buy. lease or buy. etc. The models
presented are normative models —those designed to prescribe a desirable procedure. not
necessarily to describe the decision process actually used Each model is presented via a
brief introduction, a Ilowcharl, a description of The flowchart and a bibliography. This study
is The second in the business decision models series.
#7578
121 pages
Price $6.95

THE MAKE -OR -BUY DECISION
By Anthony J. Gambino
jf

This study describes how companies
actually conduct the make-or-buy
decision - making process. Based on a survey of
350 companies and personal interviews of selected personnel in 18 companies, it is the
latest release in the Business Decision Models project
#80120
128 pages
Price $6.95

IMPEDIMENTS TO THE USE OF MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
By Henry Mintzberg
THE LEASE - PURCHASE DECISION
By William L Ferrara, James B. Thies and Mark W Dirsmith

Interesting analysis of why managers often prefer informal to formal management information systems (MIS) and why managers don t use information as they apparently should.
Basically, the use of management information is determined by the complex relationships
between information made available to the manager. pressure imposed upon him by his
organization, and the ways in which his brain receives and processes this available information
#7474
27 pages
Price $2.95

This comprehensive study develops a lease- purchase decision model which is representative of corporate practice and is based on a sound conceptual framework. Research for the
study included a mail survey of 925 U S. and Canadian corporations and in -depth interviews
with several lessees, lessors. CPA firms. and bond rating agencies The study results
should be of immediate interest to accountants and financial executives in making this deci
sion. as well as to educators for classroom use
#80117
126 pages
Price $6.95

Natio nal A ssociation of A ccountants
919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 O,
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or .
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s
Attn: Special Order Dept.

THE DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS DECISION
By Douglas M Lambert
Relates the process underlying the distribution channels decision to the information that has
been or could be made available from the extant information system. particularly of a
management accounting type This is the second study of actual practice of the models contained in Publication No. 7578 Research entailed working closely with the accounting.
marketing and physical distribution personnel of 18 companies in the U.S. and Canada. It is
the fifth release in the business decision models project.
#78100
197 pages
Price $7.95
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THE LEASE - PURCHASE DECISION: HOW SOME COMPANIES MAKE IT
By William L Ferrara

Name

Examines The information utilized and the decision process followed in making the lease purchase determination. This is the first study of actual practice of the models contained in
Publication No 7578 Research consisted of conducting interviews at three U.S. and three
Canadian larger firms. This is the fourth release in the business decision models prolecl
#7899
49 pages
Price $3.95

Company
Address
City, State, Zip
MA 1181
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People in the News
Corboy Is Dresser VP
James J. Corboy, Dallas past president,
was elected vice president -chief accounting officer of Dresser Industries,
Inc. He served as an NAA national vice
president in 1974 -75 and is currently an
appointed member of the Executive
Committee and National Board.

been named vice president — finance,
AECO Products Division. He is a member of Atlanta North Chapter.
William E. Bush, Austin, Tex., has been
made a partner in Ernst & Whinny. He
is a past president of Austin Area.

William H. Borten, Alexandria, Va.,
has been elected president and chief operating officer of Atlantic Research
Corp. He is a member of the Washington ( D.C.) Chapter.

Gale D. Eidson, Atlanta, has been
named part ner -in- charge of the Atlanta
office of A.M. Pullen & Co. He is a
member of Piedmont Winston -Salem
Ch ap t er. . . . Walter H. Whitehead has

CORBOY

MULBACH

Dallas

Chicago

Leroy W. Woody, Birmingham, has
been named partner -in- charge of tax at
Ernst & Whinney.
Rodney A. Oglesby, Bolivar, Mo., has
been named vice president for financial
affairs at Southwest Baptist College. He
is a member of Greater Ozarks Chapter.

MAYBE YOU'RE HAPPY WITH YOUR
ACCOUNTING /FINANCIAL JOB TODAY...
But what about later? You may begin to feel cramped or underutilized.
You may want to live in a different part of the country or be part of a
larger or smaller firm.
It really is easier to look for a new position when you already have one.
And Accounting Financial Associates makes it even easier. We're
asked by small and large companies across the country to refer
talented professionals to them for unpublished positions.
You can contact an AFA representative in confidence anytime. even it
you're not actively seeking a position. We will be your eyes and ears to
immediate and future opportunities.
Let us help you open your career options. The day you're not "quite
happy' about your current job could be anytime.

°

R IC H MO N D , VA
Don Ri c har d Assoc i ates
(804) 644 -0651

B ETH ES D A, MD
Don Ri c har d Assoc i ates
(301) 652 -1182

MIN N EA PO L IS, MN
Ac c ounti ng Per sonnel
of Mi nnesota
(612) 544 -1005

SA N FR AN C ISC O , C A
The Financ i al Resour c es
Gr ou p
(415) 398 -2171

NEW O R LEAN S, LA
Ac c ounti ng Per sonnel
C ons ulta nts of New Or le ans
(504) 581 -7800

SEATTLE, WA
Passage
Assoc iates
(206) 623 -6200

H AR TFO R D , C T
Compass, I nc
(203) 549 -4240

PITTSB U R G H , PA
Ac c ounti ng Per sonnel
(412) 261 -1015

SO U T H FIE LD , MI
Fi nanc ial
Ac c ou nti ng
Per sonnel
(313) 353 -1161
&

N. MI A M I , FL
Career Assoc iates, Inc
(305) 893 -0810

&

LO S ANG ELES, C A
RM Enterpr i ses
(213) 651 -4622

DEN VER , C O
Roc ky Mountai n Rec r ui ter s
(303) 321 -8005
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L' -'1 Financial Associates

B ALTIMO R E. MD
Don Ri c har d Assoc i ates
(301) 752 -5244

D ALLAS, Tx
Ac c ounti ng Per sonnel
C onsultants of D allas
(214) 386 -4770

Grant A. Wills, Burke, Va., has been
named corporate controller of Stidham
Tire Co. He is a member of Northern
Virginia Chapter.
Marc P. Palker, Carle Place, N.Y., has
joined Rentokil, Inc. as controller. He is
a member of Long Island- Nassau.

Promotions and New Positions

Charles G. Nelms, Asheville, is now financial manager at Switzer.

Rollin F. Green, Brighton, Mich., has
joined Williams Research Corp. as budget analyst. He is a member of Western
Wayne Chapter.

SYR AC U SE, N Y
CFA Assoc iates
Personnel, I nc .
(315) 463-5225

Robert F. Colwell, Charlotte, N.C., has
been promoted to tax principal at Arthur Young & Co. He is a member of
Charlotte Gold Ch ap t er. . . . Robert W.
Nichols has joined Case Hoyt, Inc. as
controller- He is a member of Gaston Carolinas C h ap t er. . . . Ernest E. Teal
has been elected secretary of Metric
Constructors, Inc. He is also chief accountant and a member of Charlotte
Blue Chapter.
Robert T. Thirston, Chicago, has joined
the First National Bank of Chicago as
product manager in the cash management division. He is a member of Illinois Northeast Chapter.
James M. Chamberlain, City of Industry, Calif., is now division controller of
American Telecommunications Corp. A
past president of Olean- Bradford Area
Chapter, he now is a member of Orange
County.
Thomas E. Barton, Cleveland, has been
admitted to partnership of Ernst &
Whinney. He is a member of Cleveland
East Chapter.
James T. Hendershot, Columbus, Ohio,
has joined Columbia Cement as manager of finance and administration. He is a
member of Mid -Ohio Chapter.
Douglas A. Hughes, Danville, Calif.,
has been appointed vice president finanee /administration of Ball, Ball, and
Brosamer, Inc. He is a member of Diablo Valley Chapter.
John L. Giering, Dayton, has joined
NCR Corp. as assistant controller.
Edmund J. Slavik, Detroit, has been
promoted to account officer at Manufacturers Bank of Detroit,
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James R. Wash, Diboll, Tex., has been
elected secretary of Temple- EasTex,
Inc. He is a member of Lufkin- Nacogdoches Area Chapter.
Nan R. Olson, Duluth, Minn., has been
promoted to supervisor of corporate reporting at Minnesota Power, She is a
member of Lake Superior Chapter.
George W . McQueen, Elmsford, N.Y.,
has been named president and chief operating officer of Rockwood National
Corp. He is a member of the Long -Island- Nassau Chapter.

Daniel R. Hallquist, Jamestown, N.Y.,
is now inventory and production control manager at Truck -Lite Co., Inc, He
is a member of Jamestown - Warren
Chapter.

A
CMA REVIEW
FIRST...

Dennis R. Kruse, Joplin, Mo., has been
promoted to controller of Sperry Vickers' Joplin plant, He is a member of Joplin Tri -State Chapter.

John Booden, Kalamazoo, has been promoted to manager, corporate budgeting
at Upjohn .... Also at Upjohn, Holly
Folk is now financial analyst for the
pharmaceutical division; Bonnie FrankHoward W. Hatton, Eugene, Ore., has
lin is staff accountant in the cost assembeen appointed financial analyst for Inbly unit; Kim Polley is financial analyst
ternational Paper Co.'s wood products
for the engineering and maintenance
operations. He is a member of Eugene group .... In Upjohn's International DiSpringfield Chapter.
vision, LaMarr Miller was promoted to
John V. Marra, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla,, manager, international financial analyhas been named vice president of Food sis and Fred Zuidema is European projFair, Inc. He retains his position as con- ects manager.... Mary K. Flegal is a
troller, also. He is a member of Essex principal — shareholder of Goodman,
County Chapter.
deMink and Cerutti, P.C.
Charles W. Rayburn, Ft. Wayne, has
been made a partner with Ernst &
Whinney.
Robert E. Hamby, Jr., Greenville, S.C.,
has been admitted to the partnership of
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. He is a
member of Greater Greenville.

A S K A 80 UT O UR
SPECIAL "IN HOUSE"
COMPANYSPONSORED
COURSEPACKAGE
f o r inf o rma tio n call:

Person - Wolinsky
CMA Review
1 -800- 645 -5460

T.W. Goodwin, Jr., Kingsport, Tenn.,
has been promoted to assistant office
manager at Holston Defense ... At Tenl tam Byers, J r.
nessee East- an, C. W'll'

NEW YORK STATE

516 - 473 -6200
(COLLECT)

Accountants: Start
your own practice!

Robert L. Watson, Hayward, Calif., has
been promoted to manager of Scheid &
Atkinson . . . Gary A. Yamashita has
been appointed director of student activities and curricular development at
California State University- Hayward.
Both are members of Alameda County
South Chapter.

We'll send you The Book
on how and why. Free!
Programmed for Suc ce ss is the name — a nd it has a ll
the facts, f igures and background data compiled by
COMPREHENSI VE, ' ° the nation's largest f ranchiso r of
monthly bookkeeping, accounting and tax services for
small and medium -sized businesses of all kinds. If you
want to work for yourself, be your own boss, and have
the security of being backed by experienced professionals , c ontac t COMPREHENSIVE today .

Jerry T. Fello ws, Ho n o lu lu , was n am ed
president o f th e Am fac Su gar Co . d ivision of Am fa c, In c. He is a m e m b er o f
Hawaii Chap ter.
W. Jam es Bo wling, Houston, has becom e a partn er in Ern st & Wh inn ey . He
is a past presid ent o f Memphis Ch ap ter.
. . . Jam es L. A n d e rs o n , has b een promoted to co n tro ller o f In gerso ll Ran d S.W. Industr ies. He is a m em b er o f El-

Everything provided • Audio cassette package
• Coordinated written
materials -not textbooks
• Guided study program
• Up -to -date content

Call S. A. Kucera
Toll free (800) 323 -9000
Anywhere in the Continental U.S.
In Illinois, call collect (312) 898 -6868
UNION ttttttttfi IIttttlEM lllllllue lllllll

lllllll

r

tllllllim

C O MP R EHENSIVE

_ MINES

Please send Programm ed for Success, including complete data on earnings and profits of all
current COMPREHENSIVE accountants.

'

Name

' I

Address

I I

mira Area Chapter.
Randel N. Stair, Ithaca, N.Y., has been
promoted to vice president- controller,
Park Broadcasting, Inc. He retains his
other position of vice president-controller of Park Newspapers, Inc. He i s a
member of Ithaca - Cortland Chapter.
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Phone
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(area code)

(number)

accounting corporation
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2111 Comprehensive Drive. Aurora, Illinois 60507
Official Tabulators for the National Easter Seal Teletho n _

(best time to call)
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resourceful.
Talented, motivated
professiona ls.
They are your most
valua ble resou rce.
We know how
to identify
and a ttra ct them.
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535 Fifth Avcmic New York. NY 10017
30 Vreeland Road Florham Park, NJ 07932
3255 Wilshire Blvd. Los Angeles. CA 90010

,5poialuts in Fin ancia l Re(mitmenc

IBM System/34
and HP 300
Applica tion Softwa re
"V IGI"
Variable Information General Ledger
"PAYDAY"

has been named staff assistant, special
projects; Lar ry A. Munsey has been
prom oted to manager, insurance and
tax es; an d Jam es J. Steffen is now staff
assistan t, organic chem icals. They are
all m em bers of East Tennessee Chapter.
Jo h n R. Curtis, Lansing, Mich., has
been app o inted assistant vice president
an d assistant controller for staff financial services at Michigan National
Ban k. He is a m em ber of Lansing -Jackson Ch ap ter.
Lawren ce M . Brotzge, Louisville, has
joined Cap ital Holding Corp. as vice
presiden t and controller.
Arn o ld Mu h lbach, Louisville, Ky., has
been elected senior vice president of finan ce an d adm inistrative services of
Th o m as In dustries, Inc. He is a m em ber
of Chicago Chapter.
Steven B. Mix ta cki, Madison, is now
co n tr o lle r of A m e ric an TV an d Ap plian ce o f Madison, Inc.
San d ra J . Pozolinski, Menasha, Wis.,
has join ed Gilbert Paper as financial analyst. Sh e is a m em ber of Northern Wisconsin Ch apter.
J . Vincen t Vogel, J r . , Middle Field,
Co n n ., is n ow controller of United Nurseries In c. He is a Bridgeport past president.
Ger ard Hilin ski, Mi lwaukee, is new
sen io r co st accountant with E -Z Paintr.
Bru ce W. Caldeira, Modesto, Calif., has
become accounting manager at Bright
Develo pm ent. He is a m em ber of Stockton Area Chapter.

Receiveables And Crecilt History

Pa t ric k J . W at s on , Nashville, has been
ap p o in ted tre asurer of Th om as Nelson,
In c.

" APS"
Accounts Payable System
"OPIN"
Order Processing /Invoicing /Inventory

Ala n J . Preis, Newark, N.J., has been
n am ed a p ar tn er w it h To uc he Ross &
Co. H e is a mem ber of Essex County
Ch ap ter.

Payroll And Distribution Accounting
"RF AC H"

Written in RPG II
Thoroughly documented
representation throughout the
United States
"ISS: The Human Eq uation"
International Systems Services, Inc.
1545 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 408
Los Angeles, C A 9 00 17
(213) 484 -0150

Sam uel W. C hin , N or ris tow n, Pa., has
joined Com m odore International as tax
director. He is a mem ber of South Jersey
Chapter.
Wendy G. Regets, .Norwich, has been
prom oted to assistant secretary of t he
Norwich Savings Society.
Ro b er t R . Heron, Oklahoma City, has
been named director of adm inistr ative
services with the Oklahom a Foundation
for Peer Review.
John H. Savast ano , Pa ram us, N.J ., has
become a partner at Arlook, Shinder,
Skulsky & C o. He is a m em b er of New
Jersey Meadowlands Chapter.
Richard A. Sm ith, Philadelphia, has
been prom oted to assistant vice president for corporate accounting of the
Penn M utual Life I nsuran ce Co.
Ja nice I . Br ad sh aw , Phoenix, has been
prom oted to accounting m anager at
Penn Athletic Products.. . Tiffany E.
Clure is now accounting systems and
proc edur es a naly st f or Tanne r Co m pames ... Also at Tan ner Companies,
Shaun P. Dwyer has been nam ed financial analyst, Kevin G. Hegarty has been
prom ot ed to gene ral ac count ing s upervis or , an d Mar k J. O ls on ha s be en a ppointed division controller of Southwest
Land and Developm e nt.. . At Greyhound Le asing & Financ ial Cor p., Roy
H . Wetzel has been named assistant
vice president.
Daniel J. Gr oves, Pittsburgh, has joined
Braunlich- Roessle, Inc. as controller.

No rm an S. K enn edy, Ne wark, O hio, is
no w ex ecu tive vice president of Central
Tru st Co . He is pa st president of Mid Ohio Ch ap ter.

Joseph Kanfrouitz, Plainview, N.Y.,
has been appointed vice president, controller of Am fesco Industries, Inc. He is
a m em ber of Long I sland - Suffolk Chap-

Sam u el Bo oth, Jr . , New Philadelphia,
Oh io , h as been appoint ed controller of
Jo y Man u facturing Co. He is past president o f Ohio Mid- Eastern Chapter.

ter.
Lawrence A. Barker, Portland, Me., has
been nam ed controller for the Civic
Center .... Carl J. Sabatino has joined
Dunhill Tem porary Systems as sales
and m arketing m anager. Both are m em -

Lo well E. Elm ore, New York, has been
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prom oted to manager, business planning and analysis, corporate planning
departm ent of St. Regis Paper Co. A
past president of Jacksonville Chapter,
he is now a member of Bridgeport Chapter . ... Vivia n E. Stat terw hite has been
prom oted to manager of m ana gem ent
and data p rocessing control s ystem s at
Phillip Morris, Inc. She is a m em ber of
Ri chmond Lee Chapter.
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bers of Southern Maine Chapter and
Mr. Sabatino is a past president.
Kenneth J . Horne, Proctor, Vt., has
joined Vermont Marble Co. as corporate staff accountant. He also is responsible for financial services for the parent
company, Pluess Staufer Industries,
Inc. He is a member of New Haven
Chapter.
Arthur J. Kase, Jr., Reading, has been
promoted to manager of general accounting at Polymer Corp.
Gerald E. McCarver, Resaca, Ga., has
been named controller of Color Dyne's
Resaca plant. He is a past president of
North Georgia Chapter. Peggy E. Whaley, a member of the same chapter, is
now controller of Shaheen Carpet Mills.
John O. Perkins, Richland, Wash., has
been named manager of accounting at
Rockwell Hanford Clifford L. Stice
is now manager of...
cost accounting and
cost analysis at the same company. Both
are members of Washington Tri- Cities
Chapter.
Patsy A. Kei, Richmond, Va., is now

ACCOUNTANT'S
PROFESSIONALEDUCATION
CRUISE SEMINARS

financial coordinator at Phillip Morris
International. She is a member of Richmond Lee Chapter.
Linda L. Shea, Rochester, has been
named supervisor, accounts payable
with
General
Railway
Signal
Co
James T. Sorensen is now a
....
partner, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
Brian H. Strom, Sacramento past president, has been named a partner at Arthur Young & Co.
Anne J. Cotton, San Diego, has joined
the Signal Companies as tax accountant. She is a member of San Diego East
County Chapter.
Jack T. Hunn, San Francisco, has been
elected to the board of directors of
Marsh & McLennan, Inc.
Robert V. Huheey, St. Louis, has been
named corporate controller of Consolidated Aluminum Corp.
William A. Keating, St. Mary's, Pa., has
been named treasurer of Pure Industries. He is a member of Pennsylvania
Northwest Chapter.

June 13-20,1981 senior tax accountant at Agway, Inc.
. . . A. Carl Springel has been named
Debark in Ho nolulu in time fo r the
vice president- finance at the Augsbury
1981 NA A Annual Meeting.
Corp.
Sept. 5-17, 1981

36 hours of CP E credit aboard the
Luxurio us PACIFIC PRINCESS

Donald A. Belote, Torrance, Calif., is
now manager, administrative services in
Upjohn's CPR Division. He is a member of Kalamazoo Chapter.

Robert S. Morgan, Tulsa, has been adTRANSCANAL Nov.14-28,1981 mitted to partnership in Touche Ross &
Co.
An ISLAND PRINCESS Thanksgiving
cruise from Lo s A ngeles to San Juan

Call or write for a bro chure:
Education f or Pro fessionals (Dept. 10)
2001 Holmby Ave., L.A., Ca 90025
or
Oak Tree Travel (213) 981 -7254
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John F. Hayes, Wausau, Wis., has been
named controller of the J.I. Case Co.,
Drott division. He is a past president of
Racine- Kenosha Chapter.
Doris F. Mullen, West Allis, Wis., is
now manager of systems implementation and training for Amerigas, Inc. She
is a member of Milwaukee Chapter.
John G. Boyas, West Caldwell, N.J.,
has joined Barra Corp. as vice president
of finance. He is a member of New Jersey Meadowlands Chapter.
Michael L. Ferrante, White Plains,
N.Y., has been named a partner with
Ernst & Whinney. He is a past president
of the Westchester Chapter.
Denise L. Devine, Wilmington, Del.,
has joined Columbia Gas Systems Service Corp. as senior tax coordinator. She
is a member of Philadelphia Chapter.

Walter R. Dahlgren, Stamford, Conn.,
has been elected comptroller of the Citi- Sherry S. Care, Winston Salem, N.C.,
zens Savings Bank. He is a member of has been promoted to budget manager
of direct sales at Hanes Corp. She is a
Connecticut Gateway Chapter.
...
Edward J . Mullen, has been made a member of Piedmont Winston -Salem
Chapter.
partner of Coopers & Lybrand. He
is a member of the Westchester Chap- Roger P. Calabretta, York, has been apter.
pointed vice president of Data TechnolFrancis W. McCarthy, Syracuse, is now ogy, Inc.

HAWAI

ALASKA

Donald L. Scantlebury, Washington,
D.C., has been appointed chief accountant of the U.S. General Accounting Office. He is current director of the GAO
Financial and General Management
Studies Division.

Hugo F. Torres -Gomez, Tyler, Tex.,
has been named manager- administration and finance, drilling group at Delta
Drilling Co. He is a member of Tyler
Area Chapter.
Tom C. Hooper, Waltham, Mass., has
joined Ark -Les Switch Corp. as controller. He is a memb er of Massachusetts
Route 128 Chapter.

James D. Culcasi, Youngstown, Ohio,
has been named controller of the Edward Corporation. He is a past president ofGreater Youngstown Area Chapter.

Organization Service
J.M. Fried, New Orleans, past president, has been elected treasurer of the
State Board of Certified Public Accountants of Louisiana.
W. Walter Liang, Sacramento past president, has been elected vice president of
the Sacramento Management Conference, Inc., a nonprofit organization that
sponsors educational conferences in
northern California. A current NAA
national director, he is staff accountant
with the Sacramento Municipal Utility
District.
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PATRONIZE
OUR
ADV
Wh en wr i t i n g o r c al l i n g
an a d ve r t i s e r ,
say you saw i t i n
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!1TO/+'illl1
•THRUINDEPENDENTCORRESPONDENCESTUDY
*GRADUATESQUALIFYFORADMISSIONCABAR,
U S. Federal Courts. U.S. Supreme Court, U S. Tax
Courts plus Administrative Courts as CA Attorney

*CALIFORNIARESIDENCYNOTREQUIRED
• REGISTERED LAW SCHOOL, Stare of California.
Committee of Bar Examiners
Narionwide toll -tree
Cabt. Residents

800 -423 -4530

213 -795 -5558

SOUTHLAND LAW SCHOOL
69 N. Catalina. Dept. 63
Pasadena, California 91106

We Apologize
Sincere apologies go to Carl W. Hagelin, 54, member of the Bridgeport Chapter. We inadvertently listed his name in
the "In Memoriam" column in the November 1980 issue. It turns out he is recuperating from an illness.

E►neritus Life Associates

Nathan Bank, San Fernando Valley.
William G. Brewer, Sr., Orange Coast
California past president; past national
director, 1963 -64 SCMS.
Clement A. Bueche, Denver.
Richard C. Clevenger, Akron Summit.
J. F. Craven, New York.
R. H. Croninger, North Alabama past
president.
Eben C. Cutler, Dayton past president.
V. Drengberg, Orange Coast California.
Marshall E. Dunn, Orange County past
president; past national director, 197577; SCMS.
gan.
William F. Wehrly, Portland- Columbia
G. Kenneth Dye, Trenton.
past president; past national director,
Donald Goodyear, Peoria.
Carlyle H. Gordon, Mason -Dixon past 1962 -64; SCMS.
president.
In .ffemoriam
Howard O. Hampton, Westchester.

A guaranteed solution to your
delinquent account problem s

to

coast

[]Third party intervention gets results
N percentage fees
0
O Maximum cost per collection is $ 7 5 . '-.-. V f M f f r
cost far less
O Dramatic improvement in cash flow
OThous and s o f s atisfied cus tomers
1980.P.S.N.C..1
coast

'

Please fill out and mall for additional information.
Name
Company Name

'

Street
City

'

Telephone
Mail to:Parson - Bishop, Department M,

State

7870 Camargo Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45243
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Donald R. Hasselberg, Minneapolis Viking.
Charles E. Hastings, Peoria.
Dorothy Hird, Hartford.
Kenneth W. Hufford, Oakland -East
Bay,
Walter Koczot, Lehigh Valley.
John M. Penman, Greater Youngstown
Area past president; past national director, 1956 -58; SCMS.
Lawrence F. Pieruccioni, St. Paul past
president; past national director, 196769; SCMS.
George L. Pulis, Suburban Northeast
Philadelphia.
W. C. Rose, Mid- Missouri past president.
John R. Rumble, Member -at- Large.
J. G. Speer, Scottsdale Area.
Peter N. Stavru, Member -at- Large.
Thomas W. Thul, Milwaukee.
Charles F. Weaver, East Tennessee.
Lee Wiggant, Macomb County- Michi-

Zip

F

'

Joseph Baron, 63, Hampton Roads,
1961.
Edgar B. Hutchison, 57, Canton, 1967.
Burton Jones, 70, Lehigh Valley, 1957.
Grace B. Knaub, 69, York, 1969.
Robert C. Kohl, 66, Reading, 1955.
Emeritus Life Associate.
Zoltan G. Lenky, 74, Lehigh Valley,
1948. ELA.
E.G. Melaugh, 63, Boston, 1956.
John M. Mitchell, 63, Lehigh Valley,
1968.
Thomas C. Myers, 58, Essex County,
1953.
John Naumowick, 62, Delaware County
Pennsylvania, 1954.
Elmer J. Nicklas, 66, Milwaukee, 1951.
ELA.
David G. Reese, 52, Mason- Dixon,
1969.
Ernest H. Ring, 80, Waterbury, 1943.
ELA.
Harry E. Salzmann, 86, Reading, 1944.
ELA.
E. O. Sandstrom, 76, Connecticut Gateway, 1943. ELA.
John S. Schuchart, Susquehanna Valley, 1979.
Karl G. Schwab, 57, Orange County,
1960.
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cally, the problem at many universities
is the rigidity of the requirements for a
degree in accounting. And, the rigid requirements in an accounting program
are usually skewed toward educating
Continued from page 8
students for careers in the watchdog
tingencies of an acquired enterprise area of public accounting. While this
that were in existence at the date of may be caused by a number of reasons,
purchase and for subsequent adjust- a primary reason is that most of the acments that result. An amendment of counting faculty with a professional
APB Opinion No. 16, the new release, background receive their experience in
"Accounting for Preacquisition Con- public accounting. An optimistic assesstingencies of Purchased Enterprises," ment of a solution to the problem is the
says that amounts that can be rea- AICPA belief (University Education for
sonably estimated for contingencies Management Consulting) that "many
that are considered probably are re- educators would provide more on the
corded as a part of the allocation of subject of management consulting if
the purchase price. Subsequent ad- they knew what the profession needed
justments are included in net income and how they could go about teaching
when the adjustments are deter- it." A more pessimistic approach to a
mined, except in limited circum- solution to the problem would be the
stances involving loss carryforwards. statutory mandating of educational requirements through the "licensing of
management accountants" as recommended by Robert Half. Although I
Report on Accounting Profession would prefer the former, the latter apIs Released
proach may eventually be required to
assure an equal educational opportunity
The SEC's third annual report to Con- for students planning careers in all areas
gress on the accounting profession, of professional accounting— governwhich had been scheduled for issu- ment, management and public accountance on July 1 st, was released near ing.
Grover L. Porter, Ph. D., CPA
summer's end. The delay was caused
Professor of Accounting
by discussions between the Commission and AICPA's SEC Practice SecWestern Kentucky University
tion and its public oversight board on Bowling Green, Ky.
the issue of SEC access to peer review working papers. In his transmittal
letter, SEC Chairman Harold M. Wil- It Can Be Done
liams said that an arrangement has
been reached which will assure the My compliments to Quentin Karchner
Commission's staff sufficient access for his article on "How One plant Autoto the working papers while still ac- mated Its Collection of Dat a" in the
commodating the concern of the sec- September issue. Mr. Karchner detion's membership about client confi- scribed a system that we have been trydentiality.
ing to install for a long time. While the
problems we face are not insurmountable they do cause me to wonder if we
LETTERS
are going in the right direction. Thanks
to his article, I have renewed confidence
Continued from page 12
that it can be done.
Vincent R. Laposta
work as management accountants." It
Manager —Cost Accounting
would seem, therefore, that accounting Holyoke, Mass.
educators are providing only a small
and decreasing percentage of the students with the needed educational op- A Refresher
portunities.
To paraphrase Pogo, "We have seen As a senior citizen and long -time
the problem and it is us." More specifi- NAAer, thanks for your career issue arMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1981

ticles in August 1980. By comparison I
took action months ago to refresh my
technical education in psychology by
enrolling in a university course. I certainly have received great benefits and
our Association membership may want
to learn of the texts used in this very
important subject: Adjustment and
Growth: The Challenges of Life by Spencer A. Rathus and Jeffey S. Nevid, published by Holt, Rinehart & Winston;
Psychology and Personal Growth, 2nd
Ed., by Abe Arkoff, published by Allyn
& Bacon, Inc.
Wesley B. Edgar
Columbia, S. C.

Which Came First?
I thoroughly enjoyed the impressive article, "Pictures That Lie: The Abuse of
Graphs in Annual Reports," that appeared in the October issue.
Of the study involving 50 annual reports from 1977 and 1978, chosen at
random, did the presentation of misleading graphs cause an auditor to modify his report? Or did an auditor become
involved in litigation as a result of a
misleading graph in an annual report?
William Gregg
New York, N. Y.
We really don't know ... but it's a possibility. Ed.

Pictures Do Lie
I very much enjoyed the article "Pictures That Lie: the Abuse of Graphs in
Annual Reports" in the October 1980
issue.
As you point out, the most fundamental guideline for constructing
graphs is that the numerical data presented should coincide with the figures
given in the financial statements.
With this thought in mind, please
look at Figure 4 on page 52, The year
1975 should total $1,100 —not $1,110 as
is shown.
Again, I found the article very interesting.
Jeff Doon
Van Dyne- Crotty Co.
Columbus, Ohio
You're right —we goofed. The error
slipped by us in proofreading. —Ed.
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New Products /Services

1

2,000 feet from the controller. Five
printers can be supported by a single
system. COBOL is now available on the
MDS Series 21, in addition to MOBOL.
Extended Data Entry (EDE) provides
users with disk storage in their data entry operation. Contact John A. Grasso,
(201) 540 -9080, Ext. 272.
WOW

—

The Tempo Response Time Monitor.

DTSS Incorporated has introduced a
new microprocessor -based unit that, for
the first time, records true computer
system response time and transmits
summarized reports to the host computer. This data provides system managers
with an important key to boosting terminal operator productivity. The Tempo Reponse Time Monitor attaches directly to the IBM 3270 terminal and
intercepts signals passing between the
keyboard and host computer. Response
times are reported on a small strip
printer or are transmitted to the host
computer. Contact Jock Elliott, (603)
643 -6600.

ements of a company— manufacturing,
distribution and marketing —with "one
set of numbers" for timely, accurate decision- making and total manufacturing
efficiency. For further information contact Kay Faria, (617) 475 -5040.

Comshare has introduced a new and enhanced version of VSCOM -33, a computer -based inflation accounting system.
A new error detection device which
screens input affords more client self sufficiency. VSCOM -33 enables the
1,200 largest U.S. companies to inform
both shareholders and investors of the
effects inflation has had on the financial
information contained in annual reports
based on FAS No. 33. Contact Bob
Reznik, (313) 994 -4800, ext. 211.

The NBS Division of Business Controls
Corp., developers of the CABS -I FORTRAN Newspaper Business System,
has designed CABS -I COBOL customized on -line business systems. The system is written and supported by SB -5, a
COBOL program generation technology that automates the production and
maintenance of COBOL programs.
Phone (201) 791 -7661.

Software International's on -line "closed
loop" Manufacturing Resource Planning System, presently installed at large
IBM sites, is now available for HP 3000,
Prime and Microdata computers. The
MRP system helps manufacturers lower
inventory costs and improve customer
service. It also provides all operating el72

Reduce overhead costs with a new desktop plain paper copier, priced under
$3,000, introduced by the Business
Equipment Division of Toshiba America, Inc. Designed for low- volume use,
Model BD -3201 offers features previously available only in higher - priced
units. Contact Susan Schreiner, (212)
PL8 -1885.

Mohawk Data Sciences announces four
new enhancements to its Series 21 distributed processing systems: a family of
six removable disk drives, a remote station printer, COBOL, and Extended
Data Entry (EDE). The new disk
drives combine both fixed platters and a
removable platter on a single spindle.
The Model 2141 -1 Station Printer can
be located with a display station up to

A swivel device that applies the "Lazy
Susan" principle to the CRT terminal,
increasing operator efficiency and potentially saving the cost of extra terminals, is available from Inmae. Turn 'n
Key allows full 180- degree rotation of a
CRT terminal, so two or more operators can use the same terminal without
upsetting their work environment, and
permits operators to place a CRT at a
variety of angles. Contact Sandi Linden kohl, (408) 727 -1970.
Paradyne Corp. has introduced four
new modems and two enhancements to
its Analysis network management system. One of the new modems exceeds
the current speeds for data transmission
by 50 %. Another is the industry's fastest 9600 multipoint modem. Analysis
enhancements include a new option
which provides host computer data traffic monitoring of terminal response
times and other traffic measurement parameters. Contact John Day, (617)
237 -3220.
Life Log, a pocket -sized health history,
encourages employees to record their
family's medical history and to take responsibility for managing their own
health information, including cost data.
The booklet provides space for recording a general health history, immunizations, physical exams, and medications.
Contact Life Log, P.O. Box 42580, San
Francisco, CA 94142, (415) 928 -1112.
Transcomm Data Systems announced
the Fixed Assets System, an addition to
its current financial software line. Designed to maintain and report information required by the IRS to support depreciation claims for federal and state
tax purposes, it also provides for general
ledger tracking of fixed asset related
transactions. (412) 963 -6770.
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NANs Continuing Education Program
helps keep your career path wide open!
MON. /TUE.
-The Controller: Role and
Techniques
• Developing and Using
Standard Costs
• Management Accounting
for Nonaccountants
• Long -Range Strategic
Planning and Analysis
• Financial Accounting
Standards Review
-Oral Communication
Skills and Techniques
MON. /TUE.JWED.
• Data Processing — Concepts and Information
Systems Design
WED.
-Management and Control
of Fixed Assets
-Budgeting and Performance Reporting for
Service Industries

WED.
• Financial Aspects of
Long -Range Planning
-Time Management
WED. /THU. /FRI.
• Flexible Budgeting and
Performance Reporting
•Communications and
Report Writing
THU. /FRI.
-Advanced Standard Costs
for Manufacturing
• Management Accounting
for Hospitals
• Modern Budgeting
Methods for Local
Governments and
Nonprofit Institutions
• Retail Financial Control
Systems
-Marketing Fundantentals for the
Management Accountant

Avoid detours...
Take a course at NAA s
Continuing Education Program
in TULSA, FEB. 23 - 27, Williams Plaza

REGISTER

. 4ecredited by the Council Jor Noncollegiate Continuing Education

®

1/81

(Please type or print)

I
I

I Name

I Division, Plant or Office
I Company
Title

Social Security No

I

I

Street Address

I

City, State, Zip Code
Business Phone

I

(Account No.)

&

NAA Member (Chapter)
CMA Holder (Cert

)

IFirm's Principal Product or Service

I

I

I

Nonmember

Please register me for the following Courses:

Dates

Fee

Location
$

I Print or type complete name of each Course
II1

I

Registration Information
To register for any Course listed, fill
out and return the registration form
together with your check to:
National Association of Accountants
919 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
Att: CEP Registrar
•
(212) 754 -9758
Fees
Members Nonmembers"
1 day course
$145
$170
2 day course
290
340
3 day course
435
485
The fee for NAA Courses includes daily
luncheons, refreshments, and all
technical materials.
"Nonmembers: The differential
per Course for nonmembers may be
applied to NAA membership; or it
may be applied against the dues of
an NAA member of the same firm
(organization). The differential may
be used anytime after the Course is
completed and before June 30, 1982.

CEP... An open road to success!

1� �� . � Fei1111Y!

1 6 4%
6

If you've been interviewing too many candidates
for accounting, financial or edp positions,
call Robert Half.'
If you're a busy executive, your time is
valuable. That's understandable.
If you're a concerned executive, you want
to make certain your company hires the best
personnel. That's understandable, too.
For 32 years we have probably filled more
financial and edp positions than all other
recruiters combined.

We're specialists concentrating in limited
markets where we know the best people and
where to find them.
We are success - oriented. Fees are earned
only when you hire our candidates. And
these fees are backed by a liberal guarantee.
Cut down on your interviews. Interview
only the right people. Call Robert Half.

ROBERT "nLFSM

=accounting, financial and edp personnel specialists
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